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Summary
The purpose of this deliverable is to present recent advances along with their limitations and new
prospects for algorithmic techniques, models and methodologies concerning the problems related
to renewable personal mobility in urban environments. The focus is on state-of-art approaches on
multimodal route planning (including all possible modes of transport, e.g. public transit, walking,
cycling, conventional and electric vehicles) and vehicle sharing systems (considering strategic network
design, tactical and operational issues). The deliverable also addresses algorithmic approaches for
supporting energy efficiency in multimodal route planning as well as methodologies and simulation
tools that measure the energy efficiency of vehicles.
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Introduction

The aim of this deliverable is to present a bulk of state-of-the-art approaches with respect to all
aspects of renewable mobility and then critically assess them so as to identify promising research
directions for MOVESMART.

1.1

Objectives of WP4

The main aim of WP4 is to establish the scientific groundwork for materializing the vision of
renewable personal mobility in urban environments. Along this line, WP4 aims at providing novel
personal mobility services that are based both on time-dependent traffic data and the exploitation of
eco-friendly means with particular emphasis on electric vehicles (EVs) and vehicle sharing systems.
Specifically, the first goal of WP4 is to provide generic time-dependent route-planning algorithmic
solutions that will exploit both the hierarchical structure of the entire MOVESMART architecture
(mainly the urban traffic cloud, UT-Cloud)) and the live-traffic (in-route, post-route, emergency)
reports for appropriately updating the relevant traffic-information and also the involved/affected
travellers. The outcome will be the creation and maintenance of the time-dependent traffic-data that
will largely feed the urban traffic knowledge base (UTKB) and will be exploited for more accurate
real time route-planning queries.
The second goal of WP4 is to design and implement a library of solutions for algorithmic challenges
concerning eco-friendly route planning, personal mobility and multimodal mobility (emphasizing
on the exploitation of EVs and bicycles), and vehicle sharing. The singularities of each particular
problem (e.g., the range anxiety for EV sharing and route planning) will be taken into account.
Finally, the third goal of WP4 is to be able combine the above applied algorithms along with
the use of other tools to provide information relevant to the energy efficiency of the applied EVs.

1.2

Scope of this deliverable

The present deliverable, D4.1, is the first part of the work undertaken in the frame of WP4, comprising
the output of Task 4.1. The main objective of D4.1 is to document the specific fundamental structure
of the optimization problems related with renewable mobility and establish the ground for the
development of efficient algorithmic solutions.
We investigate the theoretical foundations of the multimodal route planning problem encompassing EV-mobility, vehicle sharing, cycling, walking and public transportation. Along this line,
we present recent advances in the field with respect to approaches dealing with independent and
complementary parts of several of our problems and considering different constraints and objectives
that reflect various interesting optimization issues.
We then offer insights on optimization problems relevant to the design and operation of public
bicycle/car sharing systems. The focus is on mathematical models and algorithmic solutions
developed so far, especially those that address cost and pricing models, depot location optimization,
mobility and demand modelling and ways of balancing vehicle stocks across stations (i.e. relocation
strategies) in one-way vehicle sharing systems.
Last, we survey algorithmic methods focusing on energy-efficiency aspects of multimodal route
planning and also methodologies and simulation tools utilized to measure energy-efficiency of vehicles.
D4.1: Page 7 of 127
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Structure of the document

Section 2 provides a general overview of different approaches used to implement renewable mobility
schemes along with the cost models and pricing policies associated with them. It discusses their
main advantages and drawbacks and focuses on the most promising scheme, the one-way vehicle
sharing, analyzing the problems associated with it and proposing techniques to support the viability
of such schemes.
Section 3 gives an overview of the state-of-the-art in multi-modal route planning. Here, the
objective is to present a user one or several alternative journeys between two arbitrary locations of her
choice. These journeys are to be computed on a combined transportation network of both timetabled
public transit services (such as bus, tram or metro) and non-timetabled modes of transportation
(such as walking, biking, private car navigation or taxi). In order to be useful these journeys have
to be optimal or close to optimal. Common optimality criteria are earliest arrival, travel-time,
number of transfers or price. Furthermore, the user should be able to choose preferred modes of
transportation or otherwise constrain the modes of transportation considered during computation.
Section 3 first discusses unimodal techniques for specific modes of transportation before considering
techniques for the combined problem.
Section 4 reviews the state-of-the-art algorithmic approaches for optimizing the operation of
vehicle sharing systems. The relevant literature is surveyed with respect to three main issues related
to the design, management and operation of vehicle sharing systems: strategic network design
comprising decisions about the location and the number of stations as well as the vehicle stock at
each station; tactical incentives offered to customers so as to influence users’ behavior in support of
systems viability; operator-based repositioning of vehicles to cope with stock imbalance problems.
Section 5 reviews algorithmic approaches and services that support the energy-efficient multimodal
mobility of individuals (with emphasis on environmentally friendly means of transportation, such as
bicycles and EVs), in order to assist the traveler to combine various means of transportation in an
energy-efficient mobility chain. Various aspects, models, parameters and simulation tools relevant to
energy efficiency are considered in the context of the renewable mobility scenario.
Finally, in Section 6 we highlight new prospects in renewable mobility. We refer to all problems
dealt with in Sections 2-5, discussing promising research directions on the course of the WP4 of
MOVESMART.
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Cost Models and Pricing Policies

This section provides a general overview of different approaches used to implement renewable mobility
schemes along with the cost models and pricing policies associated with them. It discusses their main
advantages and drawbacks and focuses on the most promising scheme, the “on demand one-way
vehicle sharing”, analyzing the asymmetric demand problem associated with it and proposing the
“dynamic incentive” as the main technique being applied to influence user’s mind and thus overcome
this problem.

2.1

Cost models for renewable mobility approaches

The inconceivable rates of pollution and congestion on urban areas together with the high cost of
private vehicle ownership compared to the very low utilization rates, and the increasing parking
requirements compared to the decreasing availability of urban space, make private owned automobiles
an unsustainable mobility solution for dense urban environments.
In Europe the average household possesses nearly two vehicles, which spend more than 90% of
the day idle providing no service, while requiring between three to five times their footprint in urban
land to travel from an origin to a destination [130].
Furthermore, capacity limitations in transportation roadways cause level of service to follow
decreasing marginal gains as quantity of flowing vehicles increases. In fact, urban designers know
well that there is no such thing as sufficient capacity for an infrastructure system: the larger it gets,
the more grows its demand reaching inevitably a new saturation in the future. That is why new
models for renewable mobility are required such as car sharing, bike sharing, car pooling or demand
responsive public transport.
To help dealing with this problem, the MOVESMART project will firstly focus on the different
cost models associated with car sharing approaches, where the traditional private owned vehicle
paradigm is shifted towards a public shared paradigm. Car sharing promises to effectively tackle
most of the previously mentioned drawbacks of contemporary mobility (low utilization rates, lacking
of public parking space, etc.). Despite its advantages, the main problem experienced by car
sharing mobility approaches is the so-called “redistribution issue” or, more formally, “demand-offer
asymmetric problem”.
The explanation is straightforward: any mobility scheme follows fixed patterns given a location
and a time. For example, car sharing stations in residential areas will have a high level of demand in
the morning from people commuting to work to city centre or commercial areas, who will probably
pick up these cars to go to the public transportation hubs or drive directly to work. Similarly,
parking stations near commercial areas will also have a high demand in the morning from these same
commuters wanting to drop off the shared vehicles. Here we have the problem, these demand patterns
will drive to collapse the system: empty stations where people need to pick up cars (residential
areas) and full stations where people need to drop off (transport hubs or commercial zones).
Most existing sharing schemes rebalance the fleet by “manually” redistributing bikes and/or cars
among the parking stations by using trucks or adapted vehicles, which is an operationally challenging
and complex task. Notably, this scheme either requires trucks of large capacity or very frequent
redistributions. This need for redistribution adds extra traffic into to the roads, while also keeping
vehicles underutilized for a while reducing service capacity further. Furthermore, carrying capacity
of redistributing means is a limitation: while bikes can be carried away with trucks or adapted
vehicles (see Figure 1), this is not as easy for vehicles where more employees and different carrying
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solutions must be searched. For enterprise car rental companies, this process involves operators
driving passenger vans to different locations carrying multiple drivers, who will then relocate the
cars. As a consequence, it might happen to end up spending more money to offer the service than
the revenues obtained, thus driving the whole system to unsustainability. For example, Bixi in
Montreal (one of the most successful bike sharing service providers) reports they need one truck
with two employees of 16 hours continuous operation per day for each 1000 bikes of their fleet [178].

Figure 1: A bike redistribution infrastructure
The “demand-offer asymmetric problem” and other fleet management issues have driven car
sharing companies to different cost-model issues to mitigate these severe drawbacks. Thus, existing
car sharing schemes traditionally emphasize on pick up and drop off the vehicles in the same parking
stations, which really constitutes a very severe limitation of the proper car sharing philosophy. Other
schemes allow making just one way trips imposing significant cost penalties to the users. Overall,
cost-models used in car sharing can be sub-divided in different categories:
• Pick up and drop off always in the same parking station. For example, Avancar.es in Spain,
belongs to this first category. Pick up and drop off stations are always in the same location.
Exceptions are not allowed or must be very strongly motivated. This is a round-trip sharing
scheme. Obviously this is the simplest approach, by forbidding the transfer of cars between
stations there is no need for manual redistributing, however this inflexible scheme is condemned
to failure for urban commuting.
• Pick up and drop off in different parking stations (one-way vehicle sharing) with extra cost.
Most car sharing companies belong to this second category, where an extra charge is imposed
to the user if the vehicle is dropped off in a different location that the pick up. Normally, the
extra charge is fixed and does not consider the potential demand on the pick up and drop off
stations. The extra price charged is invested to mitigate the cost of manual redistribution of
the fleet.
• Provide enough vehicles to saturate the demand. This is the strategy used by DriveNow in
Germany where cars are ubiquitous throughout the city in such profusion that there will be
at least one vehicle available within walking distance to the user. Evidently, this strategy
is not efficient neither profitable since the utilization time of the vehicles is well below the
D4.1: Page 10 of 127
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break-even point. This strategy is only suitable for restricted urban areas with a low number
of subscribed users.
• Free election of pick up and drop off stations. This model has a fleet of shared vehicles parked
at a network of parking stations throughout the city that allow users to pick up a vehicle
from any station and drop it off to any other station. Users might know or not in advance
vehicle availability in nearby stations and parking availability at their destination. However,
this approach, although much more convenient to the user, still does not solve the costly
redistribution problem.
• Free election of pick up and drop off stations with dynamic incentives. Amongst the different
cost models to help solve the asymmetry problem, freedom of pick up and drop off station
combined with dynamic incentives remains as one of the most promising alternatives.
The objective of incentives is to influence users’ behaviour and the most usual way to materialize
it is through regulating pricing. In other words, incentives should be lower or non-existent for the
user if the pick up station has a low-inventory of vehicles (high demand) and the drop off station has a
high-inventory of vehicles (low demand). Likewise, the user should be incentivised more if the pickup
station has a high-inventory of vehicles (low demand) and the drop off station has a low-inventory
of vehicles (high demand). These dynamic incentives create a dynamic station-to-station inventory
matrix whenever a user is considering to use a vehicle, and in aggregate, the fleet redistribution
requirement should be relaxed. Of course, in order to accomplish this task, indicators such as desired
level of inventory, historical demand patters at different times, user behavioural issues, etc. should
also be taken into account.
In summary, in the coming years urban mobility will be assisted by innovative technologies.
Vehicles will become aware of their location via on-board computers and Global Positioning System
(GPS); they will be increasingly aware of their surroundings via Internet connection and low range
communications and will be increasingly aware of drivers and passengers preferences via behavioural
software. All these improvements will try to tackle the issue of how to transport people in a
sustainable, efficient and reliable way in urban areas.
All the previous cost models but the dynamic incentives one, have been already in use and by its
typology and definition offer very scarce possibilities of solving the demand asymmetric problem
in a efficient, reliable and sustainable way. That is the reason why, in the sequel we focus on the
dynamic incentives as the most promising alternative for renewable mobility.

2.2

Pricing schemes for incentivized vehicle sharing

As mentioned above, incentives are at the moment the most common drivers to influence users
behaviour. From the users view point, customers are likely to opt for the higher incentivised stations
as far as the trade-off remains acceptable (reasonable walking distance to the pick up or drop off
stations). From the fleet operator point of view, the redistribution of the fleet will be possible if
appropriate incentives are set in order to make users to park cars not where they prefer to but where
demand exists, as far as the trade-off remains acceptable (reasonable incentive to the user for the
effort done).
Figure 2 shows a simple illustration of the idea of the incentives translated into final price charged
to users. A user on the trip origin is provided two viable options: (1) station on the upper left
part with high user demand and low car inventory and (2) station on the bottom right with low
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Figure 2: Dynamic incentives (picture courtesy of MIT and HIRIKO project).
user demand and high car inventory. The user should be motivated with low pickup price to go
for station 2, because the trip would be taking a car from a low demand station. When heading to
destination, again the user has two different options to drop off the vehicle: station on the upper
right (3) with low user demand and high vehicle stock or parking station on the upper right (4)
with high user demand and low vehicle inventory. Again, the fleet manager should incentivise the
user to drop off the car in the station with more demand, that is, option 4. This approach creates
a dynamic station price matrix for users sharing a vehicle and helps to solve the demand /offer
asymmetric problem.
The above being the basic approach to dynamic incentives, further refinement layers can be
applied in order to make it more accurate, reliable and effective. In the next paragraphs we will
briefly present two different algorithms supporting this dynamic cost model and its resulting pricing
policies.
Zones Pricing
One tweak to this dynamic incentives model is simplifying the incentives matrix by grouping different
stations, geographically close, into a single zone with same incentives. This gives extra flexibility to
users moving from A to B since they are not bound to a single pick up or drop off station to obtain
incentives but can choose from a range of stations geographically close to origin or destination. From
the fleet manager point of view, incentives will be calculated by zones rather than stations, thereby
reducing significantly the calculations needed to fix the incentives as well as the size of the matrix.
D4.1: Page 12 of 127
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However, this grouping granularity might be too high to manage the fleet effectively and might lead
again to an “asymmetric demand / offer problem” inside each of the established zones.
A further tweak to this zones approach, to partially avoid the above discussed “asymmetric
problem” is the possibility to make these zones dynamic based on demand patters, such as different
times of the day, punctual events (football match, music concerts, etc.) or even weather forecast in
summer time (for coastal urban areas).
Customer Segmentation
Another layer to the basic approach taken from the experience of plane carriers is to have users
segmented in different categories to profit unused capacity on the low end and maximize profits on
the high end. Following this approach, dynamic incentives could offer different range of services to
the different established categories balancing the volume of users of the different categories. For
example, the “luxury category” could be offered the full range of stations city wide, studying what
are their mobility patterns and the frequently used stations, while the lowest category might have
forbidden access for picking up but would have incentives for dropping off in those stations identified
as very demanded pick up stations for luxury category. Vice versa, lowest category might have
forbidden access for dropping off but would have incentives for picking up in those stations identified
as very demanded drop off stations for “luxury category”. Of course several intermediate categories
may exist in between “luxury” and lowest category.
Additionally, pick up limits can be imposed on low-inventory stations and drop off limits on
high-inventory stations to add flexibility and to avoid “forbidden stations” to lowest category users.
Thus, with a full range of customers from different tiers, the management of the fleet can be achieved
by dynamically adjusting the limits based on the current conditions of the fleet.
Trip Joining
When the system requires users to book in advance a vehicle at the pickup zone as well as parking
space at the drop off area, the algorithm might try to join users in the same vehicle according to
similar origin and destination. For example, similar pick up booking times for users A and B at
the same station or zone to drive the vehicle to the same destination zone or in the way to the
destination. In this case, the system could provide incentives to make both users A and B to travel
together in the same car if there is either high demand of vehicles in the pick up area or low demand
of cars in the drop off area.
This concept gets more complicated when stations are grouped in zones, because it might require
the system to ask users to move from the originally booked station C to another station D within
the same zone in order to share the vehicle. This approach introduces a new variable, how to decide
who of the various users will move to the nearby station to share the vehicle? To work out this
issue a so-called conflict resolution scheme should be used. For example, the user who made the
reservation last should move, the user who made reservation at the station with more demand within
the zone should move, etc.
To summarize, below we list the key parameters that the algorithm supporting dynamic incentives
for car sharing should address in its design goals:
1. Adaptive to different traffic patterns. Each city has its own traffic pattern, for example
those with very marked poles of residential areas and commercial areas will rely heavily on
dynamic incentives whereas those with mixed residential and commercial areas will present
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less asymmetry, thus, little need for dynamic incentives. The system must be easily adapted
to the different traffic pattern typologies.
2. Adaptive to user pleasure. User expectations, habits and demands might vary from city to
city or even from time to time (summer time, Christmas, etc.). For example in cities under
extreme weather conditions, i.e. northern countries with low temperatures on winter times,
probably it is a good idea to group stations by zones as this implies users will probably leave
cars closer to their destination with no cost penalty having to walk less time under adverse
climatology.
3. Adaptive to infrastructure. City geography, parking lots on each station, distance between
stations or vehicles’ capacity might be further constraints to have in mind. Flat cities will
encourage users to walk further looking for a station with better incentives while hilly cities
will discourage. How many passengers can fit in one vehicle can be an important parameter
when joining trips form same origin zone to same destination zone. Maximum and minimum
inventory level of each station, minimizing the number of physical slots of each station.
4. Basic “safe” operating cost. The algorithm must incorporate a base price for the car use that
must have in mind the break-even point. It is possible that in situations with severe demand
asymmetry could be necessary to provide strong incentives that might result in financial loss in
particular operations. However, in the immense majority of the operations the final charging
price for a trip should be above the operating cost of that particular trip.
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Algorithmic Solutions for Multimodal Route Planning

In this section, we give an overview of algorithmic approaches to tackle multi-modal route planning.
In multi-modal route planning the objective is to compute journeys that are (potentially) composed
of several different modes of transportation between two arbitrary locations. This differs from
traditional route planning where a journey between two points on a road network is to be computed.
In multi-modal route planning, however, the journey is to be computed on a combined transportation
network, that incorporates both timetabled modes of transportation (e. g., metro, bus) and nontimetabled modes of transportation (e. g, walking, cycling, private car, taxi). In traditional route
planning the objective is usually to minimize travel time, but the objective in multi-modal route
planning is less clear. For example, a user may not want to transfer between too many modes
of transportation, or wants to travel as cheap as possible. Hence, there are several natural, but
potentially conflicting optimization criteria such as travel time, number of transfers, and cost. In
order to leave the final decision on preferences to the user, usually several alternative journeys
optimizing different objective criteria need to be computed. Furthermore, the users should be able
to restrict the modes of transportation to their needs; e. g., users that do not own a bike or are not
willing to take buses, should be able to specify this.
Section 3 is outlined as follows: In Subsection 3.1, we give an extended motivation. In Section 3.2
we detail recent developments in unimodal route planning for public transit networks. In Subsection 3.3 we present algorithmic results related to pedestrian route planning and route planning for
bicycles. In Subsection 3.4 we outline different techniques that extend known algorithmic results
from unimodal route planning to route planning in multi-modal combined networks composed of
several timetabled and non-timetabled modes of transportation. Finally, in Subsection 3.5 we
present algorithmic approaches related to EV mobility.

3.1

Motivation

Multi-modal route planning considers the problem of computing good journeys through a combined
network of both road and public transit networks. These journeys can consist of several different
modes of transportation such as walking, biking, taking a bus or a train. One of the most important
applications for multi-modal route planning algorithms is their use in online journey planning
systems, which user can access on their private desktop PC or through mobile devices.
The work package WP4 of the MOVESMART project aims to incorporate electric-vehicle (EV)
routing with multi-modal approaches. Since EV-mobility differs in many aspects from other modes
of transportation it poses new, not yet solved, algorithmic challenges which will be tackled within
the MOVESMART project. Eletric-vehicles have usually a much shorter cruising range (the battery
power is limited), and the “refueling” (recharging of the battery) takes significantly longer than for
cars using combustion engines. Also, the network of recharging stations for electric-vehicles is much
less developed than traditional gas stations. However, EVs can also recuperate energy (e. g., when
driving downhill). All these factors need to be taken into account when considering multi-modal
route planning with EVs. Besides these new challenges, there are several already known and not yet
fully resolved issues that need to be considered. Foremost is the lack of obvious optimization goal
(in route planning usually minimizing travel time). Hence, there can be many different optimization
goals for multi-modal routes (e. g., travel time, price) and different users have different preferences.
This problem is avoided by computing and presenting several different journeys which are optimized
with respect to different optimization functions. Additional challenges for computing multi-modal
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routes, are user-specific preferences regarding different modes of transportation (e. g., a user does
not own a car, or wants to limit cycling time), and the requirement for robust routes, i. e., the
time between a transfer should be sufficiently large. Since multi-modal routing requires solving the
respective unimodal problems we give a brief discussion of route planning in road networks.
The field of route planning has gained much interest from the algorithm engineering community
in recent years and algorithms for computing shortest paths in road networks have become incredibly
fast. This was mainly enabled by a two-step approach: in a preprocessing step specific information
about the network is computed ahead of time and the routing graph is annotated accordingly.
The query step—an extension of Dijkstra’s Algorithm [95]—then uses the data computed in the
preprocessing step to improve the performance of shortest path queries significantly. On continentalsized road networks where Dijkstra’s algorithm requires several seconds per query, speedup techniques
enable queries in less than one millisecond (about 250 ns for the currently fastest time-independent
road technique [18]). It was shown that the remarkable increase in performance for shortest path
queries is based on structural properties that can be found in road networks [19]. Unfortunately,
this is not the case for public transit networks; their structure is fundamentally different [42, 35].
In the following we will first give an overview of recent algorithmic results in route planning for
public transit networks. Then we will discuss results for route planning for pedestrians and cyclists,
continue with an overview of route planning results for eletric-vehicles and finally conclude with an
overview of algorithmic approach for multi-modal route planning.

3.2

State-of-the-art on public transit

This section discusses the state-of-the-art on route planning for public transit networks. The
approaches discussed inherently differ from those on road networks since the underlying timetable
of a transit network introduces a specific form of time-dependency that needs to be accounted for.
In Section 3.2.1, we first review the most common approaches to model the time-dependency arising
in timetables. Then, we discuss in Section 3.2.2 common types of queries for route planning in
public transit networks. We conclude by an overview of recent algorithmic results in route planning
for timetable networks both with and without preprocessed auxiliary data (in Section 3.2.3 and
Section 3.2.4, respectively).
3.2.1

Modeling of timetables

A timetable consists of a set of stops (also called stations), a set of trips (often called trains), a set
of (elementary) connections, and a set of transfers (or foot-paths). A stop is a distinct location in
the network where a traveler can get on or off a bus, train, etc., such as bus stops, train stations or
train platforms (depending on the level of granularity the model supplies). A trip is the specific
alternating sequence of stops that a vehicle serves and connections that connect these stops. Each
connection corresponds to a departure time at its departure stop and an arrival time at its arrival
stop. A trip must be consistent in time, i. e., each connection of the trip must depart later in time
than it’s predecessing connection and must arrive earlier than it’s succeeding connection. It is a
common to cluster the trips into a set of routes such that all trips of a route visit exactly the same
sequence of stops. Note that this concept of routes should not be confused with the output of a
route planning algorithm (called route or journey).
For the purpose of journey planning routing algorithms the timetable of the network is commonly
transformed into a graph (as for road networks). There, a shortest journey corresponds to a shortest
path in the graph which can be found by graph-based algorithms such as Dijkstra’s Algorithm. Two
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approaches to model the time-dependency (introduced by scheduled departure and arrival events) of
the timetable are common: time-expanded and time-dependent. See [191] for an overview.
In the time-expanded approach time is “rolled out”: Each station is represented by a number of
arrival, transfer and departure nodes. Each departure node is labeled with the departure time of
corresponding connections departing at this station. Each arrival node is labeled with the arrival
time of corresponding connections arriving at this station. Transfer nodes are used to represent
minimum transfer times and waiting at the station. There are exactly as many transfer nodes as
departure nodes at each station and each transfer node is labeled by the time of its corresponding
departure node. There are four types of arcs: Arrival and departure node of the same trip are
connected within each station, weighted by the time the respective vehicle stays in the station
waiting for passengers to get off and on. Departure node and arrival node that belong to the same
connection are connected by a travel arc weighted by the travel-time of that connection. Each arrival
node is also connected to a transfer node by an arc with length equal to the minimum transfer
time. Each transfer node is connected to its departure node by an arc of zero length representing
getting on a train. Within in each station, all transfer nodes are connected by waiting arcs that
represent waiting on the next good connection. The time-expanded timetable graph is directed and
acyclic, and hence, basic Dijkstra can be used to solve the shortest path problem on this graph. Yet,
it is less commonly used in recent years, partly because the concept of trips and routes is badly
represented in the expansion; see [82] for more details.
In the basic time-dependent model [60] for each station there exists a station node with elementary
connections between station nodes. Each edge has a length function. These length functions are
time-dependent, mapping departure time onto travel time when using this edge. For every point in
time (of the considered time period) it represents the duration of the next departing connection
including the waiting time until that departure. (Note that connections, which depart earlier but
arrive later are disregarded.) .The model of the graph also incorporates transfers within a station.
The basic model is extended in [191] by firstly defining routes as a partition of trips such that
two trips are in the same route if and only if they share equal stations and properties. Using this
partition, a station is represented by several route nodes in addition to its station node. There is
one route node for each arrival or departure to and from the station. The route nodes are linked
to their station node and to route nodes of adjacent stations. The links to their station nodes
incorporate the transfer cost. Only edges leaving a route node towards the station node have a
transfer cost. Edges from a station node to a route node have transfer cost 0. In addition to transfer
edges, constant-time foot paths between stations in geographic proximity are incorporated into the
model. These foot connections are linking special foot nodes that are added to the station graph.
Finally special transfers that may depend on a sequence of trains may be incorporated by using a
special transfer link between route nodes which is to be used only after arriving with a certain node.
On time-dependent models an extension of Dijkstra’s Algorithm is used [60]. Whenever the
algorithm settles a route node and relaxes the edges towards the next route node it needs to evaluate
the attached edge function. The result of that evaluation is the necessary waiting time plus the
travel-time to arrive at the tail node fastest.
Besides these two general approaches, several models have been published that are specifically
designed for certain scenarios. We review [84] for an example on flight networks:
Modeling Flight Networks. Using the approach presented above to model flight networks yields
graphs with unnecessarily many nodes and edges. Therefore, a work by Delling et al. [84] considers
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alternative models. A flight timetable is a tuple (C, A, F, ζ, Π) where C is a set of elementary (flight-)
connections, A a set of airports, F a set of flights and Π the time period. An addition to the
railway timetable is ζ : A → Z which maps each airport to the timezone it belongs to. Timezones are
represented as UTC (coordinated universal time) offset from UTC+0 with the same resolution as time
points in general (e.g., seconds). An elementary connection c ∈ C is a tuple c = (F, A1 , A2 , τ1 , τ2 ).
This is interpreted as flight F ∈ F departing at airport A1 ∈ A at time τ1 and arriving at airport
A2 ∈ A at time τ2 .
The authors name a few disadvantages that are inherent to the time-dependent or time-expanded
models described above when applied to flight timetables.
• There are no routes in flight timetables. There is no case where one would stay in the plane
and travel through an airport. Even if there are flights in the timetable that have stops in
between, these are always regarded as direct connections between the first and the last airport.
Using the concept of routes would mean that for each airport A, there would be one route
node per airport where at least one flight reaches to, and one route node per airport where at
least one flight arrives from.
• Whereas in most public transit networks the number of neighbors for each station is relatively
small for most of the stations [82], airports tend to have many neighbors. Mixing this with
the previous observation, one ends up having extremely many nodes per airport. Even worse,
considering variable transfer times, the model ends up with Θ(n2 ) edges between the route
nodes of the airport A, if A has n neighbors.
• Constant transfer time assumptions are unrealistic. Usually, boarding a flight at the departure
airport, a passenger spends more time for checking in luggage and security checks than for
switching flights which only requires walking from one gate to another. For that reason,
modeling realistic airport procedures requires at least two different types of times per airport:
Check-in time to account for the whole procedure involving check-in, security checks and the
waiting time at the gate and, secondly, a transfer time which only accounts for the time needed
to switch planes within the airport. Another desirable issue having modeled is a third type of
time for getting off at the destination airport. This time should cope for customs and baggage
claim.
The authors propose a family of new models for flight timetables. The basis of their flight model
is a flight timetable (C, A, F, ζ, Π). Furthermore, they introduce three different time functions to
model the various procedures in an airport. The check-in time T check-in : A → R+
0 accounts for the
whole process from arriving at the airport until the departure of the plane composed of checking-in,
passing security checks (additionally maybe customs) and also the accounted waiting time at the
gate plus the boarding time of the plane. The check-out time T check-out : A → R+
0 accounts for
the reverse process: Leaving the plane, passing customs while leaving the gate area and finally the
time required to claim baggage. Finally, transfer times T transfer : A → R+
0 account for the time
transferring between two planes. Usually, this only involves leaving the plane, walking to another
gate and boarding the new plane.
Note that all three time functions do not depend on flights. In favor of more realism, this
assumption is weakened in advanced versions of the model. In particular, three models based on the
flight timetable are introduced.
1. Constant-Time Model. The constant-time model uses the time functions exactly as defined
above. For each airport A ∈ A, there is a super-node called terminal node. Since all flights
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Airport 1

Airport 2

Airport 3
Figure 3: An example of the constant-time flight model with three airports. Terminal nodes
are purple, departure nodes green and arrival nodes yellow. Bold edges are time-dependent and
model flights between the specific airports while the thin time-independent edges allow for check-in,
check-out and transfers within the airports.
either begin or end at an airport, two more nodes per airport are inserted, namely a departure
node to resemble flight departures and an arrival node to model arrivals. Edges are created
as follows. A check-in edge is inserted from the terminal node to the departure node and its
weight is set to T check-in (A). A check-out edge from the arrival node to the terminal node
with weight T check-out (A) is inserted and finally a transfer edge from the arrival node to the
departure node with weight T transfer (A) is created. Actual flights are modeled as flight edges
from the departure node of airport A1 to the arrival node of airport A2 if there is at least one
elementary connection from A1 to A2 in the timetable. Its edge weight is time-dependent. An
example of the constant-time model is shown in Figure 3. While this model yields very small
graph sizes, its drawback is the assumption that check-in and transfer times are constant for
all flights. This is addressed by the flight-class model.
2. Flight-Class Model. The second model accounts for different check-in times, e.g., due to heavier
security measures and additional customs for flights abroad. This difference also applies
to transfers from a domestic flight to a flight abroad and vice versa. For that reason, the
authors augment the definitions of T check-in , T check-out and T transfer to cope with different
flight classes. The set of flights F is partitioned into different flight classes, denoted by C.
The equivalence relation ∼ on the set of flights according to which two flights are put into the
same class is not predefined. The check-in time function is extended to T check-in : A × C → R+
0,
the check-out time function is extended to T check-out : A × C → R+
,
and
the
transfer-time
0
function is extended to operate on pairs of classes T transfer : A × C × C → R+
0 to account for
transfers between flights of arbitrary pairs of flight-classes. Instead of one departure and
arrival node there are k = |C| departure resp. arrival nodes for an airport A—one for each
flight class ci ∈ C. Departure and arrival nodes are connected to terminal nodes by check-in
and check-out edges. Edge weights are T check-in (A, ci ) and T check-out (A, ci ) for each of the
classes. To model transfers between arbitrary flight-classes, for each pair ci , cj of flight-classes
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Airport 1 (EU)

Airport 2 (EU)
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d
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Airport 3 (US)
Figure 4: The flight-class model with 3 airports (2 in the European Union and 1 in the United
States) and 2 classes, domestic flights (nodes tagged with a ‘d’) and flights abroad (nodes tagged
with an ‘a’). The nodes are colored the same way as in Figure 3 (departure nodes are green, arrival
nodes yellow). The flight edges are always incident to departure and arrival nodes belonging to the
same flight class as the flights on the respective edges. Since the US airport has no incoming or
outgoing domestic flights, the dashed nodes together with the gray edges would not be created in
the real graph.
a transfer edge from the arrival node of class ci to the departure node of class cj weighted with
T transfer (A, ci , cj ) is inserted (generating Θ(k 2 ) edges). Finally, time-dependent flight edges
between two airports A1 and A2 are inserted with respect to the correct classes. Figure 4
shows a small example of a flight-class model involving two classes.
3. Variable-Time Model. Finally, the authors generalize the flight-class model to allow for a more
fine-grained modelling of the flight classes. Even flight specific flight closes, that is, flight
classes that consist of a single flight, are allowed. This generalization allows to describe specific
check-in, check-out and transfer times for each flight separately using T check-in , T check-out and
T transfer by the definitions from the flight-class model. Therefore, the construction rules of
the graph do not need to be modified and can be directly adapted from the flight-class model.
Using this model, the graph may grow fairly large. For each airport A having n neighbors, the
number of nodes increases to Θ(n) while the number of edges is Θ(n2 ).

3.2.2

Query problem settings

Before turning to algorithms we shortly review common problem definitions arising in the field of
public transit routing. The most basic problem for timetable networks with respect to journey
planing is the Earliest Arrival Problem: For each (s, t, τ )-query a journey through the network
is computed that departs at source stop s after time τ and arrives at the destination stop t the
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earliest (of all journeys departing at s after τ ). Note that this journey does not necessarily minimize
travel-time. Still, it is useful to users already on the go.
More useful to users planning ahead are profile and time-range queries (s, t, τ1 , τ2 ). They return
for the time interval [τ1 , τ2 ] all Pareto-optimal journeys with corresponding departure and arrival
time (τdep , τarr ), with τ1 ≤ τdep ≤ τarr ≤ τ2 . Such a journey is Pareto-optimal if no other journey
exists that departs later and arrives earlier. From the output of such queries the travelers can choose
the journey that best fits her needs, e. g., the one journey that departs late enough but minimizes
overall time spent traveling; see [80] for details.
But travel and arrival time are not the only criteria of interest when planning journeys in public
transit networks. The number of transfers that have to be made on a specific journey and the price
of that journey need to be also considered. Often, for each time-optimal journey there exists a
journey that does not take much longer but with considerable less transfers. Equally, slower journeys
can be considerably less expensive than fast journeys. Because the exact trade-off between these
three criteria is user-specific one cannot simply try to optimize a mixed goal function as a weighted
sum of the criteria. Instead, a Multi-Criteria Pareto-(s, t, τ )-query computes all Pareto-optimal
journeys starting from s to t departing after τ . In this context a journey is Pareto-optimal if it is
not dominated by any other journey. Given two journeys p and q, we say that p dominates q if and
only if there is at least one criterion for which p has a better value than q and there is no criterion
for which p has a worse value than q. Sometimes it is sufficient to return the lexicographically first
solution of that Pareto-set; see [191] for details.
3.2.3

Algorithmic approaches without preprocessing

In the following, we consider algorithmic approaches solving the previously discussed problem
settings on either of the previously discussed timetable models. They all have in common that they
do not employ (heavy) preprocessing of the input data. In the following, we first review a study of
the problem of finding all Pareto-optimal solutions in a multi-criteria setting of the shortest path
problem in time-dependent graphs presented in [96]. We continue with a review of a very recent
study of a non-graph-based, very efficient approach to the multi-criteria query problem in transit
networks [85]. We conclude by a review of a second non-graph-based approach presented in [93].
Multi-criteria Shortest Paths in Time-Dependent Train Networks. The problem of finding all Pareto-optimal solutions in a multi-criteria setting of the shortest path problem in timedependent graphs resulting from train networks has been studied in [96]. This problem has
applications in timetable information systems for train schedules where there may be multiple
criteria for optimization, such as travel time, number of transfers and others.
In this work, a timetable consists of a set T of trains, a set S of stations and a set E of elementary
connections. An elementary connection is a connection between two adjacent train stations without
intermediate stops. Such a connection is defined by the departure and arrival stations, the arrival
and departure times at each station and several properties like the train class, number, and traffic
days. Each train tr ∈ T is a list of connections. A train connection is a sequence of elementary
connections consistent with the sequence of arrival and departure stations.
In order to find Pareto-optimal paths with respect to given criteria and a given a query, an
extension of Dijkstra’s algorithm should be applied. Each node keeps multi-dimensional labels
containing an entry for each criterion and a reference to its predecessor on the path. The node
keeps a list of such labels that represent paths that are not dominated by any other label on the
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node. During an iteration of the algorithm, the lexicographically minimal label is extracted from the
queue, and the node associated with it is processed. The process starts with scanning all outgoing
edges and updating the labels on the neighboring nodes provided an update is feasible. All newly
computed labels of the neighboring nodes are then compared to the list of labels of the initial node,
and are inserted in the queue only if they are not dominated by any other label. On the other hand,
labels on the initial node that are dominated by a newly computed label are discarded.
A good measure of performance of the proposed algorithm is the number of labels created during
a search. A secondary measure is the number of labels that are inserted into the queue. In order to
optimize the search several techniques are proposed which are discussed below.
A way to optimize the process is to compare a newly computed label with labels that we already
have in order to eliminate the need of using them if they are already dominated. This technique
depends on the order that the labels are processed. If a nearly non-dominated path is discovered
before others, then the remaining dominated paths can be immediately discarded. In order to find
the first results early on, a goal directed search is used. When inserting a node to the priority queue,
a potential is added to its distance in order to give prioritize it over nodes with less potential. The
potential used in this case is the lower bound of the travel time between the node and the target.
The lower bound is initially computed for each node on an auxiliary static time-independent graph
which contains the edges with the minimum constant travel times, without time-dependency. Then
it is added to the distance of each node when inserted into the queue during the query phase. This
way, some nearly non-dominated paths can be found earlier than before, and dominated paths can
be discarded earlier resulting in less label computations and insertions into the queue.
Furthermore, the algorithm is modified to avoid the propagation of labels back to the node
which they originated from, a phenomenon that is called "hopping". In such cases the labels are
immediately dominated. The search is modified to forbid "hopping".
Last but not least, since all connections from station nodes to route nodes have a cost of zero for
all criteria, and because they are explored immediately after the extraction of the lexicographically
minimum label from the queue, when processed they are also lexicographically smaller than any
other label. Inserting them into the queue means extracting them again in the immediate next steps.
Therefore, they are not inserted into the queue but are kept in a temporary list which is separately
processed right before the next iteration of the algorithm.
Round-Based Public Transit Routing. The common approach to timetable routing as discussed above is to model the timetable as a graph (time-expanded or time-dependent) in which a
fastest journey can be found by means of a graph-based shortest path algorithm such as Dijkstra’s
Algorithm [95] and its variants. A recent publication challenges this approach [85]. The authors of
that paper observe that operating on a graph hinders the exploitation of transit network specific
properties. Instead they give a dynamic program that solely operates on the basic elements of a
transit network: the stops, the routes and the trips that serve each single route (for the definition
of routes see the above modeling section). The basic algorithm (RAPTOR) computes bi-criteria
Pareto-optimal journeys minimizing arrival time and number of transfers. It only uses simple
data structures and unlike Dijkstra’s Algorithm it exhibits excellent data locality enabling very
cache-efficient implementations. Also unlike Dijkstra’s Algorithm it is easy to parallelize. Through
several extensions of the basic algorithm the authors can solve multi-criteria queries with additional
criteria such as fare zones (McRAPTOR) and time-range/profile queries (rRAPTOR) that give
Pareto-optimal journeys for the whole day.
The basic variant of RAPTOR operates in rounds: before the first round the source stop ps is
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marked with the earliest departure time τ as given in the input. During the first round all routes
incident to the source stop are traversed. For each such route the earliest feasible trip of that route
is determined and subsequent stations on that route are marked with the respective arrival time of
the trip. After traversion of said routes foot-paths are expanded from each newly marked stop and
stops reachable by foot are marked accordingly. The arrival at each stop p is saved in a bi-criteria
multilabel τ (p). After the first round, all stations reachable by one trip are marked with their
respective earliest arrival time. The following invariant holds: if after k − 1 rounds, the first k entries
in τ (p) = (τ0 (p), τ1 (p), . . . , τk−1 (p), . . . ) are correct, i. e. entry τi (p) represent the earliest arrival time
at stop p after at most i trips, then round k correctly computes τk (p) for all p. Note that the entries
of the multilabel τ (p) are computed with decreasing earliest arrival times. Let τ ∗ (p) denote the
earliest known arrival time. Each round operates on several stages (as described for the first round):
for every stop marked in the last round the respective route is scanned: at the earliest marked stop
the first reachable trip is determined (taking into account minimum transfer time). Using that trip
the route is traversed and for each subsequent stop pj served by the trip the earliest arrival time
τk (pj ) is updated accordingly but only if it is better than τ ∗ (p) (local pruning). Also, if for some
j, τk (pj ) is earlier than the arrival time of the trip, the current trip is to be updated accordingly.
Stops whose arrival time is greater than the best known arrival time τ ∗ (pt ) at destination stop pt
are not marked either (target pruning). At the end of each round, local foot-paths are expanded as
described above. Overall, in each round a route is scanned at most once. Also, unlike Dijkstra’s
Algorithm no priority queue is required. Two routes that have no stops in common can be scanned
in parallel.
The more-criteria extension (McRAPTOR) is based on the same ideas as the graph-based
multi-label label-correcting algorithms discussed before. Instead of multilabels each stop stores bags
of multilabels representing the Pareto-optimal solutions found so far. For details, seed [85]. The
time-range extension (rRAPTOR) is based on ideas from a graph-based technique published in [80].
The last trip at ps within the time-range is relaxed first. Subsequent trips employ self-pruning: if
a trip cannot improve on label τk (p), i. e. a later departure at ps has arrived non-later at p, the
current trip cannot be Pareto-optimal and can safely prune itself.
The authors evaluate the performance of their algorithms on several urban transit networks,
most notably on the London network of subways, buses, trams and Dockland Light Rail. They
show that all variants of RAPTOR achieve unprecedented speed compared to other fully dynamic
techniques. Unlike other fast techniques such as [38], RAPTOR needs no preprocessing and allows
for easy handling of delays or route changes.
Intriguingly Simple and Fast Transit Routing. In [93] the authors present the Connection
Scan Algorithm (CSA). In its basic variant, it solves the earliest arrival problem, and is, like
RAPTOR [85], not graph-based. However, it is not centered around routes (as RAPTOR), but
elementary connections, which are the most basic building block of a timetable. CSA organizes
them as one single array, which it then scans once (linearly) to compute journeys to all stops of
the network. The algorithm turns out to be intriguingly simple with excellent spatial data locality,
exploiting cache performance of modern memory hierarchies. Besides solving earliest arrival queries,
CSA is also extented to handle multi-criteria profile queries: For a full time period, it computes
Pareto sets of journeys optimizing arrival time and number of transfers. Like all techniques in this
subsection, it does not make use of heavy preprocessing, thus, enabling dynamic scenarios including
train cancellations, route changes, real-time delays, etc.
The CSA algorithm builds on the following property of public transit networks: Regarding the
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current search front, the algorithms considers a connection c as reachable iff either the user is already
traveling on a preceding connection of the same trip t(c), or, he is standing at the connection’s
departure stop pdep (c) on time, i. e., before τdep (c). In fact, the time-expanded approach encodes
this property into a graph G, and then uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to obtain optimal sequences of
reachable connections [191]. Unfortunately, Dijkstra’s performance is affected by many priority
queue operations and suboptimal memory access patterns. However, it can be observed that the
considered graph G is acyclic. Thus, its arcs may be sorted topologically, e. g., by departure time.
Dijkstra’s algorithm on G, actually, scans (a subsequence of) them in this order.
Instead of building a graph, the CSA algorithm assembles the timetable’s connections into a single
array C, sorted by departure time. Given source stop ps and departure time τ as input, it maintains
for each stop p a label τ (p) representing the earliest arrival time at p. Labels τ (·) are initialized to
all-infinity, except τ (ps ), which is set to τ . The algorithm scans all connections c ∈ C (in order),
testing if c can be reached. If this is the case and if τarr (c) improves τ (parr (c)), CSA relaxes c by
updating τ (parr (c)). After scanning the full array, the labels τ (·) provably hold earliest arrival times
for all stops. CSA also accounts for minimum change times and footpaths by considering these
explicitly before and after scanning a connection, respectively.
CSA can be extended to profile queries. It scans once over the array of connections sorted
by decreasing departure time. For every stop it keeps a partial (tentative) profile. It maintains
the property that the partial profiles are correct wrt. the subset of already scanned connections.
Every stop is initialized with an empty profile, except pt , which is set to a constant identity-profile.
When scanning a connection c, pCSA evaluates the partial profile at the arrival stop parr (c): It
asks for the earliest arrival time τ ∗ at pt over all journeys departing at parr (c) at τarr (c) or later.
It then updates the profile at pdep (c) by potentially adding the pair (τdep (c), τ ∗ ) to it, discarding
newly dominated pairs, if necessary. A well-known pruning rule [81, 176] can be applied to improve
query performance. Minimum change times are easily accounted for, but footpaths need more
consideration: For every pair of incoming and outgoing connection reachable through a footpath, a
pseudoconnection is created unless there is another pseudoconnection with a later or equal departure
time and an earlier or equal arrival time. CSA can be extended to compute multi-criteria profiles,
optimizing triples (τdep (ps ), τarr (pt ), # t) of departure time, arrival time and number of taken trips
(which equals the number of changes plus one). It organizes these triples hierarchically by mapping
arrival time τarr (pt ) onto bags of (τdep (ps ), # t) pairs. Instead of minimizing two departure times,
this variant merges two bags, i. e., it computes their union and removes dominated entries. When
it scans a connection c, # t is increased by one for each entry of the evaluated bag, unless c is
pseudoconnection (used for handling foot paths). It then merges the result with the bag of trip t(c),
and updates the profile at pdep (c), accordingly. Exploiting that, in practice, # t only takes small
integral values, CSA stores bags as fixed-length vectors using # t as index and departure times as
values. Merging bags then corresponds to a component-wise minimum, and increasing # t to shifting
the vector’s values. A variant uses SIMD-instructions for fast implementation of these operations.
In their experimental evaluation, the authors report that CSA achieves earliest arrival query
times on the dense metropolitan public transit network of London in 2 ms, much faster than
previous graph-based approaches and still slightly faster than RAPTOR (note that RAPTOR
always considers at least arrival time and number of transfers as criteria). Profile queries run in
about 100 ms, multicriteria profile queries, useful for preprocessing techniques, run in 221 to 466 ms,
outperforming RAPTOR by a factor of about six.
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Preprocessing public transit

The previous section showed how to (optimally) solve earliest arrival, profile, and multi-criteria
problems on public transit networks, employing graph-based Dijkstra-like search or dynamic programming techniques. This section discusses techniques that derive additional auxiliary data during
a (potentially expensive) preprocessing phase in order to further speed up query performance. Note
that the design of preprocessing techniques for timetable networks has been found to be more
challenging when compared to road networks (cf. [42, 35]).
Fully Dynamic Techniques for Multi-criteria Shortest Paths in Time-Dependent Networks. Multiple speed-up techniques have been proposed for the routing problem in static networks,
such as on a road map, or on a published schedule in public transport. However, this approach of
routing is not realistic since unforeseeable events may change the underlying graph structure in
unexpected ways (for example, a traffic jam on a road network). Moreover, such changes usually
have a cascading effect, as in railway networks where an initial train delay may cause secondary
delays on other trains that have to wait. In such cases, a fully dynamic approach is needed, which
should be able to efficiently incorporate all changes occurring randomly on the network. In this
section, we review the approach in[48] that proposes two new speed-up techniques for time-dependent
point-to-point shortest path problems.
The main focus of [48] is routing on railway networks using timetable information. The proposed
approach assumes that the travel time on each time-dependent arc can be lower-bounded by some
positive value which is called the minimum-theoretical travel time. Above this lower bound, the
travel time can be freely modified by dynamically changing delays. An unavailability of an arc is
modeled by setting its travel time to +∞.
A timetable T T := (Z, S, C) consists of a tuple of sets where Z is the set of trains, S is the set
of stations and C is a set of connections such that if c ∈ C then c = (z, s, s0 , td , ta ) where z is the
train of the connection, s and s0 the station endpoints of the connection and td , ta the respective
departure and arrival times. In addition, the station graph G = (V, A) consists of the station nodes
and the respective connections between them. Finally, the station route graph consists of ordered
sequences of connections using the same train.
Nodes and arcs are augmented by arrival and departure events where depu := (time, train, route)
represents exactly one departure at a certain time using a certain train on a certain route and
arru := (time, train, route) is defined accordingly. Moreover, arcs are related to departure events
depυ and arrival events arru to define the event that one reaches vertex u at arru if he departs
from υ with departure event depυ and traverse arc α on route r. Staying at any vertex is limited to
minimum and maximum staying times minstay(arrυ , depυ ) and maxstay(arrυ , depυ ), respectively.
All the above define the event-dependent graph consisting of event-dependent vertices VE and arcs
AE .
For railway networks the weight function ontrip := (eatt, transf ers) is used where eatt is the
earliest possible arrival time at a vertex or arc and transf ers is the number of transfers between
trains. This weight function is applied both to arcs and vertices. Given a path
P PE between two
event-dependent
vertices
υ,
u,
the
cost
of
P
is
defined
as
ontrip(P
)
:=
E
E
υe ∈VE ontrip(υe ) +
P
ontrip(α
).
Pareto-optimal
paths
can
be
computed
by
a
Dijkstra-like
labeling
algorithm as
e
αe∈AE
described in Subsection 1.
On the above definitions of an event-dependent graph and considering a dynamic timetable two
speed-up techniques, namely SUBITO and k-Flags, are proposed in [48]. The goal of SUBITO is to
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find all on-trip s − t paths arriving at most maxtime after the earliest possibility. In the first step,
the algorithm determines all minimum theoretical travel times from s to all vertices υ ∈ V . In a
next step, it determines the earliest arrival time at t with respect to the earliest start time from s.
Then, an upper bound cmax is computed on the maximum deviation from the earliest arrival time
accepted. Finally, a query is executed, running a labeling algorithm to compute Pareto optimal
paths, pruning edges that lead to arrival times greater than the upper bound cmax .
The idea behind k-Flags is closely related to a classical speed-up technique named Arc-flags.
A path Pu,υ is called ci −optimal, ci ∈ N+ ∪ {0}, c1 < ... < ck if its weight is at most ci times
the smallest minimal theoretical travel time between u and υ. At first, the graph is partitioned
into regions V j . Then, using flags on edges, only a subgraph GiV j , i ∈ {1, ..., k} of the original
event-dependent graph Gr is used during each query. The subgraph GiV j is induced by all arcs
(u, υ) for which there exists a ci −optimal path between u and t. Therefore, GiV j contains only a
small subset of the actual arcs. Hence, given a query and an upper bound on the travel time ci , the
algorithm only considers the subgraph GiV j containing all ci −optimal paths, reducing considerably
the search space of the query.
Fast Routing in Very Large Public Transportation Networks using Transfer Patterns.
In Bast et al. [38], Transfer Patterns are introduced, and refined in [39]. This technique was
developed in part by the Google Transit team. A transfer pattern consists of a sequence of transfer
stops that is used by at least one optimal journey. For example an optimal journey between a
source station S and a target station T might require a first change at A and a second one at B.
The sequence S → A → B → T is the transfer pattern of that journey. There may exist different
optimal journeys depending on the desired number of transfers or the desired departure time of the
user. For example, it is possible that at some time τ1 , the optimal journey uses the transfer pattern
S → A → B → T , while at τ2 the optimal journey uses the pattern S → C → T . The union of
all these transfer patterns yields the S-T -transfer graph. The idea of the speedup technique is to
precompute all transfer graphs for every all pairs (S, T ). At query time the search is restricted to
the stops in the corresponding S-T -transfer graph.
Using this approach in a naive way requires storing n2 subgraphs (where n is the number of
stops), which is prohibitive for large instances. For this reason the authors propose to store for
each stop the S-source-graph that is defined as the union of all S-T -transfer graphs over all targets
T . At query time, they propose to determine from which stops in the S-source-graph it is possible
to reach T and restrict their search to these stops. Note that the resulting graph may be larger
than the actual S-T -transfer graph. This lowers memory consumption, n source graphs need to be
stored (however, each source graph has a size linear in n). A straightforward approach would be to
compute all source graphs by enumerating all optimal journeys and extract all transfer patterns
from them. However, this requires (at least) quadratic running time, which is infeasible in practice.
The authors therefore resort to heuristic methods. To do so, they declare 1% of the stops to be
hubs, and store for each hub the full source graph. For the remaining stops, they drop all stops that
are not reachable within 3 transfers from the source graph (3-leg heuristic) and keep only a partial
source graph. At query time, the algorithm considers the union of the partial source graph of S and
of the source graphs of all hubs reachable in the partial source graph of S. In the corresponding
subgraph, the algorithm then considers the stops from which T is reachable. Experimental results
show that using this approach yields very low query times of only a few miliseconds, even on public
transit networks of continental scale. However, the algorithm also has some clear drawbacks.
Despite its great practical performance, there is no guarentee that an optimal journey is found by
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the technique (and experiments reveal that very few queries are answered inexactly). The memory
consumption of the approach remains quadratic in n, is feasible in their experimental evaluation
because of the constant factor of 1/100 (while only storing partial source graphs for most stops).
For even larger numbers of stops (as may be the case for the complete public transit network of
Europe), the memory consumption may become prohibitive. Furthermore, even though complete
source graphs are computed only for very few stops, preprocessing is still rather expensive. On a
single core machine, it requires four months for an instance representing the public transportation
network of North America. Using a significantly larger instance (e.g., one representing the complete
public transit network of Europe) might make the approach infeasible.
Connection Scan. In [222], the authors show how to complement Connection Scan (CSA), see
above for a review, with a preprocessing scheme that allows for very fast multi-criteria earliest
arrival and profile queries. They adapt the basic ideas of CRP [79, 88] and its multi-level overlay
predecessors [203, 127] to timetables. While the resulting overlays are not as small as they are on
road networks (where CRP was evaluated on), the authors observe that CSA’s ability to handle
moderately sized timetable networks efficiently makes their approach practical even if overlays are
not tiny.
The preprocessing recursively partitions the stop set into k cells over ` levels. The top cell is the
full stop set. A connection is called interior to a cell z if it departs in z; otherwise the connection is
called exterior to z. The base algorithm is correct if it processes all connections adjacent to a transfer
in the sequence of an optimal journey. The approach therefore only preserves such connections. For
every cell z it computes a set T (z) of interior connections with the property: For every optimal
journey j departing and arriving outside of z a journey j 0 with the same source and target stop,
source time and quality exists such that all connections adjacent to a transfer in j’s sequence are
in T (z) or exterior to z. These connections are the transit connections of z. On the other hand, the
long distance connection
set D (z) of a cell z is the set of all transit connections of all direct children
S
of z, i.e., D (z) = T (zchild ). (On the lowest level all interior connections are in D (z).)
At query time, the algorithm merges all D (z) of cells z containing the source or target stop. The
result is then solved by applying basic CSA (see above for a review). The core idea of the approach
is that the merged result does not contain transit connections of places far away from the source or
target stop.
Using clever algorithm engineering, the authors achieve running times of 8.7 ms for the earliest
arrival time problem and of 78 ms for the profile problem on large-scale timetable networks with
secondary transfer optimization. The necessary preprocessing is fast enough to consider real-time
delays (within minutes).

3.3

Walking and cycling

Designing route planning applications for walking or cycling poses several new challenges in comparison to shortest path queries for cars. Routes for pedestrians have to consider different restrictions
and possibilities. For example, walking is not restricted to road segments, which can simply be
modeled as edges of a graph, but may also involve crossing squares or parks. In this case, it is no
longer obious how to find a graph-based model that finds appropriate paths. In addition to that,
pedestrians or cyclists may have additional convenience criteria that should be taken into account.
For example, avoiding stairs or steep slopes could pose restrictions on the desired paths.
The master thesis by Andreev [24] deals with special requirements of pedestrian route planning.
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It involved the examination of existing road map data to cover pedestrian routes, and the careful
modeling of side walks and street crossings (e.g., including traffic lights). In addition to that, special
algorithms to handle squares and other public open spaces were developed. In particular, these
algorithms allow a route to begin or end in the middle of a square, or find the shortest route to pass
a square. The experimental evaluation shows that all of the proposed techniques perform well on
realistic instances, and provide better solutions than existing approaches.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Two examples of pedestrian routes (in the city of Karlsruhe), involving routes through
side walks, squares, parks, large intersections, and traffic lights.
A work by Storandt [219] examines route planning for bicycles. In this work, additional
restrictions (compared to standard settings) on the proposed routes are taken into account. In
particular, the following two problems are addressed.
• Find a path from source s to destination t with total length (e.g., in meters) at most ω, such
that the total height difference on the path is minimized.
• Find a path from source s to destination t with total height difference at most h, such that
the total length ω on the path is minimized.
These two settings reflect the possible wish of users to avoid slopes on their desired route. Moreover,
a user might be willing to take a small detour in order to avoid riding uphill. The problem is modeled
as an instance of Constrained Shortest Path, which is known to be N P-hard. To cope with the
problem, the author proposes a multi-label-correcting algorithm similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm [95].
To achieve faster query times (in practice), Contraction Hierarchies [115] are adapted to handle the
extended scenario. The witness search of this well-knwon technique is adapted for contrained shortest
paths. Moreover, this approach is combined with another speedup technique called Arc-Flags [150].
Experimental results on the resulting algorithm show that, despite the hardness of the underlying
problem, practical query times can be achieved for input graphs of sub-country scale.
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State-of-the-art on multimodal route planning

In Section 3.2, we have reviewed state-of-the-art approaches to compute one or more journeys between
a source stop and a destination stop in public transit networks. Since some of these approaches
consider networks that are a combination of several different public transportation networks, such
as, bus, tram, long-distance trains, (with additional foot paths between stops to model short walks)
etc., they are sometimes referred to as multi-modal approaches; see, for example, [255]. However,
all these approaches have in common that the transportation networks considered, (regardless of
whether a combination of multiple, or only a single one) is that the modes of transportation follow a
certain time table.
In this section we review techniques that compute journeys from door to door, which means that
also non-timetabled modes of transportation need to be considered. This is of particular interested
to MOVESMART since such techniques are applicable to scenarios where a charging station are in
the vicinity of public transport stations, or parks-and-ride route planning, as well as providing the
users a way to fully assess the transportation alternatives offered in their environment: is the best
option to cycle to the closest public transport station, to walk the whole way, or to take your own
car, or maybe use a rental bike (e. g., Barclays Cycle Hire in London, Call a Bike in Germany) in
between two stations?
In contrast to the algorithms discussed in Section 3.2, the algorithms we review in this section
actively handle the mode of transportation. This is necessary so that constraints can be put on
modes of transportation allowed (e. g., no rental bike in between two stops) according to a given
context, (e. g., user interaction). But this also helps to exploit already known speed up techniques
for uni-modal transportation networks and incorporating them into the multi-modal setting.
3.4.1

Basics

All the reviewed papers have the following basic approach in common: First, the individual
subnetworks are modeled as graphs as appropriate: For road networks, nodes model intersections
and edges depict street segments. For public transit networks, one of the models as described in
Section 3.2 is chosen. Then, to obtain an integrated multi-modal network, the node and edge sets of
each individual network are merged. To enable transfers between modes of transportation link edges
(or transfer edges) between the subgraphs are added. Choosing these links is very critical in terms
of the considered scenario, it directly reflects where e. g. a car can be parked in a park-and-ride
scenario: only at certain stops? At every stop? At certain public parking lots? At every street?
Also, choosing these links has direct influence on how hard the considered scenario is to preprocess
(more densely interconnected networks are usually harder to solve fast).
Since the naïve approach of using Dijkstra’s algorithm on the combined network does not
incorporate modal constraints, the reviewed techniques consider the Label Constrained Shortest
Path Problem (LCSPP) [32]: each edge in the combined graph has a label lbl(e) assigned to it. The
goal is to compute a shortest s-t-path P where the word w(P ) formed by concatenating the edge
labels along P is element of a language L, a query input.
Modeling sequence constraints is done by specifying L. Typically, regular languages of the
following form suffice. The alphabet Σ consists of the available transport modes. In the corresponding
NFA AL , states depict one or more transport modes. To model traveling within one transport
mode, we require (q, σ, q) ∈ δ for those transport modes σ ∈ Σ that q represents. Moreover, to allow
transfers between different modes of transport, states q, q 0 ∈ Q, q =
6 q 0 are connected by link labels,
i. e., (q, link, q) ∈ δ. Finally, states are marked as initial/final if its modes of transport can be used
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Figure 6: Two example automata. In the bottom figure, light edges are labeled as link.
at the beginning/end of the journey. Example automata are shown in Figure 6.
In general, LCSPP is solvable in polynomial time, if L is context-free. For the constraints used
here, a generalization of Dijsktra’s algorithm works [32].
3.4.2

Preprocessing techniques

Accelerating Multi-Modal Route Planning. The first multi-modal speedup technique was
published in [83]. It can answer multi-modal earliest arrival queries within milliseconds. The authors
observe that the largest part of the combined multi-modal network is contrived of road nodes
and edges. They argue that (in many applications) the road network should only be taken in the
beginning and the end of a journey. In such scenarios, a multi-modal journey can be computed in two
stages: First, the distance from the source/destination location to/from all relevant public transit
stops is computed. Then, a multi-source-multi-target public transit routing is performed with these
stops initialized in the priority queue accordingly. The authors call the public transit stops relevant
for a road node its Access-Nodes (as they provide access to the public transit network). They observe
that a stop is relevant for a road node u if throughout the day this stop is part of at least one
shortest journey originating at u. Having these access-nodes of every road node precomputed, the
first stage of the query only involves a couple of table lookups, basically skipping the shortest-path
computation within the road network. This enables very large speedups compared to a multi-modal
generalization of Dijkstra’s algorithm that has to look at a large part of the comparably large road
network for an average query.
In order to compute the access-nodes of each node a one-to-all multi-modal profile search is
needed, but this turns out to be too costly. Instead the authors propose an over-approximation of
the set of access-nodes that involves backward searches from each stop. Furthermore, in order to
save time on preprocessing the authors propose to first contract large parts of the road network
(see Deliverable D2.1 on Contraction in road networks). Access-nodes are only computed for road
nodes in the core (the uncontracted part). If a query source or destination lies in the component
(the contracted part of the road graph), a local road shortest-path search must be performed until
all paths are covered by core nodes. Then, access-nodes of these core nodes can be used to initialize
the public transit search of stage 2.
Using these techniques, Access-Node Routing (ANR) can achieve random earliest arrival queries
on an intercontinental combination of road and flight networks within milliseconds at the cost
of preprocessing of several hours. It should be noted though that the choice of applicable label
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constraints is limited by the restriction that modes of transportation involving road (i. e. walking,
biking, car driving) can only appear in the beginning and end of the journey. Also, only single-criteria
earliest arrival queries were considered in this work. Furthermore, the road network is considered
time-independent, i. e. no historical knowledge about rush hours is included. Unfortunately, delays
on the public transit subnetwork might change which transit stops appear as access-nodes for the
road subnetwork, triggering an expensive rerun of the preprocessing step. Last but not least, the
preprocessing is restricted to the chosen constraint automaton. This can be a real problem if the
goal is to show several alternative journeys with respect of modes of transportation used.
UniALT for Regular Language Constraint Shortest Paths on a Multi-Modal Transportation Network. It has been known since [184] that ALT [119] can easily be applied to
multi-modal networks. ALT is a speedup technique that combines the A* heuristic [188] with
distance bounds via preprocessed landmarks and the triangle inequality (hence the name). Since the
fastest mode of transportation between two locations is always a feasible bound no matter what restrictions are applied by the constraint language, ALT can directly be used on a multi-modal network.
Unfortunately, the speedup of ALT correlates with the tightness of bounds, rendering this approach
mute. In [141] the authors propose an extension of ALT that they call state-dependent ALT (SDALT).
For each state of the considered constraint automaton different landmark distances are calculated.
This allows the query algorithm to use different bounds depending on the state the query is currently
in, making the bounds tighter overall. For example, when the constraint automaton prohibits use of
the flight network, landmark distance become longer, correctly reflecting the fact that journeys may
take longer.
Using this approach, SDALT can achieve mild speedups of earliest arrival queries when compared
to a multi-modal generalization of Dijkstra’s algorithm. Yet, the preprocessing is much less intensive
that in [83] and a wider class of constraint automata can be used (also with road use in the middle
of a journey). As before, the preprocessing is restricted to the chosen constraint automaton, and the
authors only consider single-criteria earliest arrival queries.
User-Constrained Multi-Modal Route Planning. Both ANR and SDALT predetermine the
label constraints during preprocessing. The goal of another publication is to make the multi-modal
preprocessing independent of the label constraint automaton used, allowing for sequence constraints
on the modes of transportation to be chosen by the user [94]. To this end, the authors propose a
variant of Contraction Hierarchies [114] tailored to multi-modal networks: nodes incident to link
edges might not be contracted. That way the preprocessing does not need to make any assumptions
about the query-time constraint automaton other than that travel within a mode of transportation
is unconstrained. After the preprocessing several components (contracted graphs) are connected via
one single core (uncontracted road and timetable nodes). The query of UCCH works like this: if
either source or target lie in the component a basic CH (bi-directional, “upward”) query is applied.
Once in the core, the query switches to a multi-modal generalization of Dijkstra’s algorithm that
observes label constraints. Since the core is much smaller than the original graph large speed-ups
of up to four orders of magnitude can be achieved after careful optimization of data structures
and layout. Yet, the achievable speedup deteriorates when tested instances become increasingly
interconnected (i. e. transfers between modes of transportation are possible at a larger fraction of
nodes). Still, UCCH can preprocess denser instances than ANR.
Both ANR and User-Constrained Contraction Hierarchies (UCCH) achieve very fast queries but
UCCH needs less preprocessing effort. Both SDALT and UCCH can work on a wider class of label
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constraints but UCCH does not predetermine the used constraint during preprocessing. On the
downside, UCCH regards the road network as time-independent, i. e. rush hour cannot be modeled,
and the preprocessing is still too expensive to warrant integration of delay data from real-time road
traffic reports. But unlike ANR, UCCH can easily integrate delay data for public transit networks.
All three techniques, ANR, SDALT, and UCCH only compute earliest arrival queries.
3.4.3

Finding more relevant journey options

As mentioned before, meaningful multimodal optimization needs to take more criteria into account,
such as walking duration and costs. Some people are happy to walk 10 minutes to avoid an extra
transfer, or even walk for half an hour to avoid public transportation alltogether, while others are
not willing to walk much more than a couple of minutes. Taking a taxi all the way to the airport
is a good solution for some; users on a budget, however, may prefer a cheaper solution. Not only
do these additional criteria significantly increase the Pareto set [86, 112], but some of the resulting
journeys tend to look unreasonable, as Figure 9 illustrates.
As a result, recent research efforts tend to avoid multicriteria search altogether [36], looking for
reasonable routes by other means. A natural approach is to work with a weighted combination of all
criteria, transforming the search into a single-criterion problem [21, 25, 174, 248]. When extended
to find the k-shortest paths [50, 102], this method can even take user preferences into account.
Unfortunately, linear combination may produce undesired results [74] (see Figure 7 for an example).
To avoid such issues, another line of multimodal single-criterion research considers the computation
of label-constrained quickest journeys [32, 171]. The idea is to label edges according to the mode of
transportation and require paths to obey a user-defined pattern (often given as regular expressions),
typically enforcing a hierarchy of modes [50, 248] (such as “no car travel between trains”). The
main advantage of this strategy is that preprocessing techniques developed for road networks carry
over [31, 83, 94, 140, 141]. This approach, however, can hide interesting journeys (for example,
taking a taxi between train stations in Paris may be an option). In fact, this exposes a fundamental
conceptual problem with label-constrained optimization: It essentially relies on the user to know his
options before planning the journey.
Computing Multimodal Journeys in Practice. In [78], the authors revisit the problem of
finding multicriteria multimodal journeys on a metropolitan scale. It is based on the observation
that most users optimize three criteria: travel time, convenience (e.g., number of trips and walking
duration), and costs. The idea is to use fuzzy logic [100, 251] to filter the solution set to a modestsized set of representative journeys. The goal is to find journeys in a network built from several
partial networks, representing all available schedule-based means of transportation (e.g., busses
and trains), as well as unrestricted networks, with no associated timetable (e.g., walking, cycling,
and driving). A first natural problem to solve is the full multicriteria problem, which must return
a full (maximal) Pareto set of journeys. Figure 7 shows an example why this may be preferable
to linear combination search. Solving the full multicriteria problem, on the other hand, can lead
to solution sets that are too large for most users. Moreover, many solutions provide undesirable
tradeoffs, such as journeys that arrive much later to save a few seconds of walking (or walk much
longer to save a few seconds in arrival time). Intuitively, most criteria are diffuse to the user, and
only large enough differences are significant. Pareto optimality fails to capture this. Instead, the
authors propose to score the journeys in the Pareto set in a post-processing step using concepts
from fuzzy logic [251] (and fuzzy set theory [250]). Loosely speaking, fuzzy logic generalizes Boolean
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J1 = (dep: 0, arr: 10, cost: 90)

p1

J2 = (dep: 0, arr: 20, cost: 20)

J3 = (dep: 0, arr: 90, cost: 10)

J4 = (dep: 10, arr: 20, cost: 90)

p2

J5 = (dep: 15, arr: 40, cost: 10)

p3

J6 = (dep: 90, arr: 180, cost: 10)

Figure 7: Problem of linear combination search in time-dependent multimodal networks. The
Pareto-optimal set from stop p1 to p2 when departing at time τ = 0 contains three journeys.
Concatenating J1 + J4 yields an arrival time of 20 and a cost of 180, J1 + J5 yields 40 and 100,
and J3 + J6 yields 180 and 20. Note that J2 is never used. Now, for the weighted linear optimization
of α · (arr − dep) + (1 − α) · cost (with α ∈ [0, 1]), one might expect to obtain these journeys
for different values of α. However, for α ∈ [0, 0.125] one gets J3 + J6 , for α ∈ (0.125, 0.875] one
gets J2 + J6 , and for α ∈ (0.875, 1] one obtains J1 + J4 . So, J1 + J5 is not found, which provides
a reasonable tradeoff between arrival time and costs. Even worse, for most values of α we get a
journey that is not part of the Pareto set.
logic to handle (continuous) degrees of truth. Fuzzy dominance in multicriteria optimization is
introduced by Farina and Amato [100]. Figure 8 shows contour lines for different parameters of
fuzzy dominance for two exemplary criteria. Given a (Pareto) set J of n journeys J1 , . . . , Jn , the
authors define a score function sc : J → [0, 1] that computes the degree of domination by the whole
set for each Ji . The score is used to order the journeys by significance. One may then decide to
only show the k journeys with highest score to the user. Figure 9 shows an example.
Using this general framework, the authors present exact algorithms for the multicriteria multimodal problem, building on different algorithms for multicriteria optimization on public transportation networks (MLC [191] and RAPTOR [85]). Moreover, they describe an acceleration
technique that applies to both. It is based on the observation that the bottleneck of the multimodal
algorithms is processing the walking network. Performance is improved using a quick preprocessing
technique [94]. For any journey involving public transportation, walking between trips always begins
and ends at the restricted set K ⊂ V of link vertices. During queries, only pairwise distances
between these vertices need to be known. Preprocessing can be used to compute a smaller core
graph [203] that preserves these distances. Contraction can also be used for cycling and driving
(if these criteria are also added to the network). For every unrestricted network (walking, cycling,
driving), the link vertices (stops and bicycle stations) are kept in one common core. Queries then
start with upward searches in each relevant unrestricted network.
Even with all accelerations, the exact algorithms are not fast enough for interactive applications.
Therefore, the authors propose quick heuristics aimed at finding a set of journeys that is similar to
the exact solution. They present several approaches. One approach is to weaken the domination
rules during the algorithm, reducing the number of labels pushed through the network. Other
heuristics reduce the number of criteria. In somewhat more detail, the following strategies are
proposed.
• The first uses fuzzy dominance (instead of strict dominance) when comparing labels during
the algorithm.
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Figure 8: Contour lines of the fuzzy dominance function d(J1 , J2 ) = t for different values t and a
fixed journey J1 = (0, 0) when considering two exemplary criteria: arrival time and walking duration.
The thick black line marks the classical Pareto-dominance (t = 1). Criteria of J1 are fixed to to (0, 0).
The area right-above each contour line t then contains all journeys J2 (with respective values for
their criteria) which are dominated by J1 with degree at least t. For example, a journey is still
dominated by J1 with degree 0.4 if it has 10 minutes less walking while arriving 5 minutes later.
• The second uses strict dominance, but discretizes criteria: before comparing labels, they are
first rounded to predefined discrete values; this can be extended to use buckets for several
criteria.
• The third heuristic uses strict dominance but adds a slack of x units to certain criteria.
• One heuristic weakens the domination rule by trading off two or more criteria.
• Another class of heuristics still runs three-criterion search (walking, arrival, and trips), but
limits walking transfers between stops to x minutes; in this case these transfers are precomputed.
• Another variant also limits walking in the beginning and end to y minutes. Existing solutions
often use such restrictions [38].
• The last strategy is reducing the number of criteria considered during the algorithm. One
approach optimizes only the number of trips and arrival times explicitly (as criteria). To
account for walking duration, every x minutes of a walking segment (transfer) are counted as
a trip; the first x minutes are free.
Finally, they also discuss how to measure the quality of the heuristic solutions that are found. They
compare the set of journeys produced to the ground truth, defined as the solution found by the exact
algorithm.
As the experimental evaluation shows, the exact algorithm allows to answer exact queries
optimizing time and convenience in less than two seconds within a large metropolitan area, for
the simpler scenario of walking, cycling, and public transit. When additional criteria, such as
costs, are incorporated, computing exact solutions becomes much slower. Hence, the authors also
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Figure 9: Exemplary multicriteria multimodal query on London with criteria arrival time, number
of transfers, walking duration, and cost. The left figure shows the full Pareto set (65 journeys),
while the right figure shows the three journeys with highest score. Each dot represents a transfer
and included transportation modes are walking (thin black), taxi (thick purple), buses (thin red),
and tube (other thick colors).
evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristics. Some of them, especially the one that limits the
walking radius at source and target, give poor results compared to what the exact baseline computes.
However, the best heuristics are significantly faster than the baseline, and closely match the top
journeys in the Pareto set. Moreover, since the approach does not rely on heavy preprocessing, it
can still be used in fully dynamic scenarios.
Result Diversity for Multi-Modal Route Planning. In another paper by Bast et al. [37],
the authors consider a similar scenario. Like Delling et al. [78] (c.f. above) they observe that
multi-criteria optimization enables the computation of many diverse routes, however, at the price
of generating even more results that are either just small variations of other routes or offer very
unreasonable tradeoffs between different criteria. Unlike [78], who resort to relative comparisons
using fuzzy dominance, Bast et al. try to score each route by its own characteristics. They observe
that reasonable routes can be categorized into certain types (e.g., little walking, much transit,
or, only taxi) and argue that other types do not make for good routes (e.g., much walking, little
taxi). Algorithmically, Bast et al. use a variant of Multi-criteria Dijkstra on a partly contracted
multi-modal network optimizing overall duration, transfers, walking duration, and car duration
to obtain diverse results. However, already during the execution of the algorithm, the tentative
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results that do not match any of the reasonable types are removed. To further decrease the volume
of results (of which many routes are just minor variants of others), Bast et al. disregard walking
duration as a criterion and discretize car duration. On this reduced criterion-space (i. e., overall
duration, transfers, zero/little/much car usage), Bast et al. obtain about five results per query on
average, which is similar to what Delling et al. [78] report. Since walking is dropped eventually
anyway, Bast et al. also evaluate an approach that does not consider walking as an optimization
criterion in the first place (but keeps it as a passive criterion for type classification and tie-breaking).
Overall, Bast et al. achieve similar query performance as Delling et al. [78], however, employing
completely different modeling of what a good journey result set should look like. This immediately
poses the question of how both approaches directly compare quality-wise as well as whether these
approaches can be combined in order to further improve query speed.
3.4.4

Templates for multimodal journey planning

A limited amount of work has been carried out on solving the earliest arrival problem for multimodal
journey planning allowing general combinations of individual and public transport modes. The work
in [128, 249] are notable exceptions.
In [129], a new approach studied that uses a generalised time-dependent (GTD) graph which
represents the fully multimodal EAP as a standard graph search problem, using general shortest
path algorithms to solve it. Furthermore, in order to parameterize the operation of the planner
and match travelers constraints and preferences, the concept of journey plan templates has been
introduced. The new idea of the newly proposed generalized time-dependent (GTD) graph, combines
the representation of the road network (for individual and on-demand modes) and Public Transport
(PT) network (for PT modes) in a single structure. The GTD graph G is constructed from the
following three structures: (1) time-dependent graph GT for the PT network, (2) network graph GN
for the network of pavements, cycleways, and roads, (3) a graph connector D (set of interconnecting
edges) of the time-dependent graph GT and the network graph GN . The GTD graph structure is
shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: GTD graph structure
Time-Dependent Graph. A Time-Dependent Graph GT = (V T , E T , ρT ) with constant transfer times [192] is used to model the network of scheduled PT services (e.g., bus, tram, underground),
which has better performance than the time-expanded model [193]. The set of nodes V T of GT
equals S ∪ R, where S is the set of stops that are physically present in the PT network and R is the
set of all route nodes, where route is a set of PT vehicle trips that are known to the public under
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Figure 11: Example of GTD graph. Edges are
labelled with the permitted modes of transport.
Stop nodes v, w ∈ S represent two tram stops
that are connected by one tram route connecting
0
0
four route nodes (riv , r1v , r0w , rjw ). Route nodes
Rv = {r0v , r1v } and Rw = {r0w } associated with the
respective stop nodes v and w are highlighted with
grey background. Edges from the time-dependent
graph GT are also annotated with their weight
(edge traversal time).
the same route number identifier, e.g. the tram line number 3. The set of edges E T is defined as
E T = A ∪ B ∪ C where A denotes the set of edges between route and stop nodes, B denotes the set
of edges between stop and route nodes and C denotes the set of route edges between route nodes of
the same route. Finally, ρT denotes the travel duration of traversing an edge (u, v) ∈ E T from u at
a departure time t.
Network Graph. To model the network for individual modes of transport (e.g., walk, bike,
shared bike and car) and on-demand modes of transport (e.g., taxi), we use the network graph
GN = (V N , E N , ρN ) defined as a weighted directed graph, where the set of nodes V N represents
junctions and the set of edges E N represents roads, pavements, and cycleways.
Graph Connector. The graph connector D is a set of edges used to interconnect the timedependent graph GT and the network graph GN to plan multimodal journeys using combinations of
individual, on-demand, and PT modes of transport.
GTD Graph. The GTD graph is defined as a weighted directed graph G = (V, E, ρ, µ, χ) where
V is defined as V T ∪ V N , E is defined as E T ∪ E N ∪ D, ρ is defined as the travel duration (in
seconds) of traversing an edge, µ is the set of permitted modes of transport at an edge and χ is
defined as the permitted mode change predicate, which returns true if it is possible to change the
mode of transport.
Fully Multimodal Earliest Arrival Problem. The fully multimodal earliest arrival problem
is a pair J = (G, r), where G = (V, E, ρ, µ, χ) is a GTD graph and r = (o, d, t) is a journey request
specifying an origin o ∈ V , a destination d ∈ V , and a time of departure t ∈ N .
The Fully Multimodal Earliest Arrival Problem [129] help travelers to parameterize their journey
plan (e.g., a combination of walk and shared bike for those who prefer environmentally friendly
mode of transport) by adding Journey Plan Templates. A journey plan template constrains the
journey plan in the permitted combination of modes. The fully multimodal EAP with templates
is now the triple J = (G, r, τ ), where G = (V, E, ρ, µ, χ) is a GTD graph, r = (o, d, t) is a journey
request and τ is a journey plan template.
A method to solve the fully multimodal earliest arrival problem with templates is using a
contextual view over the underlying GTD graph in order to use general shortest path algorithms to
find the journey plans in the search space. The contextual GTD graph is a view over an underlying
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Figure 12: The size of Helsinki GTD graph

Figure 13: Average runtimes in milliseconds of the
Helsinki GTD graph

GTD graph. It allows filtering available edges in the GTD graph with respect to the permitted
modes of transport specified by a given journey plan template. Also, during search progress checks
if the current partial journey plan matches the given template. The advantage of the contextual
GTD graph is that general shortest path algorithms (e.g., A∗ or Dijkstra’s algorithm) can be used
without modifications in order to find journey plans. Also the graph can be constructed on request
during the search process of the algorithm.
The algorithm to solve the fully multimodal EAP with templates is working in two phases.
First it runs a general shortest path algorithm on contextual GTD graph in order to find a path
K = ((x1 , x2 ), (x2 , x3 ), ..., (xk , xk+1 )) of length |K| = k and then transforms the path into a journey
plan π.
The evaluation of the GTD graph representation has been done on real-world PT and road
network data for Helsinki (Figure 12), which covers an area of 600 square kilometres, in order to
confirm its flexibility and speed using standard algorithms. It uses seven journey plan templates
to reflect the typical combinations of modes used in modern multimodal transport systems. The
algorithms used to find journey plans were the A∗ and Dijkstra’s algorithm. As input, 10000
origin-destination-departure triples were used which were sampled with the uniform distribution
over the coordinates of Helsinki area. All solutions are divided into three sets based on the distance
of their origin and destination location: short (below 10 km), medium (10˘20 km), and long (20˘40
km). Average runtimes in milliseconds for each journey plan template and origin-destination distance
interval are shown in Figure 13.
Runtimes for all journey plan templates (except templates containing PT) are better than
the runtimes for the empty template. This empirically confirms that the journey plan templates
constrain the search space of the planner, which results in lower runtimes than when the empty
template which permits any combination of modes, is used. In general, the templates containing
more than one mode of transport are more difficult for the planner resulting in higher runtimes than
the single-mode templates.
Compared to the speed-up techniques specifically designed for the road network and public
transport network variants of EAP, the search times of this method are high. The reasons for such
a behavior is due to computational cost of the GTD graph representation. In addition no speed-up
techniques have yet been applied to accelerate the search of the contextual GTD graph. The Helsinki
transport system confirmed the viability of the approach - the planner was able to find a diverse set
of journey plans and achieve runtimes which are generally usable and are likely to be significantly
improved after the preliminary implementation of the approach is optimised.
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State-of-the-art on algorithmic approaches related to Electric Vehicles mobility

Electric vehicles are often considered one of the main future means of transportation. Route planning
for electric vehicles has to cope with a number of special restrictions, mostly imposed by their
limited range. Therefore, research so far focused on computation of energy efficient routes for
electric vehicles. Several approaches exist that additionally consider special properties of modern
electric vehicles, such as the ability to recuperate energy on slopes or while braking. For details on
algorithmic approaches towards energy-efficient route planning for electric vehicles, see Section 5.1.1.
In the sequel of this Subsection we outline algorithmic approaches related to the problem of
optimal EV charging in urban environments in multimodal routing scenarios encompassing EVmobility, walking and public transport. Also, we present an algorithmic solution to the problem of
deployment of recharging stations for electric vehicles in a road network.
3.5.1

EV mobility and optimal charging

An important problem when considering multimodal route planning that involves electric vehicles
(EVs) concerns the efficient searching for charging spots in urban environments. The typical scenario
of overnight charging fails to address some large user groups, such as residents of urban areas without
own garage. A holistic study should tackle both a spatial (geographic) and a temporal aspect. The
geographical aspect is related to the mobility model: a possible solution approach for an EV-user
is to search for available energy in charging stations near his activity places, or to search for less
congested charging stations. The temporal aspect arise when the distribution network operator
together with the charging station owner (a new actor in EV-mobility) are trying to flatten the load
peak.
A first approach that addresses both the spatial and the temporal aspects of EV-mobility is
presented in [49]. A brokerage function between electric vehicle (EV) users searching for a charging
spot and charging stations providing charging service is described. A routing service, based on
multimodal routing (using driving, walking, and use of public transportation), is proposed for
locating and reserving charging spots. Moreover, the search for charging stations is extended from a
destination neighborhood to a public transportation node neighborhood in the same multimodal
route planing setting and the number and quality of solutions are evaluated.
The EV-users routing scenario considered in [49] dictates that there is no need to fully charge
the battery at once. Results in the frame of other projects (e.g., VLOTTE) have shown that the
early perception that EV-car users (similarly to gasoline car users) will charge when the battery
becomes empty, has changed. The charging is to be subordinated to the real activity of the user at
the next stop in the daily trip. It is better to support the user before and during the trip by the use
of a simple ICT application to search and reserve a charging spot situated in the vicinity of the
destination. A careful use case analysis shows that EV-users require better access and control on
the information about charging spot availability:
• To query anytime the availability and characteristics of the charging stations in the vicinity of
the destination.
• To initiate a reservation on a selected charging station.
• To get notified when a charging spot becomes available in case no available charging spots are
found.
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• To search around the current location in emergency case (traffic jam, unexpected energy
consumption because of heating, cooling etc.). The search could be triggered automatically by
context information.
In [49], an application protocol between car and the routing service running over a wireless data
channel it has been proposed, in order to realize the aforementioned scenario. The user is asked
to provide the next stop location in order to be offered optimal routing support. A number of
user preferences is provided in the charging request message to better match the request with the
charging stations found by the service. The response of the routing service can be:
• List of (Station-name, station-ID, station location price, supported service),
• Message: “No station in walking distance from destination", or
• Message: “All [n] stations in walking distance from destination are busy".
Finding a charging station with adequate properties in the vicinity of the desired destination as
described above may not always be possible for several reasons such as
• too long walking distance between charging station and destination;
• inadequate availability of charging stations in acceptable vicinity of the destination;
• high costs for a particular EV-user to use certain charging stations; and
• grid load conditions.
In [49] a new multimodal routing approach is introduced to address the above aspects. In particular, a multimodal routing approach is presented aiming to provide adequate charging capabilities and
acceptable mobility to EV-users. Here the multimodal routing refers to multimodality encompassing
EV-mobility, walking and public transport. The new aspects is that it enables the EV-user to use
charging stations in the vicinity of public transport stops that can provide transport connectivity to
the final destination. A heuristic solution has been specified to identify relevant charging stations.
The aim of this heuristic is to provide a relevant selection of charging stations enabling a selection on
criteria other than time (e.g. next stop, payment means etc), and not solely to identify the optimal
shortest time route. The heuristic is based on the following assumptions:
1. An EV-user can maximally accept to walk Twalk seconds between a charging station and a
public stop station, and from a public stop station to its destination. This means that the
EV-user’s maximum total walking time can be 2Twalk .
2. The user will maximally accept to spend Tpt seconds in public transport transit.
3. The desired EV driving range is limited to EVrange .
The new heuristic consists of two main steps:
1. An off-line initialization step where all charging stations within Twalk seconds of a public
transport stop are identified.
2. An on-line charging station request step, consisting of the following phases:
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(a) Identify the closest public transport destination stop Pds within Tpt walking distance. If
none are found, return no solutions.
(b) Identify all public transport stops Pcss that can be reached within Tpt seconds from Pds .
The travel time to each station can be calculated using Dijkstra’s algorithm.
(c) Filter out irrelevant charging stations (CS) from the available based on the desired EV
range. In this case CS are considered in a radius defined by the distance from the EV to
the destination stop plus 2000 meter to avoid excessively long routes.
(d) For each remaining CS, calculate two routes: (i) driving from the current location of the
EV to the charging station, and (ii) walking and using public transport from the charging
station to the destination.
(e) The routes calculated for each charging station in step (d) are sorted by total travel time
and returned to the EV-user for a final selection.
The new multimodal routing scheme has been experimentally evaluated to clarify the potential
gains and costs. The primary focus is on scenarios where public transport is widely available and
expected to provide support for EV-mobility in park-and-ride like scenarios. Based on availability of
relevant data, the evaluation scenario was built around Vienna. The city public transport network
offers public transport by bus, tramway and subway. Introducing the probability PCS that a parking
location offers a charging station it is possible to study the impact of future penetration levels of
charging stations.
In the evaluation, three schemes were compared:
• Reference: driving directly to destination without charging nor parking,
• Destination vicinity charging: driving to charging station reachable within Twalk seconds
from destination, and
• Multimodality: which is the destination vicinity charging with the multimodality enabled.
The parameters used for the experimental study in [49] are shown in Table 1.
Parameter
Trips Evaluated
Walking Speed
Trip Start Time
Tpt
Twalk

Value
484
5 km/h
00:09:00(weekday)
900s
300s

Table 1:
The experimental results are shown in Figure 14 for increasing charging station penetration
levels: 10% (PCS = 0.1), 50% (PCS = 0.5), and 100%(PCS = 1).
Figure 14(a) shows the availability of at least a single charging station for a trip. In the lowest
penetration case the probability of finding a charging station driving to the vicinity of the destination
is lower than 10%. In this setting the new multimodal scheme shows a significant improvement to
around 40% underlining its advantage in low penetration scenarios.
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Figure 14: Charging station availability and trip
time increases for different levels of charging station penetration on public parking places.
Figure 14(b) shows the cases where at least 3 charging stations can be reached. In this case the
new multimodal scheme is obviously superior.
Figure 14(c) shows the average total travel times of the destination vicinity charging scheme
compared to the trips made using public transport. The latter is depicted for both the single fastest
multimodal trip as well as for cases where the 3 fastest multimodal trips are considered.
3.5.2

Deployment of charging stations

Planning deployment of recharging facilities for electric vehicles may follow different objectives. To
the best of our knowledge, there exist no algorithmic approaches to tackle this problem, with the
exception of a work that is described below. It aims at placing charging stations in order to ensure
coverage of the given road network, i.e., to ensure reachability of arbitrary targets if recharging is
allowed.
Storandt and Funke [221] consider the problem of placing a minimum number of battery charging
stations in a given road network, such that it is guaranteed that any node in the network can be
reached from an arbitrary source loacation. Formally, the introduce two optimization problems.
The problem EVReachabilityCover asks for a set of charging stations of minimum cardinality
ensuring that, for arbitrary vertices s and t, vertex t can be reached from s (recharging the
vehicle at a charging station, if necessary). They obtain both a hardness and an inaproximability
result by a reduction from the Strongly Connected Dominating Set Problem [153]. Moreover,
they derive a 3 ln n-approximation algorithm, where n is the network size. The second problem,
EVConnectivityCover asks to find a minimum set of charging stations such that for arbitrary
vertices s and t, one can reach s from t and additionally get back from t to s afterwards. Considering
several variants of this problem, approximation algorithms are obtained based on results on a
known problem Set Cover by Feige [101]. Since the resulting problems are N P-hard, heuristic
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approaches are presented. The first one, called “Restricted Random”, iteratively selects vertices to
be charging stations uniformly at random. All vertices “covered” by this charging point are removed
from the search space for the next iteration. The second approach “k-Greedy” selects in each step
the vertex increasing number of satisfied vertices most. Both approaches are combined with an
MST-computation to assure correctness. An experimental evaluation of the heuristic is given, and
instance-based lower bounds show that these heuristics yield good results in practice.
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Algorithmic Approaches for Vehicle Sharing Systems

4.1

Introduction to Vehicle Sharing Systems

Sustainable principles in urban mobility urge the consideration of emerging transportation schemes
including vehicle sharing as well as the use of electro-mobility and the combination of vehicle
transfers with greener modes of transport, including walking, cycling and public transportation.
Bike-sharing programs have received increasing attention in recent years aiming at improving the
first/last mile connection to other modes of transit and lessen the environmental impact of transport
[172]. Bike-sharing programs are networks of public use bicycles distributed around a city for use
at low cost. The programs comprise short-term urban bicycle-rental schemes that enable bicycles
to be picked up at any bicycle station and returned to any other bicycle station, which makes
bicycle-sharing ideal for point-to-point trips. The principle of bicycle sharing is simple: individuals
use bicycles on an “as-needed" basis without the costs and responsibilities of bicycle ownership
[207]. The earliest well-known community bicycle programme is launched in 1965 in Amsterdam,
the Netherlands.
Current bike-sharing systems deploy bikes picked up and returned at specific locations (docking
stations) and typically employ some sort of customer authentication/tracking (through the use of
an electronic subscriber card) to avoid theft incidents [90]. Recent developments pave the way for
next-generation bike sharing known as the “demand-responsive multimodal system" [207]. Such
systems will emphasize on flexible docking stations (relocated according to usage patterns and
user demands), incentivize user-based redistribution (by using demand-based pricing wherein users
receive a price reduction or credit for delivering bicycles at empty dockings), enable integration of
bike-sharing with public transportation and car-sharing locations (via smartcards, which support
numerous transportation modes on a single card) and GPS-based tracking. Online services like Social
Bicycles (SoBi) [214] allows users to locate, reserve, and unlock a bike with a smartphone app, while
also employing a rewarding scheme to motivate cyclists to return bikes to central stations/hubs.
Similarly to bike sharing, car sharing is a model of short-term car rental, particularly attractive
to customers who make only occasional use of a vehicle, enabling the benefits of private cars without
the costs and responsibilities of ownership [137]. Car sharing first appeared in North America
around 1994. Replacing private automobiles with shared ones directly reduces demand for parking
spaces and reduce traffic congestion at peak times, thereby supporting the vision of sustainable
transportation. Car sharing operators typically allow cars to be picked up from designated stations
(depots) with customers required to return vehicles to their original pick up locations (such schemes
are referred to as two-way car sharing systems). Most operators have been reluctant in introducing
innovative features (e.g., one-way rentals, ridesharing) due to added management complexities [208].
These complexities were responsible for the failure of Honda’s Diracc system in Singapore, one
of the best-known one-way car sharing experiments in the world, after 6 years of operation (the
system has been discontinued in 2008). Diracc failed mainly because it proved unable to maintain
the quality of service (i.e. car availability) required by customers due to one-way trips leaving the
system with significant imbalance in vehicle stocks. Indeed, during a typical day, the number of cars
throughout a network shifts toward certain destinations; for instance, drivers commuting from the
suburbs to downtown offices generate surplus of cars at certain stations, while depleting fleets at
other stations. Nevertheless, some recent car sharing initiatives -notably, Daimler’s Car2Go1 and
1 https://www.car2go.com/
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BMW’s DriveNow2 - offer the option of one-way car-sharing, as long as the customer drops off the
car at any available public parking space within a designated operating area.
The design and management of a car sharing system raise several optimization problems. First,
optimal fleet sizes along with the location of the parking stations should be determined [117]. Further
on that, operators allowing one-way rides need to develop strategies to reallocate the vehicles and
restore an optimal fleet distribution among stations. Such a distribution could respond to the
short-term needs at a particular station or be based on an historical prediction (i.e. estimating future
demand to proactively schedule relocations) (Barth and Todd, 1999). While bike sharing operators
typically employ dedicated vehicles for relocating bunches of bicycles to depots with depleted stock,
vehicle relocation in car sharing programs is more demanding. In particular, the activities of vehicle
relocation can be carried out by the user itself or by the operator (Barth et al., 2004). In the first
case, the user is incentivized to car pool or to choose another location or reservation time; in the
second case, which is currently more common, the vehicles are physically transported using trucks
or personnel.
A recent development in vehicle sharing systems has been appearance the employment of fully
electric vehicles (EVs) as a means of lowering the environmental footprint of urban mobility. Further
complicating things, the design of EV-sharing systems needs to consider two additional constraints:
the availability of charging facilities on parking stations and the design of relocation strategies which
take into account vehicles residual energy [227].
The above detailed challenges call for intelligent algorithmic solutions to support the long-term
viability of vehicle sharing systems. Such algorithmic approaches should aim at the highest possible
quality of service for customers and reduced capital investment for operators with respect to both
system deployment and operating expenditures. To achieve these objectives, the whole range of
deployment and operational parameters inherent in vehicle sharing systems should be carefully
addressed: long-term strategic planning of systems, tactical decisions to enable user-based regulation
to the benefit of the systems and operational issues.
This chapter offers insights on research tackling the above main issues related to the design
and operation of public bicycle/car sharing systems. The focus is on mathematical models and
algorithmic solutions developed so far, especially those that address cost and pricing models, depot
location optimization, mobility and demand modelling, ways of balancing vehicle stocks across
stations (i.e. relocation strategies) in one-way vehicle sharing systems. The objective is to identify
the state-of-the-art along with possible paths for future development in this field.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 elaborates further on the
challenges and objectives relevant to the design of vehicle sharing systems. Section 4.3 overviews
models and algorithmic solutions proposed for the strategic design of vehicle sharing systems,
modelling approaches supporting pricing schemes and incentives for customer-based distribution of
vehicles as well as algorithmic approaches for the problem of operational repositioning of vehicles.

4.2

Challenges and objectives in the design of vehicle sharing systems

Recent research analyzed the factors affecting the success of bike-sharing programs [76, 125]. These
factors range from the built environment (infrastructures, facilities at work, etc.) to factors related
to the natural environment (topography, seasons and climate or weather), socio-economic and
psychological factors (attitudes and social norms, ecological beliefs, habits, etc.), and other factors
related to utility theory (cost, travel time, effort and safety). Factors gaining growing interest
2 https://de.drive-now.com/en/
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involve bike station location, cycling network infrastructure (bike paths) and the operation of bicycle
redistribution system [89]. The stations must be located in close proximity to one another and to
major transit hubs and be placed in both residential (origin) and commercial or manufacturing
(destination) neighborhoods, which makes bike-shares ideal as a commuter transportation system
[169, 172]. Existing examples show that the bike stations should not be located more than 300-500m
from important traffic origins and destinations. Given the complexity of bicycle facility planning
and the importance of station distribution for operating bike-sharing programs, formal approaches
are needed to model the problem variables and derive optimal solutions with respect to minimizing
investment cost and maximizing utility for the users. Among others, optimal solutions should
determine the number, location and capacity (in bikes and docks) of the stations as well as the
bicycle lanes needed to be setup.
On the other hand, equally important for bike-sharing systems success is to guarantee bicycle
availability. Each rental station must carry enough bicycles to increase the possibility that each
user can find a bicycle when needed. Therefore, measures of service quality in the system include
both the availability rate (i.e., the proportion of pick-up requests at a bike station that are met by
the bicycle stock on hand) and the coverage level (the fraction of total demand at both origins and
destinations that is within some specified time or distance from the nearest rental station). Due to
the one-way rental policy, bikes are likely to get stuck in areas of lower individual mobility demand
(cold spots) while needed in zones of higher demand (hot spots). To make the system more efficient
and more profitable, this imbalance of supply and demand could be adjusted by applying different
intervention (i.e. relocation) strategies [202].
The need to ensure vehicle availability in high-demand areas is also acknowledged for car-sharing
systems [33]. However, relocation of cars is more troublesome than that of bicycles (up to 60 bicycles
can be transported altogether to hot spots on a bicycle carrier, contributing to cost and effort savings
[242]). Some studies suggest the use of road vehicles (car carriers) with fully automated driving
capabilities (typically moving along dedicated tracks), coordinated by centralized management
systems, able to autonomously relocate to satisfy user demands [185]. Redistribution of vehicles may
also be provided by a fleet of limited capacity tow-trucks located at various network depots; using
such an approach the problem can be conveniently modelled as pickup and delivery problem [227].
However, dedicated transport trucks are of little use in most urban settings due to stations not
easily reachable by heavy-duty trucks and the time consuming vehicle loading/unloading operations
[61]. Thus, the scheme most commonly encountered in practice engages teams of employed drivers
who undertake the relocation of vehicles thereby significantly increasing operational cost.
Recently, the decreased manufacturing cost of EVs along with their eco-friendly characteristics
(fuel economy and lowered greenhouse gas emissions) has attracted the attention of car-sharing
companies3 . So far, the main body of EVs-relevant algorithmic research focuses on novel energyefficient routing algorithms motivated by the unique characteristics of EVs (limited cruising range,
long recharge times and the ability to recuperate energy during deceleration or when going downhill)
[28, 199].
EV-sharing systems are also unique with respect to their design and operational requirements.
(a) Sufficient battery availability at pick-up time should be ensured so as to travel reliably to user’s
3 Among other operators, Car2Go has launched (as of November 2011) an EV car-sharing network currently
covering San Diego and Amsterdam. Through a user-friendly web interface, users interested in driving a shared EV,
Car2Go members are be able to view the exact location of available EV along with their batteries state of charge and
proceed to online reservations. If the battery performance sinks below 20%, the driver must end his/her trip at a
charging station (found through an in-built navigation system).
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destination [142]. (b) Vehicle relocation policies should take into account the energy availability
of vehicles at stations, in addition to physical availability [65]. (c) Pick-up/drop-off locations are
determined by the existence of charging stations (for instance, the 300 Car2Go vehicles and other
EVs in Amsterdam have access to 320 charging stations in the city area). (d) The anticipated
transformation of urban parking stations to charge-park stations in support to EV power demands
is expected to create considerable load on the power grid, hence, intelligent approaches are in need
to flatten the load peak, thereby deferring investments in grid enhancement [204].
Vogel et al. [235] identify three main issues related to the design, management and operation of
bicycle/car sharing systems. The proposed design and management measures (aiming at alleviating
imbalances in the availability of bicycles/cars) are distinguished into three separate planning horizons
(see Figure 15): (1) strategic (long-term) network design comprising decisions about the location
and the number of stations as well as the vehicle stock at each station; (2) tactical (mid-term)
incentives for customer-based distribution of bicycles/cars, i.e. incentives given to users so as to leave
their vehicle to a station different to that originally intended (this may be regulated through pricing
schemes adaptable to the system state); (3) operational (short-term) operator-based repositioning of
bicycles/cars based on the current state of the stations as well as aggregate statistics of the stations’
usage patterns [136, 147].

Figure 15: Main issues related to the design, management and operation of vehicle sharing systems.

4.3
4.3.1

Models and algorithmic approaches for optimizing vehicle sharing
systems
Algorithmic approaches on the strategic design of vehicle sharing systems

Integer programming based approaches. Lin and Yang [155] have been the first to investigate
the problem of strategic design of bicycle sharing systems. The problem investigated is the following:
given a set of origins, destinations, candidate sites of bike stations and the stochastic travel demands
from origin to destination, the problem’s output comprises the location of bike stations, the bicycle
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lanes needed to be setup and the paths to be used by users from each origin to each destination,
the objective being to minimize the overall system cost. The authors take an integrated view of
the system cost, considering both the user’s and the investor’s point of view. In particular, the
investor’s cost comprises the facility costs of bike stations, the setup costs of bicycle lanes, bicycle
stock and safety stock (for serving the demand at peak hours) costs. The level of service provided to
the user is measured by the demand coverage level (defining penalty costs for uncovered demands)
and travel costs (for both walking and cycling). The problem has been formulated as an integer
nonlinear program.
Martinez et al. [170] formulated a mixed integer linear program (MILP) aiming to optimize the
location of shared biking stations and the fleet dimension. This study also considered bike relocation
operations among docking stations (the relocation operations cost is considered as an additional
system cost factor, yet not explicitly included as a decision variable in the MILP formulation). A
general model framework has been proposed, which computes several days of operation, maintaining
the dimensioning data from previous iterations, re-computing the hour operation MILP model and
updating the system design, until the configuration reaches a net revenue equilibrium, producing a
stable and optimal system configuration.
Correia and Antunes [75] addressed the optimization problem of selecting sites for locating depots
in order to maximize the profits of a one-way carsharing organization. Revenues are generated
from renting the vehicles against some price rate while several types of expenses are considered
(maintenance costs for vehicles and depots, vehicle depreciation costs and vehicle relocation costs).
Relocation operations are only considered at the end of the day, unlike previous studies wherein the
main emphasis was on optimizing such operations [99, 138]. Three mixed integer programs (MIP)
have been modeled which determine the optimal number, location, and capacity for the depots, each
one corresponding to a different trip selection policy. According to the first policy, the operator is
free to accept or reject trips in the period they are requested according to the profit-maximization
objective; the second policy assumes that all trips requested by clients are approved; the third policy
allows a trip request to be rejected in the case that there are no vehicles available at the pick-up
depot. The optimization models have been tested in a case study involving the municipality of
Lisbon, Portugal.
Boyaci et al. [58] proposed a generic model for supporting the strategic (number and location
of required stations) and tactical (optimum fleet size) decisions of one-way car-sharing systems by
taking into account operational decisions (i.e. relocation of vehicles). The authors formulated a
mathematical model (integer program) and conducted sensitivity analysis for different parameters.
The objective function seeks to maximize the overall profit which considers the revenue generated
from vehicle rentals in addition to user costs (proportional to the time required to reach the origin
station from the start location and the end location from the destination station) and system costs
(unserved customer cost, vehicle operating cost, station opening cost and relocation cost). The
proposed model has been applied for planning and operating a station-based EV-sharing system in
the city of Nice, France.
Heuristics. Recognizing the complexity of the bicycle sharing system design optimization which
precludes exact solutions for instances of realistic size, Lin et al. [156] approached the system’s
design as a hub location inventory problem4 [23] that takes the coverage level into consideration and
4 The hub location problem has been one of the important classic facility location problems. Hub facilities
concentrate flows to achieve economies of scale. Flows between origins/ destinations and hubs and between pairs
of hubs are consolidated into a smaller set of links rather than serving demand with direct links. The hub location
problem involves determining the hub facilities and determining the links to connect origins, destinations and hubs.
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proposed a greedy algorithm for efficiently solving it. The greedy-drop heuristic iterates between
locating bicycle stations given a collection of bicycle lanes, and locating bicycle lanes given a set
of bicycle stations. In particular, all candidate stations and the bicycle lanes connecting them are
initially marked as ‘open’. The algorithm then iteratively removes the currently open station, which
if closed, would result in the largest total cost reduction, until no further cost reduction is possible.
Likewise, bicycle lanes are removed, as long as their removal results in cost reduction. The overall
solutions cost is calculated utilizing the mathematical cost model introduced in an earlier study
[155]. When testing the algorithm in test instances for which enumeration is possible, the heuristic
solution has been found within a 2% gap from the optimal.
Kumar and Bierlaire [146] developed an optimization model to identify the most appropriate
locations for establishing car-sharing stations such that the overall system performance is maximized
(the main measure of stations performance is the average number of rides per day). The model
considers car-sharing systems exclusively allowing round-trips. The model balances between the
estimated attractiveness of key demand drivers in a locality and the locality’s proximity to an
existing station. The authors first build a linear regression model (applied on historical data of the
Auto Bleue EV-sharing operator, in Nice, France) to identify the key demand factors that affect
stations performance5 . Then they formulate a mixed-integer quadratic (higher-order) program.
The objective of the mathematical model is to maximize the combined performance of all selected
stations (n stations are selected among k candidates; candidate stations are assumed to be located
at the centroid of pre-specified city localities). The main trade-off decision made by the model
involves locating more stations in “highly attractive" localities versus locating new stations in “less
attractive" but untapped localities (establishing too many stations at attractive locations does not
increase the overall system performance as they tend to cannibalize each other’s performance). Last,
a heuristic is proposed to solve the problem. The heuristic first estimates the “best performing
stations" based on all parameters except distance and public transport ridership. In the first iteration,
all k stations are assumed to be operational; the contribution of public transportation and distance
is then computed. In the next step, the n best locations are picked to place the stations. Now the
public transportation and distance contribution is recomputed assuming that only these n proposed
stations are operational. Based on the changes in the objective function, the n best locations to
place the stations are again selected. This process is repeated until the selected set of n stations
remains unchanged.
The problem of determining the fleet dimension (size) and the distribution of vehicles among the
stations of a car-sharing system was studied in relation to electrically powered one-person vehicles
(Personal Intelligent City Accessible Vehicles, PICAVs), which enable accessibility for all in urban
pedestrian zones [64]. This system allows one-way trips among stations (parking lots that offer vehicle
recharging services) located at inter-modal transfer points and near major attraction sites within
the pedestrian area. The number, the location, and the capacity of the stations are not determined
by the model. To cope with the imbalanced accumulation of the one-way system, this model enrols
a human supervisor. The task of the supervisor is to direct users that are flexible in returning
the car to alternative stations, as to achieve a balanced operation and fulfil a maximum waiting
time constraint. The cost minimization problem has been solved using a simulated annealing-based
approach (the cost function takes into account both the transport system management and the
5 Stations performance have been found to increase with the share of high income/education population (in the
locality), the share of public transport ridership, the share of car usage to reach workplace, the presence of mobility
attractors (mainly commercial centers, hotels and colleges), the population density, the presence of transit hubs; on
the contrary, distance from customers residence decreases the performance of stations.
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customer cost, i.e. the cost of vehicles and the total customer waiting time, respectively).
GIS-based approaches. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) represent a highly useful tool for
determining bike station locations. Larsen et al. [149] presented a GIS-based grid-cell model to
identify and prioritize cycling infrastructure investments using the example of Montreal, Canada. The
main result is a grid-cell layer of the study region wherein high-priority grid-cells represent those areas
most appropriate for bicycle infrastructure interventions (i.e. the areas where new cycling facilities
would provide the maximum benefit to both existing and potential cyclists). Rybarczyk and Wu
[198] used GIS-based multi-criteria decision analysis both to evaluate the quality of bicycle facilities
utilizing supply and demand-based objectives. Analyses were conducted at two levels: network
(bicycle facility) level and neighbourhood level. Network level analysis can address site specific
issues and provide detailed information for further improvements. By contrast, neighbourhood
level analysis provides a strategic view of bicycle facilities in an urban area, and facilitates policy
development and implementations.
Garcia-Palomares et al. [110] proposed a GIS-based method to calculate the spatial distribution
of the potential demand for trips, locate stations using location-allocation models, determine
station capacity and define the characteristics of the demand for stations. The authors follow a
four-step approach: First the distribution of the potential user demand is assessed (the number
of trips generated and attracted for each transport zone is calculated based on the population
and employment associated with each building). The location-allocation models (p-median and
maximum coverage6 ) are then applied, defining obligatory bike-stations, candidate locations, the
number of stations to be located and the type of solution chosen. Once bike-station locations
and potential demand upon stations are obtained, the stations capacity (number of bicycles and
docks) is calculated; also, the stations are characterized (as trip generators or attractors) making it
possible to vary the number of bicycles according to the time of day, leading to more efficient bicycle
redistribution systems. The final step is the analysis of stations in terms of accessibility (a measure
of usefulness, which considers the volume of demand allocated to the station and its distance to
the potential origin/destination stations of the users); This way, it is possible to prioritize stations
within the bike-sharing program (eliminating those with poor accessibility).
Petri Net based approaches. Bicycle and car sharing systems are complex dynamical systems
with stochastic demand whose modelling and performance analysis is very important for their
implementation and performance as well as for ensuring an effective regulation of vehicle traffic flows.
Petri nets have been a tool used rather successfully in the literature for modelling and evaluating
the performance of dynamic and complex systems in various domains; for instance, traffic control
of urban transportation systems (see e.g. [91], [135], [226], [158]) and planning (see e.g. [15],[57],
[224]). However, very limited research work exists in Petri net models for modelling and performance
analysis bicycle and car sharing systems. We shall briefly describe the approach of Labadi et al.
[147] on a control system applied to bicycle sharing systems and the approach of Clemente et al.
[68] for vehicle relocation in car sharing systems.
In [147] a PBS consists of a set S = {S1 , S2 , · · · , SN } of N stations, where each station Si has
capacity Ci (i.e. it is equipped Ci bicycle stands). The system employs redistribution to transport
bicycles from stations in excess of bicycles to stations that may run out of bicycles. The objective of
the control system is for each station Si , to maintain an (appropriate for this station) number of
Ri bicycles ensuring that there are always bicycles available for pick up and also Ci − Ri vacant
6 In the maximum coverage location-allocation model, the stations are located such that as many demand points as
possible are allocated to solution facilities within the impedance cutoff (200m).
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stands available for bicycle drop off. The proposed Petri net model (initially defined only for three
stations and generalized to any number of stations in the sequel) consists of three subnets (modules)
representing three different functions: (1) the “station control" subnet, representing the control
function of the stations to ensure availability of bicycles for pick up and vacant berths for bicycle
drop off at every station; (2) the “bicycle flows" subnet representing the bicycle traffic flows between
the different stations of the network; and (3) the “redistribution circuit" subnet representing the
path to be followed by the redistribution vehicle in order to visit the different stations of the network.
The proposed modular and dynamic Petri net model is validated through several simulations made
for different interesting system configurations. Labadi et al. argue that Petri nets-based modelling
is particularly useful to planners and decision makers in determining how to implement and operate
successfully bicycle sharing systems.
In [68] a user-based solution for the vehicle relocation problem in car sharing systems is proposed.
In particular, an approach of using rental pricing incentives is presented and assessed. Incentives
are intended to influence the travel behaviour of the users according to the system conditions,
monitored in real time. The proposed solution is based on a model of an electric-car sharing
system developed in a Timed Petri Net (TPN) framework. Note that TPNs use graphical and
mathematical descriptions to represent both the static and the dynamic aspects of the modelled
system; the graphical representation enables a concise way to design and verify the model, while the
mathematical description allows simulating the system in software environments, by considering
different dynamic conditions [68]. The proposed vehicle relocation strategies have been applied to
the real case of the electric-car sharing system of Pordenone, Italy. The simulation results show that
a system which ignores the operative conditions of the service suggesting always to its customers to
return the vehicles as soon as possible, does not lead to the rebalancing of the number of vehicles
parked in each station. On the other hand, giving incentives to the users which depend on the real
time monitoring of the system, can increase the number of served customers and, therefore, improve
the overall system performance. The results also show that the effectiveness of the proposed solution
decreases as the congestion level of the system grows highlighting the limits of such an approach.
Data Mining approaches. Besides OR approaches (using either mathematical programming or
Petri nets and closed queuing networks) that support decision making in the design and management
of bicycle and car sharing systems, data mining techniques have also received attention in the
literature. Data mining is particularly suitable to analyze and predict the dynamics of such systems.
The analysis of the temporal human mobility data in an urban area (using the amount of available
bicycles/cars residing in the stations of vehicle sharing systems) may offer insights on the system
structure and operation; therefore, statistical and prediction models can be developed for the tactical
and operational management of these systems. Some of the research works focusing on using data
mining to analyze bicycle sharing systems are the following:
In [108] Froehlich et al. provide a spatio-temporal analysis of data collected for the number
of available bikes and vacant bike stands from Barcelona’s bicycle sharing system. Stations are
clustered according to the number of available bikes and an activity score assigned in the course of
day. Then, visualization is used to identify shared behaviours across stations and show how these
behaviors relate to location, neighbourhood and time of day. The authors show that fairly simple
predictive models are able to predict station usage with an average error of only two bicycles and
can classify station state (i.e., full, empty, or in-between) with 80% accuracy up to two hours into
the future.
In [136] Kaltenbrunner et al. detect bike usage patterns in data from Barcelona’s bicycle sharing
system. Their results are similar to those of Froehlich et al [108]. They present a statistical model
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that predicts the number of free bikes and vacant bike stands at stations some minutes ahead in
time.
Borgnat et al. [54] use data mining to analyze the dynamics of bike movements in Lyon’s bike
sharing system. Temporal patterns in the system-wide bike usage are examined. Weekdays show
usage peaks in the morning, at noon and late afternoon, whereas usage is concentrated in the
afternoon on weekend days. A statistical model for the prediction of the number of rentals on a daily
and hourly basis is proposed. Furthermore spatial patterns are examined by clustering bike flows
between stations. Spatial and temporal dependencies exist between stations of clusters interchanging
many bicycles.
Vogel et al. [235] use geographical information technology and data mining methods to gain
insight into bicycle stations operations and try to incorporate this knowledge in the design of bicycle
sharing systems (strategic and operational planning). In a case study, collected data related to the
activity of the bike stations are provided as input to a data mining phase where cluster analysis
is used to group stations according to their pickup and return activity patterns. The analysis
reveals spatio-temporal dependencies of pickup and return activities at stations which support the
hypothesis of Vogel et al. that usage patterns at bike stations and the type of customers using
certain stations depend on the stations’ location. Note that if the hypothesis holds, then usage
patterns for already existing stations can be mapped to potential stations based on their locations.
Therefore, strategic decisions about the bicycle sharing system can be supported.
4.3.2

Tactical incentives for bicycles/cars distribution

In [107], a bike sharing system is modeled as a stochastic network and its steady state performance
is analyzed with mean field theory. Specifically, in this model, there are N bike stations, each of
which can keep at most K bikes. Initially, there are s bikes in each station so, the total number of
bikes in the system is sN . It is also assumed that the arrival rate at each station is λ (symmetric
case) and the travel time between any two station is exponential distributed with parameter µ.
The authors determine the proportion of problematic stations (empty or saturated) at steady state.
Specifically, they prove that the proportion of problematic stations at steady state is minimal when
s = K/2 + λ/µ and the minimum is equal to 2/(K + 1). This is not an encouraging result, since for
achieving low proportion of problematic stations, large capacities in the stations are needed, which
is not always feasible due to space constraints and construction costs. The authors also show that
the situation does not improve even when the users are aware of the problematic stations and they
always pick one of the remaining stations for getting and leaving a bike. The performance of the
system is greatly improved if simple incentives for the users are adopted. Specifically, the authors
test the case when the user selects a station at random for leaving its bike and then s/he finally
selects the least loaded. The analysis and the simulation results clearly show that the proportion of
problematic stations is now much lower. This also holds in the case that only a fraction of users
accept to follow that policy. Then, the authors study the asymmetric case when there are two
clusters of stations and the customer arrival rate at the stations of one cluster is higher than in the
second cluster. In that case, the performance of the system is much worse than in the symmetric case
when there is no regulation mechanism for the bike distribution across the station. Even the above
incentive of two choices is not that effective in this case. So, they authors propose bike repositioning
by a number of tracks. Indeed, the simulation results demonstrate much higher performance in
steady state if trucks regularly redistribute the bikes across the stations.
In [187], a bike sharing system is presented where periodic redistribution of bikes across the
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station is carried out by using a number o trucks and also incentives are given to users to leave their
bike to a different than the originally intended station. Incentives are regulated through a pricing
scheme which is changing online according to the current state of the system. First, the authors
use historic data for building user demand statistics of the bike sharing system. Specifically, they
determine the average arrival and departure rate of customers at each station for a number of time
intervals on each day and differentiating between working days and weekends. Then, periodically,
each time for a fixed planning horizon, they determine the truck routes for optimal redistribution
of bikes across the stations. For the problem formulation, the authors assume deterministic flows
in the network and also define a utility function at each station which determines the benefit of
removing or adding bikes at that station at the current time with respect to the increase of the
percentage of users whose requests will be satisfied at this station in the near future. Then, they
study the problem of finding the best route for the case when only one truck is used. They also
assume that during each trip, the single truck can visit at most a small constant number of stations.
Then, they use a greedy approach and they build a tree emanating always from a specific spot
(named maintenance depot in the paper); a number of stations are added iteratively to the tree so
that the increase in the utility function over the additional cost incurred for reaching the station
is relatively high. Having constructed the tree, a separate optimization problem is solved for each
different route starting from the root of the tree and ending at the tree leaves. This optimization
problem which is in the form of a quadratic program, refines the truck loading actions across each
route leading to more effective solution. Then, the authors generalize their solution for the case
of multiple trucks in the system. Essentially, they follow a sequential approach fixing the route of
trucks one after another. Finally, the authors also study the problem of determining the pricing
scheme which will have the lowest monetary cost while keeping the bike distribution across the
stations at an optimal level. The basic assumption in their approach is that the users are rational
thinkers and when the system proposes to them a alternative nearby station to leave their bikes, the
user weigh the monetary reward they are going to receive for this choice against the monetary cost
of travelling additional distance. For determining the best price policy, the problem is formulated
as a problem of Model Predictive Control. More precisely, the best prices are determined for each
different time step within a finite time horizon and then only the prices concerning the current time
step are finally adopted. At the next time step, the problem is resolved since the system state may
have changed in the meantime.
In [117], a vehicle sharing system is modelled as closed queuing network. The authors make the
simplifying assumptions that users always find parking space at the destination station and also
when they do not find a vehicle at the origin station, they simply leave the system. By regarding the
vehicles as the customers of the closed queuing network system, each parking station is viewed as a
single server node with FIFO service policy and the service time is equal to the inter-arrival time of
users at that station. The user arrival at each station is modelled as a Poisson process. It is also
assumed that the network of parking stations is complete and thus there is a direct link for each pair
of parking stations. Each vehicle at the origin station leaves that station along a certain outgoing
link with a specific probability. The travelling time between two stations i and j is exponentially
distributed with parameter 1/µij . Each of the links (i, j) of the station network is modelled as a
node with infinite number of servers and with total service rate equal to nµij where n is the number
of vehicles travelling along that link. The main objective in their analysis is to determine the optimal
number of vehicles (fleet size) in the system such as the overall profit is maximized. In estimating
this profit, the authors consider the revenue per unit time obtained from a vehicle rent by a user.
They also take into account a maintenance cost per vehicle and an unavailability penalty when a
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customer cannot find vehicles available at a station. Then, they prove that the profit function is a
concave function and its optimization derives two solutions at most. Next, they use mean-value
analysis, for estimating these solutions.
In [240], the authors analyze a pricing scheme by modelling a vehicle sharing as a closed queuing
network, basically following the approach in [117]. However, now, each station is assumed to have
finite capacity and also the demand for each out-link of a station is elastic influenced by the price
that should be paid for travelling along this link. It is also assumed that when a user picks a car
at the origin station, the system ensures that there will be free parking space at the destination
station by making reservation in advance. For determining the best pricing scheme, the time is
partitioned into a number of time slots whose duration follows a certain distribution. In addition,
the authors assume that the system has periodic behaviour and the prices for each link should
be determined only for the time slots within a single period of the system. Essentially, the whole
problem is reduced to Markov decision process wherein the set of actions applied at each moment
should be determined. Apparently, this set of actions is the prices set for each link, which in turn
affects the use of this link by the users of the system. Due to huge state space of this process, the
problem of obtaining the best pricing scheme cannot be solved in reasonable time. For this reason,
the authors proposes an approximation based on the fluid model where the stochastic demands are
replaced with continuous flows with deterministic rate. Then, the problem is reduced to continuous
linear problem whose solution maximizes the sum of demands at each link of the station network.
In [239], the authors assume a vehicle sharing system where stations have unlimited capacity
and the travel time between any two stations is negligible. These two assumptions simplify the
modelling of the vehicle sharing system as a closed queuing network. Similarly to the previously
discussed approaches, each a station is a node of the closed queuing network where the jobs to
be served are the cars at this station. The service rate of the server is equal to the rate of the
customer arrival at that station which is modelled as a Poisson process. Also, for each pair of
stations there is a demand rate for the link connecting the corresponding nodes; this demand is
leveraged by the price set for making a trip along this link. However, no method is proposed for
adjusting these prices to maximize profit. Actually, the authors study the problem of finding the
link demands which maximize the number of trips sold. Also, for each link, there is a separate
upper bound for the demand passing through that link. This bound is implicitly determined by the
lowest price that the system operator will set for the corresponding link. Then, the authors solve the
maximum circulation problem on a flow network which results from the queuing network by viewing
the upper bounds on the link demands as the edge capacities on this flow network. Note that in the
maximum circulation problem, there is no source and sink node, and the objective is to maximize
the circulated flow in the network without violating the capacity constraints. As the solution of
this problem may yield zero flows for some links; the resulting flow network may be disconnected
with a number of strongly connected components. Then, for each strongly connected component,
the availability of each station at that component is determined, that is the probability that a new
customer will find a vehicle at that station. Apparently, this probability is a function of the number
of vehicles and the number of stations at the component. Given a specific distribution of vehicles
across the different strongly connected components, the expected number of trips taking place in
the system can now be calculated from the solution of the maximum circulation problem and the
previously estimated station availabilities. Next, the authors give a greedy algorithm for determining
the distribution of the vehicles across the strongly connected components mentioned above which
maximize the expected number of trips sold. They also prove that this greedy approach is actually
optimal based on the fact that the expected number of trips is a concave function of the number of
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vehicles within each strongly connected component. Finally, they present some preliminary results
about the approximation ratio of their approach. Specifically, they claim, without complete proof,
N
that the proposed policy is a tight N +M
−1 approximation on both static and dynamic optimal
policies where N is the total number of vehicles and M is that number of stations of the vehicle
sharing system.
The deterministic version of the above problem is also studied in [241]. In this setting, the trips
planned to take place in a fixed horizon are known in advance. Similarly to the above approach,
each link is associated with a fixed price to pay for following that link. In addition, for each trip,
users set a maximum price they are willing to pay. A trip is cancelled, if the the price of this trip’s
link is higher than the maximum price for that trip. The optimization problem in this scenario is to
determine the prices at each link so that the total system revenue is maximized. The authors prove
that this problem as well as a number of variants are all NP-hard problems.
Algorithms for Ride Sharing. In what follows, we summarize algorithmic approaches that deal
with challenges arising in the domain of ride sharing, in particular the proper assignment of driver’s
offers and requests in ride sharing applications. All techniques aim at fast running times to allow
real-time applications.
“Fast Detour Computation for Ride Sharing”. A publication by Geisberger et al. [113]
provides practical algorithms to compute detours in the context of ride sharing. They consider the
scenario, where queries of users wishing to get from a start s to some target t should be matched
to offers from riders going from s0 to t0 . Two types of possible matches are distinguished. In case
of a perfect fit, the sources s, s0 and targets t, t0 of driver and rider, respectively, are identical. In
a reasonable fit, small detours and additional stops are allowed. The goal is to find the offer for
which the detour is minimized. Formally, the goal is to minimize d(s0 , s) + d(s, t) + d(t, t0 ) − d(s0 , t0 ).
The authors present an algorithmic approach to find reasonable fits for a set of offers and a single
incoming request by using Dijkstra’s algorithm [95] to compute the detour for each offer, and
returning the offer with minimum detour.
Using a well-know speed-up technique called Contraction Hierarchies [115], Geisberger et al.
are able to achieve query times that are faster than the straightforward approach described above.
This alternative approach exploits the structure of search spaces in Contraction Hierarchies. The
search spaces consists of two independent parts, namely the forward and the backward search space.
More specifically, assuming there are k offers, for every incoming s-t-request, k queries from t to t0i
need to be run (one for each offer t0i ). However, all these queries have exactly the same forward
search space, so the forward search space only needs to be computed once. In addition to that, the
results of backward searches can be precomputed for each offer t0i . Each vertex in the backward
search space of t0i gets a bucket assigned to store the corresponding distances. Experiments show
that using these techniques allows to answer incoming queries several orders of magnitude faster
than the straightforward Dijkstra-based approach.
“HLDB: Location-Based Services in Databases”. Abraham et al. [17] present a fast algorithm, HLDB, to compute shortest path distances using preprocessed data based on hub labels [18].
Hub labels are sets of “important” vertices of a graph G = (V, E). Each vertex v ∈ V has a forward
label Lf (v) and a backward label Lb (v). For each hub vertex h ∈ Lf (v), they precompute and store
the distance d(v, h) from v to h. An s-t-distance query then checks for a hub h ∈ Lf (s) ∩ Lb (t)
that minimizes the distance d(s, h) + d(h, t). To preserve correctness, the labels must fulfill the
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cover-property, that is, for any pair s, t ∈ V , Lf (s) ∩ Lb (t) must contain a vertex on a shortest path
from s to t. Precomputing labels that fulfill these properties can be accomplished using a technique
based on Contraction Hierarchies [115]. Several heuristics are added to improve the performance of
the algorithm.
One special property of the technique presented in [17] is that it works entirely with a database,
using SQL queries. Although their basic case considers peer-to-peer shortest path queries, they
consider several extended scenarios, such as POI-queries and ride sharing. The scenario mentioned
above is examined, where queries and offers are to be matched. Again, the goal is to find an offer
for which the detour is minimized, i.e., that minimizes d(s0 , s) + d(s, t) + d(t, t0 ) − d(s0 , t0 ). Using
the HLDB approach, the authors show how to solve this problem efficiently with simple database
operations. To answer queries, a table offers is created containing the four columns id, source,
target, and distance. A second table offers_labels contains the four columns id, hub_forward,
hub_backward, and distance. For every offer (s0 , t0 ), each combination (h, h0 ) stores an offer ID in
id, h0 in hub_forward, h in hub_backward and the distance d(s0 , h) + d(h0 , t0 ) − d(s0 , t0 ) in distance.
Computing the minimum distance can now be done with loops over all possible combinations.
“Multi-Hop Ride Sharing”. In order to allow for more flexible scenarios, Drews and Luxen [97]
introduce multi-hop scenarios, where users can even transfer between cars of different drivers. Such
transfers occur at designated stations S ⊆ V (e.g., parking lots). Their scenario extends the previous
approaches by adding time-dependency. Offers and requests are given as triples (s, t, τ ), where s
and t are vertices, and τ is a departure time. Given all stations si at which transfers occur and
possible waiting times ωm (si ) for a match m, the total duration of a journey equals
d(m) =

t
X
(ωm (si ) + d(si , si+1 )).
i=0

One way to model the resulting time-dependent scenario is to use time-dependent graphs [190]. The
authors extend this model by introducing so-called “Slotted Time-Expanded Graphs”. Here, the
continuous time divided into equal-sized time slots, and departures are assumed only to happen at
the end of such slots. This results in a directed acyclic graph, where finding the best fit for a certain
request is done by running Dijkstra’s algorithm. An A∗ -variant is used to achieve speedup by about
two orders of magnitude. The experimental study also evaluates the quality of their solutions and
shows that request and offers are well matched by the proposed techniques.
4.3.3

Operational repositioning of bicycles/cars

In a bike-sharing system, there is a set of stations providing bicycles for rent, each with a specified
capacity of allowed bicycles. A customer may rent a bicycle at a station, use it for a period of
time and then leave it to another station. Since, the stations have a specified capacity and the
number of bicycles available for rent is restricted, shortage events may occur. A shortage event
occurs when a customer tries to rent a bicycle from an empty station or tries to return a bicycle in
a full station [194]. To eliminate shortage events, hence customers’ dissatisfaction, it is necessary to
reposition bicycles using a fleet of dedicated vehicles. The repositioning can either be static [194],
i.e. it can take place during the night when no customer asks for bicycles or dynamic [73], i.e. occur
during the day in order to remove bicycles from full stations and transfer them to stations with
lack of bicycles. Two main factors are considered in a repositioning process, the number of vehicles
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removed/transferred to a station to meet the customers’ need and the operational cost of the fleet
of vehicles performing the repositioning. In several applications the latter factor may be considered
insignificant compared to the impact of a dissatisfied user and hence it may be disregarded.
Chemla et al. [66] study the static rebalancing problem in bike sharing systems. The authors
formulate the problem as a Single Vehicle One commodity Capacitated Pickup and Delivery Problem.
In this formulation a single capacitated vehicle balances the stations transferring bikes from stations
with excess of bikes to stations with shortage. The relocation is assumed to be static, i.e. taking place
during the night when there is no demand for bikes. The problem aims at producing a minimum
cost vehicle route accompanied with loading/unloading number of bikes at each station. At route
completion time all stations have to contain a predefined target number of bikes. The authors propose
an intractable exact model for the problem. Then, the model is relaxed, obtaining an integer program
with exponential number of constraints. This program is solved using a branch-and-cut algorithm,
producing a lower bound for the solution. Apart from this approach, a tabu search heuristic
is proposed to produce feasible solutions. The tabu search algorithm incorporates four different
neighbourhood structures. The tabu list contains a number of arcs previously removed during
the execution of local search steps. Two different approaches are considered for the construction
of the initial solution of the heuristic algorithm. In the first, a solution is constructed using a
greedy heuristic procedure. In the second, an initial solution is obtained based on the solution of
the integer program. The executed algorithms are the branch-and-cut algorithm for the integer
program as well as the two versions (according to the construction of the initial solution) of the
tabu search heuristic. The test instances used for evaluating the algorithms are based on the work
in [126]. The experimental results indicated that tabu search incorporating the solution of the
integer program produces higher quality solutions, i.e solutions with lower cost, than the greedy
initialization heuristic while the latter approach execute s faster. Furthermore, the results indicate
that the tabu search heuristic obtains, in general, solutions with cost close to optimal, achieving on
average at most 5% gap.
Raviv et al. [194] study the static repositioning problem of bicycles performed during the night
using a fleet of vehicles. The problem aims at producing vehicle routes for bicycle repositioning in
order to minimize a cost function. The cost function considered is a weighted combination of a
convex penalty function based on the expected number of shortage events per station of the next
day and the travel cost of the vehicle routes. Two Mixed Integer Linear Programming formulations
of the problem are proposed, namely an arc-indexed formulation and a time-indexed formulation,
each with different underlying assumptions. In the arc-indexed formulation a vehicle cannot visit a
station twice, while no waiting is allowed at a station. These assumptions significantly reduce the
number of decision variables and, hence, make the approach efficiently solvable. In the time-indexed
formulation, the time period is discretized into small time periods and the decision variables taken
into account extend the decision variables of the former formulation adding one more index, the
time index. Furthermore, the restrictions of the arc-indexed formulation do not apply anymore.
In this way the solution space of the latter formulation extends the solution space of the former.
Since solving these programs would take a lot of computational time, a two-phase heuristic approach
is considered. In the first phase the program relaxes the restriction of integer number of bicycles
removed and transferred to stations, hence concentrating on the design of the vehicle routes. In the
second phase, the program is solved with the integral restriction to the number of bicycles, with the
decision variables concerning the vehicle routes treated as constants based on the solution obtained
from the first phase. The algorithms have been tested on data from Paris (Velib system) consisting
of at most 60 stations and 2 vehicles and Washington DC (Capital Bikeshare) consisting of 104
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stations and two vehicles. The results indicated that the arc-indexed formulation combined with the
two-phase heuristic approach was the most efficient approach yielding higher quality results in the
allowed 2 hour execution time.
Weikl et al. [242] study the relocationing problem of cars in free-floating car sharing systems.
The relocation strategies are categorized as user-based and operator-based. In the former, the
relocation is performed by the customers. Incentives and bonuses are offered to the users to either
change their destination, leaving the rented car in a station with shortage of cars or share a car with
other customers with similar trips. In the latter, the relocation is performed by the employees of the
system, transferring cars from stations with excess to stations with shortage. The first approach is
very profitable for the system, since no cost for car transferring is added, however customers may
refuse to changer their trip or share a car. The second approach adds cost to the system, requiring
employees’ actions and car movement. Nevertheless, it is more reliable. Then a user-based algorithm
of Di Febbraro et al. [92] and an operator-based algorithm of Kek et al. [138] are described to
illustrate the different approaches. Finally, a two-step algorithm for car relocation in car sharing
systems is introduced. In the first, offline step, a set of demand scenarios is produced based on real
collected data. For each scenario, the optimum number of cars per station is computed and a set
of relocation strategies is produced. In the second, online step, the number of vehicles currently
placed in stations is compared to the optimum, computed in the current demand scenario. If these
quantities differ, the appropriate relocation strategy produced in the previous step is applied.
The modelling of a car-sharing system as a closed queuing network is followed in [59], similarly
to the works surveyed in 4.3.2. Again, the cars are considered as the pending jobs of the system
and each parking station is viewed as a single server with the available cars at the station waiting in
a queue for the next customer to come. Once more, the service rate of a server is essentially the
inter-arrival rate of the customer arrival Poisson process at that server/station. The authors also
assume that a customer picking a car at a station may drive to any other station with a certain
probability. In addition, a redistribution policy is implemented wherein the staff of car-sharing
company relocates cars so as to achieve maximum total profit. Specifically, a reward is credited
when a customer uses a car for travelling between two stations, with the reward being proportional
to the travelled distance. Similarly, a cost applies when a car is relocated by the company staff
for achieving balanced car distribution across the stations. Again, this cost is proportional to the
distance travelled for this relocation. It is also assumed that the reward value is higher than the
relocation cost for the same travelled distance. Now, the overall objective is to determine the
relocation policy which maximizes the total profit of the system. The problem is formulated as
a linear programming problem and the optimal solution determines the average number of cars
moving between each pair of stations due to customer requests and due to relocation which yields
the highest net profit. Based on the optimal solution of this problem, a relocation policy is then
determined. Namely, after a car arrives at a new station after completing a customer trip, the car is
immediately relocated to a random target station according to a certain probability distribution.
Specifically, the probability puv of relocating a car from a station u to a station v is equal to muv /yu
where muv is the average number of cars relocated from u and v and and yv is the average number
of cars at node v after a customer request has been served at that station. The values of these
two parameters derive from the optimal solution of the linear program discussed above. Now, the
authors prove that this relocation policy yields profit within a factor of 2 of the optimal policy’s
profit. They also prove, via a reduction from the Set Packing Problem, that finding the optimal
relocation policy in the car sharing problem is an APX-hard problem, in general. Finally, they
provide some preliminary results for the discrete-time version of the car sharing problem where
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customers are not arriving according to a Poisson process but simultaneously at all nodes at regular
intervals. Also, after each round of customer requests, a relocation policy may relocate all cars
regardless of whether they were moved due to a customer request. Then, the authors study the
problem assuming that the distance between any two stations is 1 and that a customer at a station
will select the destination station uniformly. In this case, the optimal policy is proved to be not
performing any car relocation. Then, the average fraction of non-empty queues in the system is
determined and this is also the approximation ratio with regards to the optimal policy.
Gendreau et al. [116] tackle the problem of dynamically relocating emergency vehicles in order to
cover the most possible population. For example, when a vehicle leaves its location for a service, the
remaining vehicles are relocated to be able to cover as much population as possible. The problem
is formulated as a Maximal Expected Coverage Relocation Problem (MECRP). The input of the
MECRP consists of n vehicles, a directed edge-weighted graph G = (V, A), with V partitioned into
two subsets, namely Vw , that represents the locations the vehicles may wait, and Vd , that represents
the locations a service may occur. A vehicle in Vw covers a vertex in Vd if the vehicle can reach
the vertex within a specified travel time. Each vertex u ∈ Vd is associated with a demand that
represents a measure of necessity for a vehicle covering the vertex. The objective is for each k ≤ n
to assign k vehicles in vertices of Vw , fulfilling a side constraint on the maximum allowed number of
relocated vehicles, in order to obtain the maximum expected coverage. The calculation of all k ≤ n
assignments of vehicles to vertices in Vw is used in order to have all possible relocations known a
priori, i.e. when a vehicle leaves its position for a service the relocation of the remaining vehicles
n
P
is already known. The expected coverage is the
pk ck where pk denotes the probability exactly
k=1

k vehicles to be available and ck denotes the coverage obtained from the k vehicles. The problem
is formulated as an integer linear programming problem. The approach was tested in real data
from Montreal’s medical services, with a small number of vehicles 3 ≤ n ≤ 6 and the solution was
calculated by an integer programming solver. The results indicate that the average response time
would not exceed 10 minutes even in the case of only 3 vehicles. A drawback of the approach of
Gendreau et al. is that although they calculate every possible assignment of k ≤ n vertices to Vw ,
they do not generate the actual routes to be assigned to vehicles when one of them leaves or becomes
available. Furthermore, this approach cannot be used for large values of n, since the solution of the
integer programming problem takes exponential time.
Contardo et al. [73] introduce the dynamic public bike-sharing balancing problem. The problem
deals with the dynamic relocation of bicycles, i.e. the relocation of bicycles during the day, when the
demand for bicycles is not negligible. The aim is to derive vehicle routes for dynamically relocating
bicycles in order to minimize the number of occurring shortages, i.e. incidents wherein a customer
requires a bicycle from an empty station or attempts to leave a bicycle in a full station. The time is
discretized into periods and a space-time network is introduced. A node of the network denotes
a station of the bike-sharing system at a specified time period, while an arc represents transition
of a station at a specified time period to another station the expected time period. Regarding the
number of bicycles loaded on a vehicle (during an arc traversal) as flow, a Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) formulation is proposed. Since, the solution of the previous formulation would
be computationally hard, a heuristic approach that produces lower bounds and feasible solutions is
also proposed. In the latter two decompositions of the problem are applied. Namely, Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition [77] is applied and the linear relaxation of the formulation is solved, creating a
lower bound for an instance. Then a new formulation of the problem is proposed applying Benders
decomposition [47]. Taking into account the process applied in the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition,
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a feasible solution is obtained. Since no instances for the dynamic relocation of bicycles exist,
Contardo et al. [73] created 120 test instances to test their approaches. The instances contained 25,
50 or 100 stations, the time span was set to 2 hours, each time period was set to 5 or 2 minutes
and the number of vehicles available for the relocation was considered to be 5. The MILP has been
compared against the heuristic approach combining the two decomposition schemes. The former
is solved using a commercial solver allowing 30 min execution time. The heuristic approach has
been shown to clearly outperform the MILP approach in all test instances apart from the smallest
ones. The lower bound produced by the heuristic is higher than the MILP solution, the solution
obtained corresponds to lower cost, while the the heuristic’s execution time does not exceed on
average the 6 min, even in the largest instances. One the downside, the problem formulation does
not take into account the time spent for loading and unloading bicycles in stations. Since this time
is not negligible in relation to the time length of routes and is usually proportional to the number of
loaded/unloaded bicycles [194], future work could focus in deriving new formulations of dynamic
bicycle relocations incorporating loading/unloading times.
Krumke et al. [145] study the dynamic relocation problem in car-sharing systems. A customer
may pickup a car from a non empty station and deliver it to another -not full- station. Similarly to
bike-sharing systems, car relocations is necessary to counter the effect of stations with unbalanced
vehicle stock. The relocation is assumed to take place using convoys, able to transfer a number of
cars between the stations. For each relocation the car system is charged with a cost depending on
the number of convoys and the number of cars transferred as well as the distance covered. In the
setting of this article a customer reserves in advance, i.e. s/he requests a car rental from a specified
station at a certain time to be returned to another specified station at a given time. Furthermore,
each request is associated with a profit earned by the system. Based on the previous assumptions
two variants of the relocation problem are tackled. In the first, all requests must be serviced and
the goal is to minimize the cost of the relocation operations to meet all customers’ demand. In the
second, the goal is to decide which requests to service as well as to schedule the relocation tours of
convoys to maximize the system’s profit. An integer linear program is introduced for each of these
variants. The solution approach incorporates a time-expanded network. The network consists of
nodes representing stations at specified times. Network arcs represent feasible transitions of convoys
with cars between station-time pairs. Arcs also model requests informations, i.e. a transition of
a rent car from a station to another. Two kinds of flows are introduced. A flow representing the
number of cars transferred between stations and a flow representing the number of convoys moved
between stations. These two flows are related to each other, by introducing a constraint on the
maximum number of cars transferred with a specified number of convoys, based on the capacity of
the convoys. Based on these flow considerations, two integer linear programming formulations are
proposed for the investigated problems. Notably, solving the proposed integer programs is highly
inefficient, yet, no efficient algorithm is proposed by the authors to meet the requirements of the
dynamic relocation scenario. Furthermore, the use of convoys for transferring cars may not be
feasible in many urban settings and, hence, employed drivers may be restricted to transfer at most
one car at a time.
Lee et al. [152] study the static relocation problem in EV-sharing systems. The authors assume
concurrent relocation of EVs (i.e. employed drivers are assumed to be at the stations where cars to
be relocated reside at the time that relocation starts) without taking into account their residual
energy. The relocation policy aims to restore a certain availability of vehicles at each station.
They consider both even relocation schemes (stations end up having equal number of cars) and
utilization-based relocation schemes (EVs are assigned to stations according to the demand ratio
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of each station, known a priori). Depending on the chosen relocation scheme a relocation vector
is determined, namely, the desired number of vehicles in each station after the completion of the
relocation process. A heuristic algorithm is executed thereupon, deciding the destination of each
vehicle through matching EVs from overflow stations to underflow stations so as to minimize the
relocation cost, i.e. the overall moving distance. For an EV, the preference to underflow stations
depends on the distance to be travelled. Each EV to be reallocated has an index to its preference
list of underflow stations, with the index initialized to the first (i.e. nearest one). In addition, each
underflow station is aware of its required number of EVs and maintains an allocation list (i.e. list
of EVs residing elsewhere and currently assigned to it). EV-station matching begins from the first
EV (among the ones scheduled to be relocated). The EV examines the option of relocating to the
station marked by its local index within its preferences list. If the station currently holds within its
allocation list less EVs than the required number e, the EV is added to the allocation list. Otherwise,
if the allocation list is full, the EV which is farthest away from the station is removed. The removed
EV then examines the next station, shifting ahead the index in its preference list. Having completed
this iterative process, the allocation lists of underflow stations should be finalized. Such allocation,
represented by (EV, station) pairs, should have the minimum relocation distance.
In a follow-up work, Lee and Park [151] designed a team-based relocation scheme for EV-sharing
systems and proposed a genetic algorithm-based solution to obtain a reasonable quality relocation
plan within a limited time bound. Each relocation plan, namely, the set of relocation pairs of
EV from overflow to underflow stations, is represented by an integer-valued vector to run the
genetic operators such as crossover, selection, reproduction, and mutation. Drivers performing
vehicle relocations are assumed to move in teams of m members, wherein one of them drives a
car following a route through a series of overflow stations. Upon arriving at a station, the rest of
the team members drive m-1 EVs to the (same) planned underflow station, while the driver of the
relocation vehicle follows them. This process is repeated until the relocation procedure completes.
The experimental results have demonstrated that each addition of a service staff may significantly
decrease the relocation distance.
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Energy-efficient Approaches and Methodologies

This section reviews models, algorithms and simulation tools that support energy-efficient route
planning (with emphasis on environmentally friendly means of transportation, such as bicycles and
EVs), in order to assist the traveller to combine various means of transportation in an energy-efficient
mobility chain.

5.1

State-of-the-art on energy-efficient algorithmic methods for multimodal route planning

This subsection describes state-of-the-art approaches towards route planning in road networks that
consider energy consumption as a criterion, for example by explicitly optimizing it as an objective
in the query.
5.1.1

Energy-efficient route planning in road networks

The classical objective in route planning applications for road networks is to minimize the (expected)
travel time. However, algorithmic techniques considering additional criteria have recently become
part of intensive research. One general goal is to obtain sets of Pareto-optimal solution, i. e., sets
of solutions that do not dominate each other [177, 109, 86]. These approaches provide general
frameworks to cover different kinds of criteria (e.g., travel time, distance, route “niceness”); however,
they do not explicitly take energy consumption into account.
An alternative technique to handle (general) different objectives is presented by Geisberger
et al. [112]. In their work, two objectives are combined using a linear combination to obtain a
single-objective query, which is much cheaper in terms of query complexity. They also show how to
apply Contraction Hierarchies [115] (a speedup technique based on adding shortcuts to the graph,
reducing query times by several orders of magnitude) to this scenario. In addition to that, the
authors show how to allow flexible adaptation of parameters determining the trade-off between the
objectives even after the preprocessing. Again, energy consumption is mentioned as an example as a
second criterion, but not handled explicitly.
Batz and Sanders [41] consider time-dependent route planning with generalized objectives,
extending a time-dependent approach minimizing travel time [40]. In time-dependent route planning,
edges are no longer assumed to have constant travel times, but functions depending on the current
point in time. This allows to include knowledge on historical traffic patterns, e.g., during rush hour.
The authors consider the linear combination of time-dependent travel times and an arbitrary constant
(i.e., not time-dependent) criterion, such as energy consumption. They show that minimizing the
resulting cost becomes N P-hard in general. An exact algorithm based on the A∗ -algorithm is
presented, as well as a faster heuristic based on Contraction Hierarchies. Their experimental
evaluation shows that both approaches perform fast in practice, if the added criterion fulfills certain
requirements (e.g., it should be proportional to the distance).
The Diploma thesis of Neubauer [180] proposes methods to find energy-efficient routes for
combustion vehicles. Using detailed physical models, algorithms to obtain energy-optimal paths are
developed. In order to account for the (possibly contradicting) goals of minimizing both travel time
and energy consumption, an “hourly wage” based model is introduced, which provides a sensible
model to a linear combination of time and consumption.
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Energy-Efficient Routes for Electric Vehicles. Electric vehicles have been gaining attention
throughout the last years. They are often considered to be one of the main future means of
transportation, mostly because of their ability to run on regenerative energy sources. However, at
least for now, electric vehicles suffer from limited battery capacities, with a typical range of 150 km
or less (even high-end batteries such as those of current Tesla-models have a battery capacity of at
most 85 kWh, which corresponds to a range of about 300 – 400 km). In addition to that, recharging
of batteries is rather time consuming (taking up to several hours), and charging stations are not very
wide-spread so far. As a result, careful guidance of the user is of utter importance in this scenario,
in order to prevent “range anxiety”, i.e., the fear of getting stranded in the middle of the road.
Several recent publications consider energy-optimal route planning for electric vehicles. Artmeier
et al. [29, 200] observe that minimizing energy consumption may add negative edge weights to the
graph, because electric vehicles have the ability to recuperate energy, e. g., when driving downhill.
In the presence of negative arc weights (due to recuperation), however, Dijkstra’s algorithm [95]
loses the label-setting property and becomes label-correcting: Vertices might get scanned more than
once if their label is improved via (sub)paths of negative length from vertices of higher distance.
While Dijkstra’s algorithm on positively weighted road networks has almost linear worst case time
complexity, in this setting it has exponential worst-case running time. On the other hand, the
algorithm by Bellman and Ford [46, 105] has quadratic time complexity (even if negative edges
weights occur) but its practical running time is too slow even on comparably small road networks.
In [29], Artmeier et al. revisit Dijkstra’s and Bellman-Ford’s algorithm to extend them for
electric vehicle route planning. They model the battery constraints (never run out of energy, do
not overcharge) as hard and soft constraints on a path’s prefix (which are checked explicitly in the
algorithm during arc relaxation). They prove that this does not affect the time complexity of the
algorithms. Further, they also propose a new search strategy that counts how often a vertex has
been scanned and scans least scanned vertices first, tie-breaking with minimum energy consumption
(as Dijkstra search would). They conduct experiments on a small road network, using the freely
available NASA Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)7 data and a simplistic physical model
to obtain consumption data. Interestingly, (label-correcting) Dijkstra turns out to be fastest for
them.
In [200], this approach is extended to a more detailed physical model based on potential energy
differences (due to height) and energy loss (due to friction and aerodynamic resistance, assumed
to be monotone in arc speed). The authors apply potential shifting [134] in order to obtain a
reduced graph without negative arcs, enabling (label-setting) Dijkstra. The potential they propose is
height-induced and follows directly from the physical model (i. e., is obtained in constant time. Also
see [180]). Furthermore, the model induces a lower bound towards the destination, which the authors
exploit for goal directed search [124], which combines naturally with potential shifting. Overall,
their approach is a factor of three faster than label-correcting Dijkstra (for non-trivial search sizes).
Eisner et al. [98], on the other hand, model battery constrains as piecewise linear functions similar
to approaches in time-dependent route planning (see also Figure 16). However, they note that unlike
in time-dependent route planning, the complexity of the piecewise linear function of a path is constant.
They apply vertex-induced potential shifting based on one Bellman-Ford query (as in Johnson’s
algorithm [134]). As a speedup technique, the authors extend Contraction Hierarchies [115] to this
setting, adapting shortcuts and witness search (see [115] for an explanation). On a medium-sized
road network and a simplified physical consumption model where arc costs depend on arc length
and height difference, their implementation is a factor of 19 faster than (label-setting) Dijkstra.
7 http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/
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In [43], an approach to optimize energy consumption for electric vehicles that is fast both
in (metric-dependent) preprocessing as well as in query speed is proposed. It is based on the
Customizable Route Planning (CRP) method of Delling et al. [79], and extends it to handle
recuperation (i. e., negative costs) and battery capacity constraints. Modeling these constraints as
piecewise linear functions (see Figure 16) enables the computation of profile queries efficiently—a
crucial ingredient for CRP’s preprocessing in this scenario. Thereby, the authors achieve fast (metricdependent) preprocessing of the whole network within a few seconds. This enables flexible updates,
e.g., due to hourly weather forecasts, or refinements of the underlying consumption model (as is
necessary when machine learning approaches are used to improve the model). Vertex potentials are
obtained during metric customization and used to speed up the query. Several variants of query
algorithms are examined, from which the most sophisticated one simultaneously, and in parallel,
employs a backward search (from the destination t) that helps bound the forward search in order
to “guide” it toward t (similarly to [87, 122]), while considering battery constraints. In contrast
to previous work, the experimental study in [43] is based on highly detailed consumption data
measured from a real production vehicle (Peugeot iOn).
Storandt and Funke [220] extend the problem setting of finding energy-optimal paths for electric
vehicles by explicitly accounting for charging stations during route planning. They consider different
scenarios aiming to minimize the number of recharging events on a certain route. In particular, the
following problems are addressed.
• Is it possible to get from s to t (and back to s) without recharging in between?
• Is it possible to get from s to t if recharging is allowed?
• How to minimize the number of recharging events or battery switches when going from s to t?
To attack these problems, they extend their previous approach from [98]. They precompute sets of
reachable vertices from all battery charging stations, and thereby obtain a subgraph of all charging
stations, where edges represent reachability (without recharging). Augmenting the input graph
with this auxiliary data, they are able to find energy-efficient paths where the number of recharging
events is minimized. Their experimental setup shows that these queries can be answered efficiently
in practice for reasonably small battery capacities.
Finally, in [218] a multi-criteria scenario is considered. Here, the objectives travel time and
energy consumption are taken into account, and the following problems are introduced.
• Find the shortest path (with respect to travel time) without running out of energy.
• Find the most energy-efficient path which exceeds the optimal travel time by at most a given
factor.
• Find the shortest path (with respect to travel time) which requires at most k recharging events.
• Find a path with minimum number of recharging events and bounded travel time.
These problems are solved using label-correcting approaches, and a speed up is gained by applying
methods from [98]. Experimental studies show that the problems stated above can be solved in
practice on realistic input instances.
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Figure 16: An example of link and merge operations for energy consumption cost profiles: (a) the
original graph with given energy consumption values; suppose we ask for the cost of the energyoptimal path from u to v (depending on the battery state-of-charge at u, if the maximum battery
capacity is M ) (b) the function induced by the arc with weight 4, mapping SoC onto consumption
(if the battery state-of-charge is below 4, this edge cannot be passed, hence the cost is set to ∞, and
4 otherwise) the shaded area depicts those consumption values that fulfill the battery constraints;
(c) the function induced by the arc with weight −2 (if the battery level if greater than M − 2, we
have to ensure that the battery is not overcharged — this can be achieved by adding a slope of
1 to the cost function); (d) the resulting cost function after linking the black path (note that the
minimum battery level to pass this edge is 2, while recuperation is not possible if the battery is
(almost) fully charged); (e) the cost functions of both the red and the black path; (f) the result
u–v-profile — the optimal path depends on the battery level at u.
Drawbacks and Open Problems. The overview provided above shows energy-efficient route
planning has been considered in several works before. Even with new challenges arising with this
problem, such as recuperation effects leading to negative edge weights, computation of energy-optimal
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paths can be accomplished fast enough for real-time applications. Moreover, advanced scenarios,
such as consideration of charging stations and multiple criteria, have been addressed. However, in
the context of the Movesmart project, several open questions remain.
• All approaches presented above only consider road networks. To the best of our knowledge,
energy-efficient route planning has not been explicitly addressed in multi-modal scenarios.
• Many approaches exist to obtain energy-optimal routes, and linear combinations of energy
consumption and other objectives have been considered (implicitly). However, experimental
results suggest that minimizing travel-time and energy consumption are contradicting objectives.
Designing algorithms to find reasonable trade-offs in this scenario have only been addressed in
little detail so far (one first approach is given by [218]).
• Advanced scenarios, such as P+R in combination with recharging electric vehicles during the
journey.
Summarizing, none of the presented state-of-the-art approaches deals with all the challenges and
open problems proposed in the Movesmart project.

5.2

SotA on methodologies and simulation tools to measure energyefficiency of vehicles

Vehicle fuel consumption and/or emissions are often obtained from emission models developed on
the basis of experimental data that are collected during vehicle operation under controlled laboratory
conditions (e.g. engine and chassis dynamometer tests) or real-world conditions (e.g. tunnel, remote
sensing, on-road and on-board measurements) [106]. As an alternative, vehicle simulation tools
have been developed in order to reduce the number of measurements required for experimental
calibration and validation [143]. Both approaches, however, consider only the “tank-to-wheels” part
of the life cycle of a transport fuel that refers to the vehicle operation stage. On the other hand, the
emissions from electric vehicles occur at the “upstream” stages, where electricity is generated in
order to charge their battery, as well as during their production process (e.g. material extraction,
processing, transport and manufacturing). To this end, this subsection also presents life cycle tools
that consider the entire life cycle of fuels and vehicles in order to fully assess the energy and emission
impact from the transportation sector activities.
5.2.1

Fuel consumption and emission models

As a general rule, the calculation of vehicle fuel consumption and emissions depends on the availabily
of data and the modeling approach, and thus the corresponding models range from “average speed”
models that estimate emissions as a function of the mean travelling speed, to models that express
emissions in terms of traffic situations (e.g. ‘stop-and-go-driving’, ‘free-flow motorway driving’ etc.)
or models that determine emissions based on second-by-second engine or vehicle state data [106].
ADVISOR The ADvanced VehIcle SimulatOR (ADVISOR) software package (shown in Figure 17)
was originally developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) for the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) in 1994 as an analysis tool to facilitate the development of technologies
for hybrid electric vehicles [168] and since 2012 it is maintained by Big Ladder Software under
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an open-source license [215]. It allows for modeling and simulation of vehicles of different type
(e.g. passenger cars, trucks, transit buses, tractor trailers, and others), fuel (e.g. gasoline, diesel,
ethanol, biodiesel, electricity, and hydrogen) and powertrain (e.g. conventional internal combustion
engine, hybrid electric, plug-in hybrid electric, battery-electric, and fuel-cell) [215]. ADVISOR can
be used for analyzing the impact from changes in vehicle component characteristics on fuel economy,
performance, and/or emissions, and thus its strength lies not only in examining the case of existing
vehicles, but also in estimating the efficiency of vehicles under development [56].

Figure 17: Screenshot of the ADVISOR R Advanced Vehicle Simulator [215]
The ADVISOR tool is based on the MATLAB/Simulink platform and it employs a block
diagramming approach for detailing the parameters of the vehicle sub-systems as well as for defining
the connections between components. In this context, ADVISOR takes into account the performance
of the drivetrain components in order to estimate fuel economy and emissions on a range of driving
cycles, as well as maximum-effort acceleration capability [244]. Its distinctive characteristic is that
it combines a backward/forward facing method, while maintaining a relatively fast simulation speed
[233].
A backward-facing approach requires no driver model, but instead it is driven by the required
vehicle velocity. In general, it uses backward component by component calculations, starting from the
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tire/road interface, through the drivetrain, to the engine in order to determine the fuel or electrical
energy use to meet the required speed trace [201, 143]. The advantage of this backward-facing
approach is the simple and fast calculations, while its main disadvantage is the lack of throttle and
brake information. On the other hand, a forward-facing approach uses a driver model to translate
the present speed and the required speed into the appropriate throttle and braking commands, while
the computation process proceeds from the engine to the wheels, with the main disadvantage being
the slow simulation speed [244, 201].
In general, the operation of ADVISOR is based on the vehicle dynamics having as an input the
engine’s performance and vehicle characteristics, as well as the desired driving cycle and simulation
parameters [168, 56]. This means that it requires not only measured or estimated component and
vehicle data, but also a combination of a speed-time trace with road gradient information over a
pre-defined route. The models included in ADVISOR are primarily empirical and quasi-static in the
sense that the drivetrain component input/output relationships are validated against experimental
data measured under laboratory steady state conditions, while correction factors are applied to
account for the transient conditions [168, 215]. The outputs of this vehicle simulator describe total
energy consumption, exhaust emissions (i.e. CO, HC, NOx , CO2 and PM), acceleration performance,
and drivability [56].
At this point it is important to note that the aforementioned outputs refer only to the tankto-wheels path, implying that a pure electric vehicle presents zero emissions. To account for the
complete well-to-wheel path, ADVISOR can be combined with a life cycle analysis (LCA) tool for
the transportation sector, e.g. the Greenhouse Gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy Use in
Transportation (GREET), as in [233].
AUTONOMIE AUTONOMIE is the next level of the simulation tool Powertrain System Analysis
Toolkit (PSAT) developed by the Centre for Transportation Research at Argonne National Laboratory.
PSAT was selected in 2004 as the primary vehicle model for all FreedomCAR and 21 CTP activities
by U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), stating that “All future code development and enhancements
for OFCVT shall focus on PSAT and PSAT-PRO” [196]. In order to accelerate the development
and introduction of advanced technologies through a plug-and-play architecture, AUTONOMIE
was developed as a result of a partnership started in 2007 with General Motors. Table 2 shows a
comparison between PSAT, PSAT-PRO and AUTONOMIE. The open architecture of AUTONOMIE,
supports the rapid integration and analysis of powertrain/propulsion system and technologies for
rapid technology sorting and evaluation of fuel economy improvement under dynamic/transient
testing conditions [120].
The AUTONOMIE tool is built in MATLAB/Simulink and is based on a forward-facing model
architecture. Its plug-and-play architecture provides a common framework in which expert tools
can be linked to build detailed vehicle models. More specifically, the basic architecture is composed
of a driver model, an environment model, an optional vehicle controller, and the vehicle propulsion
architecture, as shown in Figure 18, while the configuration must be determined for each study.
Due to the inability of most models to provide support for model building and management
[197], AUTONOMIE provides a framework to perform advanced simulation studies by facilitating
the integration of models developed in tools that are best suited for each system simulation (e.g.
GT-poer, AMESim, CarSim), supporting the assembly and use of models from design to simulation
to analysis with complete plug-and play capabilities [123].
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Table 2: Comparison of PSAT, PSAT-PRO and AUTONOMIE models (retrieved from [196])
Capability
Architecture
Plug-and-play architecture
Hierarchical architecture standards (vehicle, system, ...)
Model reusability through system experts (concept to
production)
Establish standard interfaces (industry-wide)
Features
Model/data customization
Powertrain configuration customization
Select appropriate level of modeling
GUI customization (process, post-processing, ...)
Database management
Usage
Evaluate fuel consumption benefits (technology, size,
powertrain configuration, ...)
Evaluate and balance FEED in simulation (fuel economy,
emission and drivability)
Develop component requirements
Simulate single component
Develop system/ subsystem requirements
Develop vehicle level control
Develop system/subsystem/component control
Component-in-the-Loop
Software-in-the-Loop, Hardware-in-the-Loop ...

PSAT

PSAT-PRO

X

AUTONOMIE
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

AVL CRUISE AVL CRUISE (Vehicle and Driveline System Analysis for Conventional and
Future Vehicle Concepts) is a vehicle and powertrain system level simulation tool developed by
AVL that supports vehicle system and driveline analysis throughout all development phases, from
concept planning to launch and beyond [13]. A key feature of CRUISE is that it allows conducting
multi-parameter sensitivity studies of any scalar, characteristic, overall component and sub-system,
as well as detailed analysis of energy and power flow.
CRUISE follows an object-oriented physical model approach and it is typically used to optimize
the vehicle system, regarding fuel consumption and emissions for any driving cycle, or to assess
the driving performance, mainly in powertrain and engines. It has been also used to evaluate new
vehicle concepts such as hybrid powertrain systems, to make energy flow analysis, analysis of power
splits and losses within components.
It has an Oracle database with vehicle models, components, maps, etc., while the different models
that can be modeled are, among others, motorcycles, passenger cars, trucks and buses. Additionally,
all kinds of drivetrain configurations can be modeled, such as hybrids, twin-engine concepts and
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Figure 18: AUTONOMIE’s model architecture (retrieved from [120])
sophisticated transmission systems. The components that CRUISE covers are (Figure 19): vehicle
and trailers, combustion engine, exhaust gas after treatment system, clutches, transmission and
control element, shafts, wheel/tire, electrical and hybrid components, brakers, retarders, auxiliaries,
driver and environment (wind, road surface, etc.). Due to its flexibility, CRUISE can be easily linked
with other simulation tools (e.g. AVL BOOST, AVL DRIVE, Matlab/Simulink, FLOWMASTER,
KULI, AVL InMotion, IPG CarMaker).
CMEM The Comprehensive Modal Emissions Model (CMEM) is a microscopic emission generation
model developed by the University of California, Riverside, and it is commercially available at a cost
of $20. The model is comprehensive in the sense that it covers a wide variety of vehicle/technology
categories, and modal given that it is designed to calculate emissions as a function of the vehicle’s
operating mode that may correspond, for example, to idle, cruise, acceleration and deceleration
conditions [205, 254].
CMEM employs a modeling approach based on power demand to mathematically represent the
physical processes that generate the vehicle emissions. For this purpose, it uses separate sub-models
for each vehicle/technology category of light-duty vehicle (LDV) and heavy-duty vehicle (HDV)
under the US classification. The sub-models differ primarily in their parameters; however, they
all share a common structure consisting of 6 modular components: engine power demand, engine
speed, air/fuel ratio for LDVs or engine control unit for HDVs, fuel rate, engine-out emissions,
and catalyst pass fraction for LDVs or after-treatment pass fraction for HDVs [254]. Figure 20
illustrates the sub-model components and their interactions for LDVs. Indicatively, second-by-second
tailpipe emissions are modeled in CMEM as a product of fuel rate (FR), engine-out emission index
(gemission /gf uel ), and time-dependent catalyst pass fraction (CPF), according to the following
equation:
Etailpipe emissions = F R ∗ (gemission /gf uel ) ∗ CP F
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Figure 19: Model structure in AVL Cruise (retrieved from [13])
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where CPF is defined as the ratio of tailpipe to engine-out emissions, while calculations are made
under stoichiometric, cold-start, enrichment, and enleanment conditions [167].

Figure 20: CMEM model (retrieved from [205])
CMEM can be used for individual vehicles or an entire fleet of vehicles and it is capable of
estimating fuel consumption and emissions of CO, HC, NOx and CO2 , while the required inputs
include [205]:
• operating variables such as second-by-second speed, road grade and accessory use;
• vehicle specific as well as generic vehicle parameters; and
• model-calibrated parameters related to fuel, engine-out emission, enleanment, soak-time,
cold-start, hot catalyst, and enrichment coefficients.
CMEM has been calibrated using measurement data from a representative sample of approximately 340 vehicles, including normal and high emitting cars and trucks [205]. The development of
CMEM has been based on data for the US vehicle fleet, and therefore its use in Europe presents
a number of difficulties, mainly due to incompatibilities between the US and EU standards on
emissions and vehicle design, as well as possible differences in vehicle operation [30, 56, 181].
COPERT The COmputer Programme to calculate Emissions from Road Transport (COPERT)
is an “average speed” model used worldwide to calculate air pollutant and greenhouse gas emissions
from the road transport sector. It is developed by EMISIA S.A. under the coordination of the
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European Environment Agency (EEA), while the scientific developments are managed by the
European Commission’s Joint Research Centre. COPERT 4 is the latest official version of COPERT
since 2006 and it is a stand-alone application for MS Windows, coded in Microsoft Visual Basic
.NET [3, 118].
COPERT 4 simulates emissions and fuel consumption for passenger cars, light duty vehicles,
heavy duty vehicles (including buses), mopeds, and motorcycles, covering a total of 241 different
vehicle types [210]. It is designed to calculate hot running, cold start, non-exhaust, and evaporative
emissions and contains an extensive list of pollutants. Analytically, it includes: NOx , NMVOC,
CH4 , N2 O, NH3 , PM, CO2 , SO2 , Pb, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Se, Zn, PAHs, POPs, dioxins, furans, alkanes,
alkenes, alkynes, aldehydes, ketones, cycloalkanes, aromatics [3]. The algorithms in COPERT use
the “average speed” as an input to provide continuous and not necessarily linear emission factors
(EFs) based on vehicle type, fuel type, Euro class and engine capacity class [211]. It is noted though
that detailed hot emissions can be obtained as functions of speed only for a rather limited range of
pollutants (CO, VOC, NOx , PM) and fuel consumption, whereas “default” EFs are available for the
rest of the pollutants based on urban, rural and highway driving conditions. The use of the average
speed as an input parameter is considered to provide a reasonable balance between the difficulty of
collecting more detailed input data and the necessity to develop emission factors that efficiently
describe different driving situations [144]. In general, the necessary inputs to the model include
data on activity (e.g. vehicle population and annual vehicle mileage), circulation (e.g. vehicle speed
and urban, rural and highway driving mode share), evaporation data, as well as country-specific
information (e.g. average monthly temperature, RVP) [182].
COPERT 4 provides annual to daily estimations of tank-to-wheels vehicle fleet emissions at
local/regional/national scale, covering all vehicle technologies for European emission standards up to
Euro 6 for passenger cars, Euro VI for heavy duty vehicles, and Euro 3 for motorcycles [210, 3]. The
development of the COPERT tool has been based on emission data compiled across Europe, while
several studies use real-world field measurements for its experimental validation [144]. A license
agreement may be obtained for freely downloading the software package, while country-specific
datasets including vehicle population, annual vehicle mileage, vehicle speed, driving mode shares
etc., may be purchased online.
HBEFA The Handbook on Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA) was originally developed for the Environmental Protection Agencies of Austria, Germany, and Switzerland, and it is an
MS ACCESS application that provides emission factors (EFs) for all current vehicle categories (e.g.
passenger cars, light duty vehicles, heavy duty vehicles, buses, coaches and motorcycles) and for a
wide variety of traffic situations [139]. EFs are typically defined as empirical functional relations
between pollutant emissions and the activity that causes them, while road vehicle specific EFs can
be used to predict the quantity of a pollutant that is emitted per distance driven, energy or amount
of fuel consumed [106]. HBEFA 3.1 is the latest version as of January of 2010, introducing a new
scheme for the definition of 276 different traffic situations based on the area type (e.g. urban or
rural), functional road type (e.g. motorway, trunk road, distributor, local, access-residential), speed
limits and levels of service (e.g. free flow, heavy, saturated and stop & go) [139, 53]. The full version
of HBEFA 3.1 is commercially available at a price of 250e and includes data for Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Sweden and Norway, while data for France are in preparation and will be available in
future versions [5].
More specifically, HBEFA is a traffic-situation model that covers “hot” emissions [in g/vehicle-km],
cold start excess emissions [in g/start], evaporative emissions (e.g. soak [in g/stop], diurnal [in
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g/vehicle and day], running losses [in g/trip]), and fuel consumption (i.e. gasoline and/or diesel).
It supports all regulated and the most important non-regulated pollutants, including CO, HC,
NOx , PM, several components of HC (e.g. CH4 , NMHC, benzene, toluene, xylene), CO2 , NH3 and
N2 O, as well as NO2 , PN and PM for petrol vehicles. The “hot” EFs are provided for different
traffic situations and road gradient classes of 0%, ±2%, ±4%, and ±6%, while typical temperature
distributions and behavioural parameters (e.g. trip length distributions, parking time distributions)
serve as the basis for the calculation of cold start and evaporation EFs [139].
In general, HBEFA covers the European emission standards up to Euro 6/VI. From a methodological point of view, the EFs of passenger cars and light commercial vehicles in HBEFA 3.1 are
based on the PHEM model developed by the Technical University of Graz (TUG), using emission
measurements up to Euro 4 vehicles for calibrating the model and providing also an outlook for the
EFs of Euro 5 and 6 classes [228, 139]. Moreover, the calculation of cold start emissions is based on
the approach proposed by the Swiss research institute EMPA, while the approach used in COPERT
IV is followed for evaporative emissions. For heavy commercial vehicles, the EFs are also based on
the PHEM model of TUG with measurements up to Euro V and outlook for Euro VI [228], while
for motorcycles the database of emission measurements has been extended and the corresponding
model for providing EFs has been adapted to take into account accelerations in the cycles [139].
MOVES The MOtor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES) has been developed by the US
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) Office of Transportation and Air Quality (OTAQ)
to estimate air pollution emissions from mobile sources, covering a wide range of pollutants from
exhaust and evaporative emissions as well as brake and tire wear emissions. The latest version of
the MOVES modeling tool is MOVES2010b, which officially replaced the previous on-road emissions
model, namely MOBILE6.2, while future releases will incorporate the ability to model emissions from
off-road sources, replacing also the NONROAD model [143]. MOVES currently covers emissions
from cars, trucks, motorcycles, and buses, under the US classification, and it can be used to model
emission inventories at national, state, and county level, as well as projections for road transport
energy consumption up to 2050 [20]. Although MOVES is designed to model emissions from fleets
of vehicles, it also offers the possibility of modeling a single vehicle on a road segment by properly
adjusting the project scale.
MOVES2010b is an open source tool under the GNU General Public License (GPL) and it is
available for download from the MOVES webpage http://www.epa.gov/otaq/models/moves/. It is
implemented in JavaTM and uses the MySQL relational database management system for handling
user inputs, internal storage of data and model outputs.
The MOVES2010b tool belongs to the “modal” class of models and uses the concept of vehicle
specific power (VSP) as an estimate of the engine power demand during driving [56, 181, 16]. More
specifically, VSP is calculated on the basis of “second-by-second” driving cycle data (e.g. speed and
acceleration) and vehicle specific information. Then, these VSP values serve as the basis for the
determination of the time that the tractive power exerted by the vehicle corresponds to each of
the 23 operating mode bins. Then, the emissions during driving are calculated from a database of
vehicle emission rates derived from laboratory tests and on-road measurement equipment. At this
point, it is important to note that the calibration of model is based exclusively on North American
vehicle fleet data, raising some implications regarding its applicability in a European context [181].
PHEM The Passenger Car and Heavy Duty Emission Model (PHEM) has been developed by
Technische Universität Graz (TUG) since the late 1990’s [229], initially as a model to estimate the
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emissions for heavy duty vehicles and later extended to include passenger cars [252]. PHEM is
often considered as the successor to the MODEM approach, given that PHEM calculations involve
the use of look-up tables based on experimental engine maps of fuel consumption and emissions
[181], while over the years it has evolved as one of the most comprehensive instantaneous emission
models, with one of the largest vehicle databases compared to other detailed models [253]. Emission
measurements from light and heavy duty vehicles under different laboratory and road test conditions,
based on chassis/engine test beds and portable emissions measurement systems (PEMS) respectively,
have been used for the validation of the PHEM tool [195]. The supported vehicle categories include
passenger cars, light duty vehicles and heavy duty vehicles from Euro 0 to Euro 6, while data for
2-wheelers are under preparation. PHEM is capable of simulating not only internal combustion
engine vehicles (ICEVs), but also vehicles with alternative propulsion systems, e.g. hybrid or battery
electric vehicles [229].
PHEM can be classified as a modal model based on engine power demand. The main inputs to
the model include a speed curve, road gradient data, as well as vehicle characteristics and parameters
(e.g. mass, load, wheel diameter, drag coefficient, rolling resistance factors, rated engine power
and speed, gear parameters, etc.) [253]. In this context, for a user defined driving pattern with a
resolution of 1 Hz, PHEM calculates the actual engine power demand taking into account driving
resistances and losses in the transmission system, according to the equation below, while engine
speed simulations are based on the tire diameter, vehicle’s transmission ratios and a gearshift model
[181].
P = Prolling resistance + Pair resistance + Pacceleration + Pgradient + Ptransmission losses + Pauxiliaries
The vehicle emissions are retrieved from steady-state engine maps based on the previously
calculated engine power and speed data, while a number of modules are responsible for modeling the
effects from the transient phases of the driving pattern, thermal behavior of catalysts, cold starts
and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems [229, 252], allowing a more accurate calculation of
fuel consumption and emissions for any driving cycle with any vehicle configuration[253]. Figure 21
illustrates the interactions between the PHEM modules.
The PHEM tool is designed to simulate fuel consumption and emissions of CO, CO2 , HC, NOx
and PM, for single vehicles in 1 Hz resolution, as well as average values for a driving cycle specified
by the user. Another key characteristic of PHEM is that it can be used to simulate EFs for fleets
of vehicles [143], having a built-in database of predefined average vehicles for all relevant vehicle
categories [229]. Moreover, it can be used as a development tool for new vehicles, allowing also
concept comparisons. The main disadvantage of PHEM lies in the fact that the simulation runs are
rather time consuming, implying that they have to be performed “off-line” [30].
VERSIT+ The Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO) has developed
the VERSIT model since 1987 with the aim to predict traffic emissions. The model was originally
based on Euro test emissions data to estimate vehicle emissions as a function of propulsion energy
[232] and over the years it has evolved to a statistical approach to calculate real-world emissions
of road vehicles [154], while taking into account driving conditions [225]. VERSIT+ is the recent
development at TNO and consists of a suite of models capable of predicting emissions and energy
use factors for fleets of vehicles in different countries [225]. The supported vehicle types are light
duty, buses, heavy duty medium (mass>3.5 tonnes and 2 axes) and heavy duty heavy (mass>3.5
tonnes 3 axes or more) [181].
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Figure 21: Scheme of the PHEM model [229]
VERSIT+ provides emission functions for urban, rural, and motorway driving based on a
database of over 20000 measurements on more than 3200 different vehicles with warm and cold
engines[154], obtained from chassis dynamometer tests using speed-time profiles that reflect realworld operations [212]. The emissions are calculated on the basis of the dynamic variable w, defined
in the equation below:
w = a + 0.0014v
where a denotes the instantaneous acceleration in m/s2 and v the instantaneous speed in km/h.
VERSIT+ belongs to the multiple linear regression (MLR) class of models. Based on the
measured emissions, linear functions were generated for different ranges of w and speed, as shown
indicatively in Figure 22. These emission functions have been validated for the average Dutch fleet.
The VERSIT+ LD (“VERSIT plus – light-duty”) model employs a fully empirical and statistical
framework [212] with the aim to estimate traffic stream emissions for any particular traffic situation
by using mean emission factors for light duty vehicles [213]. VERSIT+ covers the latest Euro classes
and it is based on approximately 12000 emission tests conducted at TNO over 153 actual speed-time
profiles [212]. The model can be used to predict vehicle emissions at different geographical scales for
many traffic situations, even down to road level.
Figure 23 shows the structure of the VERSIT+ LD model. The model inputs include the
speed-time profile (e.g. driving pattern or driving cycle) and vehicle parameters (based on model
class), as well as traffic activity data (e.g. vehicle kilometres travelled, traffic composition, proportion
of vehicles in cold start mode, and information on air-conditioning use). VERSIT+ LD uses a
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Figure 22: VERSIT+ emission function (retrieved from [154])
total of 246 model classes, each one defined as a unique combination of vehicle category and air
pollutant (CO, HC, NOx , PM, fuel consumption, and CO2 ) [212]. The defined vehicle categories
classify the vehicles into relevant groups on the basis of factors that have known relevance with
respect to emissions, namely basic vehicle category (passenger cars, class I, II or III light commercial
vehicle), fuel type (petrol, diesel, LPG), fuel injection technology (e.g. direct versus indirect), basic
type of transmission (manual versus automatic), emission control technology (e.g. with or without
diesel particulate filter), vehicle weight category and emission standard (Euro 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) [213].
Moreover, as shown in Figure 23, the model applies correction algorithms on the mean hot running
emission factors in order to take into consideration the effects of ageing and air conditioning, and
cold start emissions. The model output provides individual emission factors per vehicle category
for a given traffic situation and/or traffic stream emissions for a part or whole of a road or a road
network.
VeTESS The Vehicle Transient Emissions Simulation Software (VeTESS) is a tool developed
within the EU 5th framework project DECADE (2001-2003) with the purpose to simulate fuel
consumption and emissions of vehicles under real traffic transient operation conditions. VeTESS is
a Windows-based application written in Delphi 5 that calculates second-by-second emissions and
fuel consumption for a single vehicle over a user-defined speed profile [186], which contains vehicle
speed and road gradient data over the complete route to be driven by the vehicle [62].
VeTESS takes into account the acting forces on the vehicle to determine the engine operating
conditions. The total force Ftotal on the vehicle is defined in the following equation [56]:
Ftotal = Faccel + Fclimb + Froll + Faero
where Faccel is the acceleration resistance, Fclimb is the climbing resistance, Froll is the rolling
resistance, and Faero is the aerodynamic resistance. The VeTESS tool combines the force required
to overcome these resistances with specific vehicle data (e.g. a drivetrain model and engine file), gear
change schemes, deceleration fuel cut-off, auxiliary power use (e.g. air conditioning), and vehicle
load in order to calculate engine speed and torque. Engine maps are then employed to derive vehicle
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Figure 23: VERSIT+LD model structure (retrieved from [212])
emissions for each point in the drive cycle. VeTESS calculates the emissions for CO2 , CO, NOx , HC
and PM with a resolution of 1 Hz.
The development of VeTESS was based on three control vehicles with different engine technologies,
representing typical European light-duty vehicles. Specifically, a Euro II diesel light commercial
vehicle, a Euro III medium-large diesel car and a Euro IV petrol engine passenger car were considered,
the characteristics of which are detailed in Table 3. The characterization of a single engine for the
VeTESS software is a demanding task that involves isolating the engine from the vehicle for testing
purposes, which is impractical, if not impossible, in a typical research environment [56].
5.2.2

Special-purpose models for electric two-wheelers

The total power Ptotal required to move an electric bicycle has to overcome the aerodynamic drag,
the component of the vehicle’s weight acting down the slope, and the friction. Thus, the total power
Ptotal required is expressed as the sum of the power to overcome the air drag Pdrag , the power
to overcome the slope Phill , and the power to overcome the friction Pf riction , as defined in the
equations below [175].
Ptotal = Pdrag + Phill + Pf riction
Cd ∗ ρ ∗ A
∗ (vg + vw )2 ∗ vg
2
Phill = g ∗ Gs ∗ vg ∗ m

Pdrag =
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Table 3: Vehicle types considered in the VeTESS emissions model (retrieved from [45])

Engine size
Fuel system
Euro class
Max. power
Max. torque
Engine aspiration
Exhaust gas recirculation
Emissions control
device

Citroen Jumper 2.5D
2446 cm3 diesel engine
Indirect injection

Skoda Octavia 1.9Tdi
1896 cm3 diesel engine
Direct injection

EURO II certified
63 kW at 4350 rpm
153 Nm at 2250 rpm
Yes

EURO III certified
66 kW at 4000 rpm
210 Nm at 1900 rpm
Turbo + intercooler
Yes

Oxidation catalyst

Oxidation catalyst

VW Polo 1.4, 16V
1390 cm3 petrol engine
Multipoint fuel injection
EURO IV certified
74 kW at 6000 rpm
126 Nm at 4400 rpm
Yes
Lambda control threeway catalyst + small
precatalyst (ox.)

Pf riction = g ∗ m ∗ µrr ∗ vg
where Cd is the drag coefficient, ρ is the density of air, A is the frontal area, vg is the ground speed,
vw is the head wind speed, g is the gravity acceleration (=9.81 m/s2 ), Gs is the slope grade, m
is the total mass of the vehicle and the rider, and µrr is the coefficient of rolling resistance. The
equations above have the following implications [175]:
• when the bicycle is moving at speeds greater than 3 m/s on a flat surface, the majority of the
power is used to overcome the air drag;
• when the bicycle is moving at speeds less than 3 m/s on a flat surface, the majority of the
power is used to overcome the rolling resistance; and
• when the bicycle is moving on steep hills, the power required to overcome air drag and rolling
resistance is small compared to that required to overcome the slope.
The authors in [209] consider the case of an electric two-wheeler moving on a horizontal surface
(i.e. road gradient is 0%), thus there is no additional force required for hill climbing. The total
tractive effort required to move the vehicle is expressed as the sum of the forces required to overcome
rolling resistance and aerodynamic drag, and the force required to accelerate the vehicle, according
to the following equations:
Fte = Frr + Fad + Fla
Frr = µrr ∗ m ∗ g
Fad = 0.5 ∗ ρ ∗ Cd ∗ A ∗ V 2
Fla = m ∗ α
where V is the speed of the vehicle and α is the maximum acceleration desired.
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Assuming that the gear ratio Gr of the system connecting the motor to the axle is 1:1 and the
gear system efficiency ng is 100%, the force required to impart angular acceleration to the motor is
given by:
I
Fωα = 2 ∗ α
r
where I is the moment of inertia of the rotor of the electric motor and r is the radius of the
wheel. Taking also into account the force required to impart angular acceleration to the motor and
substituting acceleration α with dv
dt , the total tractive effort can be expressed in terms of torque (T )
as follows [209]:
Fte =

T
dv
I
= µrr ∗ m ∗ g + 0.5 ∗ ρ ∗ Cd ∗ A ∗ V 2 + (m + 2 ) ∗
.
r
r
dt

Then, this differential equation is solved for two cases: (i) constant torque mode operation which
occurs at the time of starting up to a certain speed (referred to as critical speed), and (ii) constant
power mode operation which occurs after the critical speed is attained.
In a more general case, the total tractive effort is the sum of the rolling resistance force, the
aerodynamic drag, the hill climbing force, the force required to give linear acceleration and the force
required to give angular acceleration to the rotating motor [148]:
Fte = Frr + Fad + Fhc + Fla + Fωα
where the hill climbing force for a slope of angle ψ is given by:
Fhc = m ∗ g ∗ sin ψ
and the force required to give angular acceleration to the rotating motor is given by:
Fωα = I ∗

G2r
∗ α.
ng ∗ r 2

In this context, the instantaneous traction power Pt can be considered to be proportional to the
electrical power Pel supplied to the motor by efficiency η [243]:
Pt (t) = Pel (t) ∗ η = Ft (t) ∗ v(t).
5.2.3

Special-purpose models for batteries of electric vehicles

The Battery Performance and Cost model (BatPaC) has been developed by the Centre for Transportation Research at Argonne National Laboratory in order to deal with the recent incursion of
lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries into the vehicle market [2]. It has been openly distributed since 2011,
and during its first year of release it had more than 450 downloads. The latest version is BatPac
v2.2 and can be freely downloaded from http://www.cse.anl.gov/batpac/download.php.
BatPaC is developed for the assessment of the performance of Li-ion batteries for transportation
applications, capturing the interplay between design and cost. The model allows the design of the
battery for a specified power, energy and type of vehicle battery, and the cost is then calculated by
accounting for every step in the lithium-ion battery manufacturing process [179]. In this context,
BatPaC designs a battery according to the specific requirements of a given application by taking
into account the physical limitations that govern battery performance. Moreover, BatPaC not only
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estimates the annual materials requirement for manufacturing the batteries being designed, but also
employs a bottom-up approach to calculate every cost factor.
Modeling with BatPaC is based on Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and needs some basic knowledge
of batteries. The model input includes a number of design parameters (e.g. battery power, number
of cells, modules, etc.), as well as user-defined criteria for power, energy and life of the battery. The
model output provides the dimensions, mass, volume and material requirements for the final product
(Figure 24). The model also takes into account the temperature control, developing schemes for
effectively controlling the pack temperature at minimum cost. For this task, BatPac has a worksheet
for the design of the thermal management system, transferring then the result to the battery design
worksheet. The cost is calculated with the data from the design worksheet. The cost results include
launch cost, working capital, variable overhead, general and sales, among others. All costs are scaled
for a baseline plant calculated for an annual production rate of 100000 batteries.

Figure 24: Summary flow of battery design model in BatPaC (retrieved from [179])
BatPaC can be used to study the effects of battery parameters on the performance and the
manufacturing cost of the designed battery packs (e.g. number of cells in series, cathode materials,
parallel connected cell groups and electrode thickness limits). Indicatively, the authors in [245]
analyze the development of cathode materials to reduce the cost and increase the efficiency of future
Li-ion batteries. Using BatPaC, they show that the cost of electrode materials accounts for ∼44%
(∼30% for the Li1.05(Ni4/9Mn4/9Co1/9)0.95O2 cathode and ∼14% for the graphite anode) in a
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typical battery design involving cathode and anode electrodes.
5.2.4

Life cycle analysis tools

The management of the road transportation sector at the urban level is a complex decision process
with numerous implications on the local energy planning, air and noise pollution levels, mobility, and
life quality levels [234]. As a consequence, the quantification of its environmental impacts has been
a long-standing issue in science and policy circles. According to [111] the question to be answered
could be: What combination of technology and fuel is more efficient in terms of energy consumption
and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission?
Transport activities and products used for road transportation should be analyzed in order to
identify those with greater contribution to the total environmental impact. Fuel cycle analysis is
requisite when comparing different vehicle technologies powered by different fuels [238]. A full fuel
cycle analysis provides the basis for determining the energy inputs and emissions from various fuel
and vehicle options. In [247] the authors identify the most reliable results by the year 2009 and
possible ranges of life cycle fossil fuel use, petroleum use and greenhouse gas emissions for various
road transport fuel for the case of China through a comprehensive review of published articles.
Processes included in a fuel cycle analysis are: energy feedstock production; feedstock transportation and storage; fuel production; fuel transportation, storage, and distribution; and vehicle
operations that involve fuel combustion or other chemical conversions, as well as the construction and
dismantling. The processes that precede vehicle operations are often referred to as the well-to-pump
(WTP) stage, the vehicle operations are referred to as the pump-to-wheels (PTW) stage, and the
entire fuel cycle is referred to as the well-to-wheels (WTW) cycle (Figure 25).

Figure 25: Example of WTW stages of vehicle/fuel systems (retrieved from [236])
The following paragraphs present both generic and special-purpose life cycle analysis tools for
examining the environmental impact of vehicles.
GaBi PE International has developed the GaBi software as a general purpose tool for life cycle
assessment (LCA) studies of products, processes and services, covering all the stages of the life cycle,
from the production of raw materials to end of life. GaBi has over 10000 users, including more than
one third of Fortune 500 companies. The software package contains over 7000 Life Cycle Inventory
datasets, having also the Ecoinvent database integrated [4].
GaBi software has been used for the needs of the automotive sector in order to carry out LCA
studies for vehicle parts or subsystems and even entire cars. Moreover, GaBi 4 has been used in
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conjunction with GEMIS in order to evaluate 4 fuel/vehicle pathways for buses in Spain in [111].
The authors concluded that fuel-cell hybrid buses and battery electric buses could have a potential
GHG emission reduction for the period 2008-2030 of 28.7% and 30.88% respectively. In the same
direction, the authors in [27] employed GaBi to compare GHG emissions of diesel and liquefied
natural gas (LNG) used as fuel for heavy-duty vehicles in the European market. Two possible LNG
pathways were considered: (i) purchasing it directly from the regasification terminal (LNG-TER),
and (ii) producing LNG locally (at the service station) with small-scale plants (LNG-SSL). This
work concluded that the use of LNG-TER enables a 10% reduction in GHG emissions by comparison
with diesel, while the emissions resulting from the LNG-SSL solution were comparable with those of
diesel.
GREET The Greenhouse Gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy Use in Transportation
(GREET) model is a full life cycle tool developed by the Centre for Transportation Research
at Argonne National Laboratory in 1996 with the purpose to estimate energy and emission impacts
of various vehicle and fuel combinations on a full fuel-cycle/vehicle-cycle basis. The model has been
significantly expanded and updated over the years to include advanced vehicle technologies and new
transportation fuels. GREET covers the fuel cycle from well to wheels (WTW) and the vehicle cycle
through material recovery and vehicle disposal (Figure 26). Up to January 2009, there were more
than 10000 registered GREET users worldwide [237]. The latest version of the model is GREET
2013 and is freely available to download at http://greet.es.anl.gov/greet/setup.

Figure 26: Stages of vehicle/fuel cycles covered in the GREET model (retrieved from [1])
GREET is based on Microsoft Excel and uses an input-output technique to account for energy
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consumption and emissions for each pathway. A pathway is defined as a sequence of processes, each
one having its resources, i.e. one or more inputs, a single output and potential coproducts. The
inputs of a process might be associated with technologies, which are used to represent combustion
or chemical reaction processes that produce emissions. For each process of a pathway, the model
accounts for all the resources and technologies, and then combines them to calculate the energy and
emissions. Figure 27 presents the flow of calculations in GREET [26].

Figure 27: Pyramid of calculations in the GREET model (retrieved from [26])
The GREET model consists of two main modules, namely the fuel-cycle module that contains
data on fuel cycles and vehicle operations and the vehicle-cycle module that allows browsing
through the vehicle technologies in order to evaluate the energy and emission impacts from vehicle
material recovery and production, vehicle component fabrication, vehicle assembly, as well as vehicle
disposal/recycling. Fuel cycle analysis assesses all activities from the well where fuel feedstock is
recovered to vehicle wheels where useful energy is generated and used to move vehicles [238]. WTP
is the first stage of the WTW analysis and covers all the activities from the well where fuel feedstock
is recovered to fuels available at the pumps of vehicle refueling stations [238].
For a given vehicle and fuel system, GREET estimates total energy consumption from renewable
and non-renewable sources, as well as greenhouse gas emissions (e.g. CO2 , CH4 , N2 O) and emissions
of six criteria pollutants (e.g. VOC, CO, NOx , PM10, PM2.5 and SOx ). It includes more than 100
fuel pathways (e.g. petroleum fuels, natural gas fuels, biofuels, hydrogen and electricity produced
from various energy feedstock sources) as shown in Figure 28, and is capable of simulating passenger
cars and light duty trucks. Moreover, it supports more than 80 vehicle/fuel systems covering a range
of technologies, such as conventional internal combustion engine vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles,
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, battery electric vehicles, and fuel-cell vehicles [1].
GREET has been widely used around the world. The author in [236] examined 18 fuel pathways
in order to evaluate WTW energy and emissions impacts of different fuel options for fuel cell vehicles,
concluding that each fuel option has very different energy and GHG emissions effects, and thus the
focus should be put in the pathway used to produce the fuel. In the same direction, the authors
in [131] assess the GHG emissions and energy consumption of a fuel cell vehicle by combining
MATLAB/Simulink to examine the real-time behavior of the vehicle with the GREET model in
order to assess the fuel cycle of 3 hydrogen fuel pathways. The work in [223] presents a WTW energy
and emissions analysis of a plug-in series hybrid electric vehicle converted from a 1974 Volkswagen
Super Beetle by combining GREET with a computer vehicle model. The authors performed a
materials life cycle energy and emissions analysis using GREET 2.7 on parts reused for the conversion
of the vehicle, resulting in over 2400 kg of CO2 emissions avoided and 31.79 GJ of energy savings
due to the processes required in remanufacturing or recycling the old parts and manufacturing new
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Figure 28: Fuel pathways in the GREET model (retrieved from [1])
components. Given its flexibility, the GREET model structure has been adjusted to the China’s
specific national conditions and has been integrated as part of the Tsinghua-CA3EM model (China
Automotive Energy, Environment and Economy Model) in order to evaluate China’s six biofuel
pathways, namely corn-derived ethanol (CE), cassava-derived ethanol (KE), sweet sorghum-derived
ethanol (SE), soybean-derived bio-diesel (SB), jatropha fruit-derived bio-diesel (JB), and used
cooking oil (UCO)-derived bio-diesel (UB) [246].
SimaPro SimaPro is one of the most widely used life cycle assessment (LCA) software, chosen by
industry, research institutes, and consultants in more than 80 countries. It is based on ISO 14040
and 14044 standards, where the first considers the principles and framework for an LCA, while the
latter specifies the requirements and guidelines for carrying out an LCA study. It was developed by
Pré Consultants and the latest commercially available version is SimaPro 8 [6].
An LCA study consists of four main steps: (i) goal and scope definition, (ii) inventory, (iii)
impact assessment, and (iv) interpretation of the results. To define the goal and scope for a project,
SimaPro has a section that helps the user to make a consistent LCA study according to the ISO
guidelines. The hardest task is to gather the information required to carry out the LCA study, that
is, to construct the inventory in the form of a list of substance emissions to soil, water and air, and
raw materials extraction. This task can be performed with either foreground or background data.
To facilitate this process, the software comes together with the Ecoinvent v3 database that covers
more than 10000 processes, as a result of a joint effort by different Swiss institutions to update
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and integrate several life cycle inventory databases. The next step involves the selection of the
most appropriate impact assessment methodology for the needs of the LCA study. To this end,
SimaPro offers several mid-point and end-point impact assessment methodologies (e.g. ReCiPe/IPCC
2007/Greenhouse Gas Protocol/CML IA/Ecological footprint and ReCiPe/Eco-indicator 99/Impact
2002+/EPS 2000 respectively), each one containing a number of impact categories (e.g. climate
change, acidification, etc.). Considering that SimaPro is a general purpose LCA tool, not specially
designed for the transport sector, the user must select, among all the available options that the
tool provides, those impact categories that reflect the impact of the use of fossil fuel for electricity
generation, transportation fuels and vehicles (e.g. climate change, ozone formation, etc.). The
methodology is based on aggregating each elementary flow from the inventory to one impact category
(classification). Then, equivalency factors (e.g. IPCC for climate change) are applied to determine
the whole impact category result (characterization). The outcome consists of the quantification of
different impact categories (e.g. climate change and kg of CO2 eq). To simplify the interpretation of
the results of the characterization stage (which is an obligatory task according to ISO guidelines),
SimaPro allows two optional steps, namely normalization and weighting. The former indicates
whether an impact category indicator result can be considered relatively high or low compared to a
reference value (e.g. for a year or region), while the latter is very subjective and intended only for
internal decision making, given that ISO does not allow the use of weighting in publicly available
comparisons. For the last step of an LCA study, SimaPro offers four options for the interpretation
of the results: (i) uncertainty analysis, (ii) sensitivity analysis, (iii) inventory analysis, and (iv)
contribution analysis.
Despite the fact that SimaPro is not a tool specifically developed for the transport sector, its
user-friendly interface allows data to be assembled by the user in order to conduct nearly any type
of environment impact and life cycle analysis. The Ecoinvent database provides data of average
transport conditions in Switzerland and Europe [216], having passenger kilometres as the reference
unit, as well as data about transport systems (road, air, and water) based on fossil fuel and on biofuel
(e.g. methanol, rape seed methyl ester, etc.). Figure 29 shows the general model structure for each
transport system. Each model also contains impacts due to road/rail infrastructure construction,
renewal, operation and maintenance.
SimaPro has been used within the frame of the ‘Filiera Idrogeno’ project in order to evaluate the
environmental sustainability of hydrogen production chains from renewable energy sources in the
automotive sector [34]. The authors in [234] used SimaPro to conduct a full fuel cycle analysis in
order to assess the substitution of diesel taxis with hybrid, natural gas and LPG alternatives, as an
initiative within the Madrid Air Quality Plan 2011-2015. In addition, the study in [160] compares
the LCA of conventional and electric vehicles, taking into account not only the WTW life cycle or
vehicle’s materials cradle-to-grave life cycle, but also the required infrastructure for fuel supply. The
study concludes that, given the energy mix of Portugal in 2010, the energy supply infrastructures
for electric vehicles are more carbon and energy intensive than their conventional fuel counterparts.

5.3

SotA on methods for assessing the energy impact of route planning
algorithms

Transportation is known to be one of the most fuel consuming sectors worldwide, while being
responsible for a significant share of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, among others. An extensive
investigation of all kinds of environmental impacts has been carried out in [55]. The following
paragraphs analyze the methods and tools that have been employed for assessing the impact of
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Figure 29: Principle model structure and transport components and their interrelationship in
SimaPro (retrieved from [217])
routing algorithms, with special emphasis on energy efficiency, not only at route level, but also at a
wider scale.
5.3.1

Route-based tools

The various environmental impacts from the transportation sector have been mainly analyzed on
a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) basis. The present analysis reviews the initiatives undertaken
and software platforms available to evaluate the energy efficiency and environmental impacts at
route level. Some of the platforms also include analysis of other environmental criteria, such as the
resources consumption, greenhouse effect, depletion of ozone layer, and acidification.
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Ecopassenger The European initiative Ecopassenger (http://www.ecopassenger.org/) calculates
the environmental impact of passenger travelling in Europe. It compares the energy consumption,
kgCO2 equivalents and atmospheric emissions for planes, cars and trains. The tool uses a wellto-wheels approach to estimate the energy or fuel necessary to travel by train, car or plane. The
estimation includes the analyses of the energy mix necessary to produce the fuel.
Figure 30 shows the boundaries of the system that include the primary energy sources, the
energy production and distribution, as well as the energy used in vehicles. Ecopassenger analyses
only the environmental impacts related to the operation of vehicles and fuel production. These
environmental impacts are: primary energy consumption, carbon dioxide emissions, nitrogen dioxide
emission, non-methane hydrocarbons and exhaust particulate matter from vehicles (combustion).

Figure 30: System boundaries in the Ecopassenger platform (retrieved from [14])
The portal considers a wide spectrum of transport means in Europe including passenger cars,
trains (highspeed, intercity, regional and suburban), air planes, buses, metro or taxis [14]. It uses
the database of the International Union of railways (http://www.uic.org) for train timetable data
and the European flight relations with up to two legs (http://www.flugplan.de). The car routing
algorithm is based on PTV xServer components using Navteq data.
The emission factors used by Ecopassenger are based on the Ecoinvent database. They include
the energy demand for the construction and disposal of refineries, exploration and preparation of
different input fuels; the transport to the refineries; the conversion in the refinery and transport to
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the filling station, etc. Table 4 details the corresponding values.
Table 4: Relation of final energy/primary energy and emission factors related to final energy (kg
fuel) used in the Ecopassenger platform (retrieved from [14])

Gasoline
Diesel
Kerosene
Liquefied petroleum gas
Marine diesel oil

Efficiency
75%
78%
79%
83%
79%

CO2 (kg)
0.67
0.47
0.45
0.55
0.4

NOx (g)
2.1
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.7

SO2 (g)
5.8
4.4
4.3
4.9
4.0

NMVOC (g)
2.1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

PM (g)
0.29
0.23
0.23
0.24
0.21

Rejseplanen The multimodal trip planner Rejseplanen (http://www.rejseplanen.dk/) is one of
the widely used services in Denmark covering travel by bicycle, train, bus, metro and ferry. This
planner includes a calculator that compares the CO2 emissions for the chosen itinerary based on
public transport with those produced for a similar journey with a medium sized car. The calculation
of the CO2 emissions is based on Ecopassenger and takes into account a number of variables:
• city/country driving;
• density rates;
• age, engine size and condition of the car driven;
• electric or diesel engine trains;
• age condition and engine type for buses;
• number of passengers in the car; and
• time of the day.
It is noted also that the calculations within the frame of Rejseplanen exclude the energy usage
for production and maintenance of vehicles (trains and cars), construction and maintenance of
infrastructure (e.g. roads, or rail), as well as the energy consumption in office buildings, stations,
etc.
Transport Direct The multimodal journey planner Transport Direct provides information for
travel in England, Wales and Scotland, and it is available at http://www.transportdirect.info/
Web2/Home.aspx. The portal includes different planners for users that already know the transport
mean that they want to use and other multimodal options in which the solutions combine the use of
bikes, cars, public transport, etc. The portal offers as well a set of additional tools to speed up the
travel searches, include a link from an own webpage to the portal, and analyze statistics of most
common journeys. It also includes a tool to estimate the carbon footprint. By entering the travelled
distance, it compares the CO2 emission equivalent of using a small car, a large car, a train, coach or
plane.
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Additionally, the portal is able to estimate the CO2 emissions of a multimodal travel by summing
the emissions of each of the legs. The estimation is based on the distance travelled and it also
includes a factor to account for the difference between smooth constant journeys (in motorways) and
driving in urban areas with constant stops. The tool uses standard conversion factors for private
cars, but users can modify them in reference to the car fuel efficiency or number of travelers. For
public transport systems (bus, trains), the tool assumes an average number of passengers from the
UK Department for Transport (DfT) and the Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA). The estimation of the exact distance of a public system is complicated, thus, the tool
assumes some correction factors over the theoretical estimations. For example, the distance of a
flight is multiplied by 1.09 to take into account the additional circling during take-off and landing.
Travelfootprint The Travelfootprint project (http://www.travelfootprint.org/) has implemented
a platform that compares life cycle environmental impacts of the main means of passenger travel in
United Kingdom. The tool also allows performing detailed comparisons of new and used vehicles
(since 2001) that can be searched using criteria such as manufacturer, model, and fuel/engine type
[72]. The overall intention is to inform about the environmental impact of different vehicle fuels and
technologies. The comparison of the emissions profiles is targeted to a broad audience, including
consumers, fleet managers or policy makers.
The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) analyzes the relative impacts of several fuel and vehicle types
including: petrol, diesel, bioethanol, biodiesel, natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas, battery electric
and hybrid electric vehicles. The environmental impacts of these fuel/vehicle options are assessed
on a life cycle basis and include the impacts associated with the fuel cycle (primary production,
transportation, refining, and vehicle operation) and the vehicle cycle (materials production, vehicle
manufacture and disposal).
The LCA study focuses exclusively on quantifying the extent and impacts of life cycle air-borne
emissions arising from the fuel and vehicle cycles. The air emissions assessed include the three main
greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide and methane. In addition, the regulated emissions
associated with road transport are assessed (carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons and
particulates). Sulphur dioxide and nitrous oxide data are also sourced where available.
The environmental impact of a specified travel is based on the result of a routing algorithm
based on Google. For road journeys, the main variable to account for energy consumption is the
distance. For rail, it accounts the distances between every two consecutive rail stations. For air
travelling, the distances are calculated using great circle algorithms provided by Google through
http://www.Geonames.org. The assumptions made for each transport mode are [7]:
• WALK & CYCLE - The analysis of this mode takes into consideration the emissions produced
during respiration (breathing), food production, and generated in obtaining the energy required
to maintain basic metabolism (body function and repair), and in the case of cycling, produced
as a result of bicycle manufacture, based on data available in [69, 230, 103].
• MOTORCYCLE - The analysis of this mode assesses the emissions produced during vehicle use,
fuel production and distribution, and vehicle manufacture and assembly, covering two-stroke,
four-stroke and electric motorcycles for a range of passenger loadings. The approach employed
sums tailpipe emissions with those produced during fuel production and vehicle manufacture
based on World Motorcycle Test Cycle data and in [183].
• CAR & TAXI - The analysis of this mode takes into account the emissions produced during
vehicle use, fuel production and distribution, and vehicle manufacture and assembly, covering
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petrol, diesel, liquefied petroleum gas, compressed natural gas, bioethanol E85, petrol hybrid,
and battery electric cars for a range of passenger loadings. Similarly, the approach employed
sums tailpipe emissions with those produced during fuel production and vehicle manufacture.
Overall environmental impacts are calculated for specific car models (since 2001) as well as for
the average in each vehicle class (e.g. small family car) based on the methodology proposed in
the Environmental Rating Tool developed by the European Cleaner Drive Programme.
• BUS - The analysis of this mode also considers the emissions produced during vehicle use, fuel
production and distribution, as well as bus manufacture and assembly, covering diesel buses
over four different Euro emission standards (which approximately correspond to vehicle age)
for a range of passenger loadings. The main approach calculates sum of tailpipe emissions
with those produced during fuel production and vehicle manufacture, based on data available
in [63, 11].
• RAIL & LONDON UNDERGROUND - For this mode, the emissions analyzed include those
produced during train use, fuel production and distribution. It is noted that the emissions
generated during train manufacture and assembly are excluded, given that they are considered
to be insignificant over the life of the vehicle. The analysis however covers diesel-electric, diesel
and electric locomotives and multiple-unit trains for national rail services and for a range of
passenger loadings, based on data available in [9, 104, 12].
• FLY - The emissions assessed within the frame of this mode include those produced during
vehicle use, fuel production and distribution. The main approach employed combines the
emissions associated with Landing and Taxi-off Cycle (LTO), which includes emissions up to
1000m altitude, with cruise phase emissions, while the emissions generated during aircraft
manufacture and assembly are excluded under the assumption that they are insignificant over
the total life of the aircraft [8, 10].
Table 5 details the emission factors considered within the frame of the Travelfootprint project.
The study includes an impact assessment as part of the life cycle emission methodology. This is
a rating system developed by the European Cleaner Drive Programme and consists of assigning
an external cost to establish the relative weight to attach to different emissions. The level of
environmental impact is expressed as a score between 0-100; the lower the score, the less the
environmental impact.
5.3.2

Aggregate approaches for urban transport

In the following, initiatives undertaken to estimate aggregate emissions and fuel consumption of
vehicles in an urban context shall be discussed. The vehicles under consideration range from
conventional and electric cars to public transit options.
Initiatives from Agency of the Global Change of the Government of Catalunya and
Observatory of Sustainability of Spain The Agency of the Global Change of the Government
of Catalunya (http://www20.gencat.cat/portal/site/canviclimatic?newLang=ca_ES) together with
the Observatory of Sustainability of Spain (http://www.sostenibilidad-es.org/) have developed some
parallel initiatives to facilitate Spanish transport companies with the evaluation and reduction of the
environmental impact of their mobility systems. The proposed methods are based on the norms of
ISO 14064 and the GHG protocol. The ISO 14064 aims at providing standardization and credibility
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Table 5:
Transport emissions
http://www.travelfootprint.org)

in

the

Travelfootprint

Travel mode
Walk/Cycle
Motorcycle (4-stroke <750cc, driver only)
Car (average load 1.6 passengers)
Bus (diesel bus – 50% passenger capacity)
Rail (diesel-electric – 50% passenger capacity)
London underground
Fly (65%-80% average passenger capacity)

project

(retrieved

from

gCO2 per passenger-km
5-30
80-120
125-150
40-60
50-75
10-50
240-350

to reports, documents or declarations of reduction of GHG. The GHG protocol is a detailed guide
for companies interested in quantifying and informing about GHG emissions. Both documents draw
the following set of methods for quantifying emissions from transport:
• The first method is based on liters of fuel: Table 6 shows the emissions measured as kg CO2
per liter of fuel. These factors can be used to make a first approximation that can be later
adjusted depending on the driving method, specific vehicle, type of lane, etc.
Table 6: Emissions per litre of fuel
Fuel type
Gasoline 95 or 98 octanes
Diesel
Bioethanol
Biodiesel
Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)

Emissions (kg CO2 /litre)
2.38
2.61
2.38 - % Bioethanol
2.61 - % Biodiesel
1.63

• The second method is based on the money expended: The Spanish Minister of Industry makes
periodic updates regarding fuel prices (available at http://www.mityc.es/energia/petroleo/
Precios/Informes/InformesAnuales/Paginas/InformesAnuales.aspx), while there is a portal
(available at http://geoportalgasolineras.es) that provides real-time fuel prices of every gas
station. Given the price and type of fuel, this method is based on the aforementioned one to
make an approximation of the vehicle emissions.
• The third method is related to the specific car model: The emissions (gCO2 /km) for an
extensive list of car models are available at the Spanish Institute for Diversification and Energy
Saving (http://www.idae.es/coches/).
• The fourth method is based on the vehicle fuel, type and displacement, and the driving mode:
The Agency of the Global Change of the Government of Catalunya proposes an estimation of
the emissions based on the type of vehicle and fuel. It also differentiates between three driving
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modes corresponding to urban, rural or highway conditions (Table 7). The conversion factors
are published by the European Environment Agency (http://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/
emep-eea-guidebook-2013).
Table 7: Emissions per vehicle depending on the speed (retrieved from http://www20.gencat.cat)
CAR

Fuel

Displacement

Emissions depending on speed (gCO2 /km)
Urban
Rural
Highway
(21 km/h) (70 km/h)
(107 km/h)
Gasoline
< 1.4 l
205.87
135.96
156.5
1.4 l - 2 l
252.62
157.34
173.33
>2l
344.32
192.88
220.33
Diesel
<2l
215.9
134.54
160.68
>2l
265.94
169.62
202.22
Hybrid
105.43
101.86
129.44
LPG
175.95
136.1
175.07
VAN
Fuel
Emissions depending on speed (gCO2 /km)
Urban
Others
Highway
(21 km/h)
(70 km/h)
(107 km/h)
Gasoline
391.20
210.84
213.71
Diesel
307.69
194.48
268.78
MOTO
Displacement
Emissions depending on speed (gCO2 /km)
Urban
Others
Highway
(25 km/h)
(70 km/h)
(107 km/h)
2-stroke < 250 cm3
105.22
85.87
126.32
4-stroke < 250 cm3
83.03
80.56
108.48
4-stroke 250-750 cm3
134.71
105.73
138.00
4-stroke > 750 cm3
169.37
123.60
149.01
BUS∗
Classification
Emissions depending on speed (gCO2 /km)
Urban
Others
Highway
(12 km/h)
(54 km/h)
(84 km/h)
< 18 t (Standard)
1873.20
721.12
596.21
> 18 t (3 axis)
2211.94
810.13
665.10
∗
Emissions are divided over the average number of passengers

• The fifth method is related to electric vehicles and is based on the electricity mix: The electricity mix accounts for the primary sources of energy related to the generation of electricity.
For example, in Spain, detailed information on the production and consumption of electricity
on a daily basis is available at http://www.ree.es/es/actividades/balance-diario. Consequently,
the emissions are estimated by associating each technology to the emission factor given by
the Plan Español de Energías Renovables 2005-2010 aligned with the European Commission 2007/589/CE. The kgCO2 equivalents are published daily at https://demanda.ree.es/
demanda.html. Figure 31 shows an example for the 31st of January 2014.
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Figure 31: Last 24 hours of CO2 equivalents (ton/hour) at 11 a.m. of 31st January 2014 (data
updated every 10 min)
UTEC The Urban Transportation Emissions Calculator (UTEC) is a user-friendly tool developed
by the Transport Agency of the Canada Government (available at http://wwwapps.tc.gc.ca/Prog/
2/UTEC-CETU/Menu.aspx?lang=eng). It estimates annual GHG emissions and key air pollutants
from personal, commercial, and public transit vehicles in an urban context. The estimation includes
upstream GHG emissions from the production, refining and transportation of fuels, as well as from
production of electricity used by electric vehicles.
The primary inputs to the tool are vehicle kilometres travelled for road vehicles and passenger
kilometres travelled for rail vehicles. The user needs also to specify the time period over which
kilometres travelled was measured (peak weekday hour, average weekday daily, etc.). Other optional
entries are: expansion factors to convert inputted travel data into an annual value, driving conditions
(proportion of stop-and-go city driving versus free flow highway driving), vehicle type and fuel
technology. An important advantage of the tool is that it incorporates average values of the
different provinces of Canada which can be modified by the user to improve the accuracy of the
results. The results include annual GHG emissions expressed in kgCO2 equivalents, annual air
contaminant emissions, and the annual travel (vehicle-kilometres travelled for road vehicles, annual
passenger-kilometres travelled for rail passenger vehicles).
The UTEC tool also includes a scenario analysis package in which two different scenarios can be
analyzed and compared. The inputs required for scenario analysis include the evaluation year and
the province or territory in order to estimate the proportion of automobiles and light trucks at each
province as well as to differentiate GHG intensities associated with electricity production in each
province/territory. The outputs allow the comparison in terms of GHG and key air pollutants.
The emission factors used by UTEC to estimate fuel consumption, GHG emissions, and criteria
air contaminant (CAC) are obtained from three primary sources:
• Canada’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory, Environment Canada. GHG emission facD4.1: Page 94 of 127
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tors for the operation of conventional vehicles (i.e. gasoline and diesel powered) are based
on the 1990-2008 National Inventory Report (NIR) by Environment Canada (available at
http://www.ec.gc.ca/ges-ghg/default.asp?lang=En&n=83A34A7A-1).
• MOBILE6.2C outputs from the National Inventory of Criteria Air Contaminant (CAC)
Emissions, Environment Canada. Environment Canada conducted a number of runs with
MOBILE6.2C for the years 1980 to 2030 using national level fleet data in order to provide
the required CAC emission factors and fuel efficiencies for conventional road vehicles used in
UTEC.
• GHGenius, Natural Resources Canada. GHGenius is an Excel-based tool developed for Natural
Resources Canada with the purpose to estimate life cycle emissions of primary GHGs and
criteria pollutants from combustion sources. In the context of the UTEC tool, upstream fuel
cycle GHG emission factors for conventional and alternative fuels were obtained by using
GHGenius with default Canada inputs, representing the national industry average values.
Moreover, fuel efficiencies and vehicle operation GHG and CAC emission factors were also
derived for alternative fuel vehicles. The tool along with the supporting documentation may
be found at http://www.ghgenius.ca/.
5.3.3

Energy system models

Energy system models enable the analysis and assessment of individual technologies for applications
that range from single-project implementations to national energy systems, considering one or more
energy sectors. In this context, methods and tools that are typically employed for energy/transport
modeling purposes could be potentially applied within the frame of the MOVESMART project.
The present analysis is based on recent and thorough studies [133, 163, 71, 173] that describe the
characteristics of the available energy modeling tools in order to facilitate the selection of the most
suitable option that best fits the needs of a specific project/research work. Table 8 provides an
extensive list of energy modeling tools along with their main characteristics, retrieved from [71].
For the purposes of the MOVESMART project, the focus is on those energy models that have
the following characteristics:
• multi-sector modeling capabilities, including the electricity and transport sectors given the
impact of electric vehicles charging on the electricity grid;
• project/local/regional geographical coverage; and
• high time resolution, given that different electric vehicle charging options exist, each one requiring different charging time, while the calculations of emissions from the EV charging process
depend on the country-specific electricity mix, which in turn depends on the characteristics of
the corresponding national electricity system as well as the daily and season evolution of the
electricity demand.
A close examination of Table 8 reveals that only 11 models (i.e. COMPOSE, EnergyPLAN,
ENPEP/BALANCE, IKARUS, INFORSE, LEAP, MARKAL/TIMES, MESAP PlaNet, NEMS,
PRIMES and UniSyD3.0) meet the first two criteria, while taking also into account the necessity for
high time resolution reduces the available options of energy models that could be applied within the
frame of the MOVESMART project to the following: COMPOSE, EnergyPLAN, MARKAL/TIMES
and MESAP PlaNet. The following paragraphs provide a detailed review for each one of these
models.
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Table 8: Characteristics of energy models (retrieved from [71])
Tool

Electricity
Sector
Yes
Yes
–

Transport
Sector
–
–
–

Geographical coverage

Time horizon

Time step

National/state/regional
International
Single-project investigation
Single-project investigation
National/state/regional
National/state/regional
National/state/regional
International

1 year
Max 50 years
1 year

Minutes
Hourly
Hourly

Yes

Yes

No limit

Hourly

E4cast
EMCAS
EMINENT
EMPS

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Partly
Partly
–
–

Max 50 years
No limit
1 year
25 years

National/state/regional
Single-project investigation
National/state/regional

1 year
Max 40 years

Yearly
Hourly
None/yearly
Weekly (with a load duration curve representing fluctuations within
the week)
Hourly
Minutes

EnergyPLAN
energyPRO

Yes
Yes

Yes
–

ENPEPBALANCE
GTMax
H2RES
HOMER
HYDROGEMS

Yes

Yes

75 years

Yearly

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

–
Partly
–
–

No limit
No limit
1 year
1 year

Hourly
Hourly
Minutes
Minutes

Yes
Yes
Partly
Yes
Yes

National/state/regional
Island
Local/community
Single-project investigation
National/state/regional
National/state/regional
National/state/regional
National/state/regional
National/state/regional

IKARUS
INFORSE
Invert
LEAP
MARKAL/TIMES

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Max 50 years
50+ years
Max 50 years
No limit
Max 50 years

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partly
Partly

National/state/regional
Global
Global and regional
National/state/regional
National/state/regional
International

No limit
50+ years
50+ years
Max 50 years
1 year
Max 50 years

PRIMES
ProdRisk
RAMSES
RETScreen
SimREN
SIVAEL
STREAM
TRNSYS16
UniSyD3.0
WASP

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
–
–
–
Partly
–
Partly
–
Yes
–

National/state/regional
National/state/regional
International
User-defined
National/state/regional
National/state/regional
National/state/regional
Local/community
National/state/regional
National/state/regional

Max 50 years
Multiple years
30 years
Max 50 years
No limit
1 year
1 year
Multiple years
Max 50 years
Max 50 years

WILMAR Planning
Tool

Yes

Partly

International

1 year

Yearly
Yearly
Yearly
Yearly
Hourly, daily, monthly
using user-defined time
slices
Any
5 years
15 years
Yearly
Hourly
Based on typical days
with 36-72 slots for 1
year
Years
Hourly
Hourly
monthly
Minutes
Hourly
Hourly
Seconds
Bi-weekly
12 load duration curves
for a year
Hourly

MESAP PlaNet
MESSAGE
MiniCAM
NEMS
ORCED
PERSEUS

AEOLIUS
BALMOREL
BCHP
Screening
Tool
COMPOSE
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COMPOSE Compare Options for Sustainable Energy (COMPOSE) was developed by the Aalborg
University, Denmark in 2008 as a tool for the techno-economic assessment of energy projects with
the aim to examine the level to which each project can support intermittency. The model is freely
available at http://energyinteractive.net, however only a small number of users have downloaded
the tool [71], revealing a low level of user acceptance. A key advantage of COMPOSE is the low
training time requirements, i.e. three days.
This tool is based on a user-defined system, implying it can simulate all financial aspects as well
as all thermal generation, renewable energy, storage/conversion, and transport technologies in a
single-project investigation. It is also possible to define uncertainties in order to allow an extensive
risk analysis, for example specification of uncertainty ranges for wind production. The analysis is
carried out using a one-hour time-step over a user-defined number of years. Special features currently
include Monte Carlo risk assessments, import of projects from energyPRO, import/export of hourly
distributions from/to EnergyPLAN, and import of climate data for localization of distributions from
RETScreen.
Studies undertaken using COMPOSE include the analysis of the benefits of energy storage and
relocation options (such as the integration of heat pumps with CHP plants) [52], as well as a PhD
thesis that examines options to tackle with the intermittency from the large scale deployment of
wind power into the West Danish energy system [51].
EnergyPLAN EnergyPLAN is an energy systems analysis model developed by Aalborg University,
Denmark. It uses hour-by-hour simulations for a period of one year, enabling the design and evaluation
of a flexible energy system that can balance energy supply and demand. The model has been used for
studying energy technologies in large complex systems as well as for areas ranging from small to large
national energy systems. The EnergyPLAN tool is available for free at http://www.energyplan.eu,
having more than 1200 downloads [71].
The main purpose of the model is to assist the design of national or regional energy planning
strategies on the basis of technical and economic analyses of the consequences of implementing
different energy systems and investments. EnergyPLAN optimizes the operation of a given energy
system and it is based on analytical programming to make the calculations direct and speed up the
underlying model. It is capable of simulating the entire national or regional energy system, including
electricity, heat, transport and industrial sectors (Figure 32). All thermal, renewable, storage and
conversion and transport technologies can be modeled by EnergyPLAN. More specifically, the
modeling of the transport sector in EnergyPLAN supports vehicles powered by petrol, diesel, gas,
hydrogen and biofuel, as well as electric vehicles, including vehicle-to-grid (V2G) ones. EnergyPLAN
is based on a deterministic input/output approach: general inputs to the model include demands,
renewable energy sources, energy station capacities, costs and the regulation strategies, while the
model outputs are energy balances and resulting annual productions, fuel consumption, import/export
of electricity, and total costs including income from the exchange of electricity [71].
Indicative examples of EnergyPLAN applications are analyses on optimal combinations of
renewable energy sources [161], management of surplus electricity [165], integration of wind power
using V2G electric vehicles [164], integrated systems and local energy markets [166], and renewable
energy strategies for sustainable development [162].
MARKAL/TIMES The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System (TIMES) is the latest development
of the MARKAL framework [206] maintained by the IEA’s Energy Technology System Analysis
Programme (ETSAP). It is estimated that TIMES is currently used in nearly 70 countries by 250
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Figure 32: EnergyPLAN model (retrieved from [164])
institutions (of which 75% are active users). Even though the model generators are free-of-charge by
signing a Letter of Agreement, TIMES is based on the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS)
and thus licenses for the modeling language and a solver must be purchased, combined optionally
with an interface to facilitate the model management [71].
TIMES is an economic model generator for local, state/province, national or multi-regional
energy systems, and uses a technology-explicit (bottom-up) modeling approach for analyzing the
energy dynamics and examining scenarios regarding the development of an energy system over
multiple periods [231], typically in the range of 20 to 50 or 100 years. Three types of entities are
used in TIMES to model an energy system [159]:
• commodities for representing energy carriers, energy services, materials, monetary flows, and
emissions;
• technologies or processes that represent physical devices that transform commodities into
other commodities; and
• commodity flows that link commodities with processes.
The considered energy system is represented with a network model referred to as Reference Energy System (RES), where processes are represented as boxes, commodities as vertical lines, and
commodity flows as links between process boxes and commodity lines (Figure 33).
TIMES is a partial equilibrium modeling tool, implying that specific sectors of the economic
activity may be modeled (e.g. electricity, transport and/or industry). It supports all thermal,
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Figure 33: Partial view of a simple Reference Energy System in TIMES (retrieved from [159])
renewable, storage/conversion and transportation technologies. For the latter, the supported
technologies include mopeds, motorcycles, cars, vans, buses, light duty trucks, heavy duty trucks,
metro, tram, and passenger trains, separated by fuel type [189]. General inputs to a TIMES model
are demands, renewable energy sources, energy station capacities, costs (investment, operating,
and fuel) and emission factors according to the source of fuel. The model may also include a
number of restrictions of different nature, such as technical, economical, environmental and/or
timing constraints, as well as bounds on supply and demand. Additionally, the maximum time
resolution of a TIMES model is one hour.
TIMES generates a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) with the objective of maximizing the
total surplus of producers and consumers, or equivalently satisfying the demand for energy services
with the minimum total discounted system cost, according to the following equation [159]:
NPV =

R
X

X

(1 + dr,y )REF Y R−y ∗ AN N COST (r, y)

r=1 y∈Y EARS

where NPV is the net present value of the total costs, ANNCOST is the total annual cost, d is
the general discount rate, R is the set of regions under study, REFYR is the reference year for
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discounting and YEARS is the set of years for which costs occur. In this context, the solution of the
MILP provides the least-cost configuration of technology investments over the entire time horizon,
along with operating levels of each technology, primary energy supply and energy trades in each
period.
TIMES has been used to a number of studies that consider the transportation sector. Indicative
examples include the municipal scale analysis for an Italian town in [70], as well as country scale
applications for Ireland [67] and Belgium [189].
MESAP PlaNet MESAP stands for Modular Energy System Analysis and Planning Environment
and it is an energy system analysis toolbox for integrated energy and environmental planning originally
developed by the Institute for Energy Economics and the Rational Use of Energy (IER) at the
University of Stuttgart. MESAP is designed to carry out policy analysis for local, regional and
global strategies over a medium- to long-term horizon with regard to energy and environmental
systems. PlaNet (Planning Network) is an accounting type linear simulation model for MESAP
and it is designed to analyze and simulate energy demand and supply systems, including their costs
and environmental impacts [22]. MESAP PlaNet is currently maintained by the German company
Seven2one Informationssysteme GmbH. The license costs at least 11500e, while a discount is offered
for research groups. It is estimated that there are approximately 20 users and training requires five
days [71].
MESAP PlaNet uses a bottom-up modeling approach, where several competitive technologies
that supply energy services are represented by parallel processes, the volume of services is defined in
terms of market shares, while the corresponding input and output flows are connected to commodities
(vertical lines), forming a network model of the so-called Reference Energy System (RES), as shown
in Figure 34. The specific production cost of all commodities in the RES is determined using detailed
cost calculations based on the investment, fixed operation and maintenance (O&M), and variable
O&M costs. Moreover, the process flow calculations are based on a system of linear equations
consisting of:
• transformation equations that relate input and output flows between processes;
• equations that assign exogenous fixed values to variables that represent quantities of flows and
commodities;
• commodity consumption equations;
• commodity production equations; and
• allocation equations that determine the market share of flows producing a commodity.
MESAP PlaNet supports all thermal generation, renewable, storage/conversion, and transport
technologies. The time-step of the MESAP PlaNet simulations is user-defined and can range from 1
min to multiple years, while there is no limit on the time horizon of the simulations [71]. Previous
studies using Mesap PlaNet include the comparison of energy-efficiency strategies in Slovenia [22]
and the simulation of global energy supply strategies [121].
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Figure 34: Example of Reference Energy System modeling in MESAP PlaNet (retrieved from [22])
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Promising New Directions for Renewable Mobility

This Section highlights promising directions that will be further researched in the course of the
project in order to address the two core MOVESMART services: personalized mobility (on demand)
and incentivized vehicle sharing.

6.1
6.1.1

Personalized Mobility (on demand)
Open issues in multimodal route planning

A major focus within the MOVESMART project is to enable personalized mobility in modern cities,
which requires to tie in electric-vehicle mobility with other types of transportation, be it personal
(e. g., walking, cycling) or public (e. g., metro, tram, bus). In the previous sections we have discussed
already existing algorithmic approaches to various types of problems that arise in this context.
However, certain topics that are of particular interest to the MOVESMART project have not been
fully or even not at all addressed yet, hence they represent important directions of new research.
One key element for personalized mobility in modern cities is the ability to use and combine
different modes of transportation. An online journey planner must be able to fully exploit the
existing public and non-public modes of transportation in order to recommend sensible journeys to
the users. One topic that is absent from several of the reviewed publications on multi-modal route
planning, yet being highly important for enabling EV mobility within cities, is the time-dependency
of the road networks. In most multi-modal approaches that combine the road network with the
public transportation network, it is assumed that the time needed to travel along a certain street is
some fixed constant throughout the day. However, we know that during certain peek times, such as,
for example the rush hour, certain streets are heavily congested and traveling along them requires
much longer than during other times. Hence, to present a user with viable and realistic journey
alternatives it is important to include time-dependency for road networks into multi-modal route
planning.
For multi-modal route planning it is also important to consider park-and-ride (P+R) scenarios.
The idea behind park-and-ride is to allow people that do not live close to the city center to drive to
an easily reachable car park. There they can park their car and enter the public transportation
network to reach the city center. This both avoids or reduces traffic jams within the city and reduces
pollution. It might also provide overall quicker journeys for commuters. Since more and more cities
offer car parks for P+R it is sensible to incorporate P+R into multi-modal route planning. However,
another major issue when considering this problem is the modelling (besides algorithmic challenges).
What is the objective for good P+R journeys? Is it travel time, or is it far more crucial to use car
parks that with high probability offer enough capacity? Or, is the connectivity of the car parks to
the public transportation network much more important? Similarly, how viable are return trips? A
good planning tool will need to provide the user with several good choices in order for him to make
an informed final decision. We will investigate algorithmic approaches to enable such services.
Besides the obvious importance of P+R scenarios for modern metropolitan cities, such scenarios
are of particular interest to MOVESMART due to its focus on EV mobility. EVs usually have
limited cruising range, and hence P+R scenarios play an important role for people living far away
from the city center, who would not be able to reach it with their EVs otherwise. Since P+R
car parks may offer the recharging stations for EVs (note that recharging may take several hours)
this adds a new layer of complexity for this problem. In this context, it is important to consider
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station availability as well charging duration. These new challenges make this problem an inherent
multi-criteria scenario, which are notoriously difficult to solve.
As we discussed in Section 3.1 the fastest algorithms for uni-modal route planning in road
networks obtain the best route in a few milliseconds, or less. Currently, even the fastest multi-modal
algorithm is several orders of magnitude slower. While we cannot hope to reduce query times to
that level, further investigation of multi-modal preprocessing techniques is important in order to be
able to incorporate more challenging scenarios: Since EV-mobility incorporated into multi-modal
route planning gives rise to more challenges, it is important to explore novel algorithmic approaches
for multi-modal route planning to improve performance significantly.
As a subroutine, multi-modal route planning requires routing on the individual networks. Hence,
the uni-modal route planning problem for EVs needs to be considered. Although uni-modal route
planning has attracted much research interest from the algorithmic community in recent years, the
focus mostly was concentrated on combustion engine cars. Route planning for EVs, however, faces
new challenges. The reasons for this are as follows: i) The cruising range of EVs is limited, and
hence they need to be recharged much more frequently than combustion engine cars. ii) Recharging
EVs requires significantly more time than refuelling a combustion engine car. iii) The battery of
EVs recharging rate is non-linear. iv) EVs can recuperate energy when, for example, going downhill.
Although there has been some algorithmic approaches for EV routing, there are still many open
questions that need to be explored. One issue not considered in traditional route planning is the
speed–range tradeoff. More specifically, it might be better (i. e., reduce overall travel time) to drive
a lower speed (less than maximal allowed), and hence consume less energy. This may let the driver
reach his/her destination without needing to go through the time-consuming battery recharge (or
reducing the number of necessary recharging stops). Another option would be, when reduced speed
does not allow reaching the destination without recharging, to determine whether it makes sense to
visit more charging stations but not always recharge the battery to full capacity, but rather only to
a certain fraction of the full capacity that can be recharged quickly.
6.1.2

Strategic design of bicycle sharing systems

The design of bicycle sharing systems is a particularly tough exercise as it involves several design
decisions: the location and capacities of bike stations; the vehicles fleet size; the creation of bicycle
lanes connecting bike stations. These design decisions should ensure sufficient coverage (i.e. satisfy
user demand with appropriate quality of service), while minimizing investment and maintenance
costs. Despite the growing body of relevant literature, algorithmic approaches tackling this issue are
very few. Given the problem’s complexity and the metropolitan scale of realistic instances, heuristics
represent a suitable method for efficiently deriving near-optimal solutions. Existing algorithmic
approaches on hub location problems, maximal covering models and joint location inventory problems
are expected to provide a suitable starting point for optimizing the design of bicycle sharing systems.
Along the same line, the mathematical modeling of bicycle sharing systems should be refined so
as to capture several system variables and constraints overlooked by existing models:
• Travel demands may largely vary over a day (e.g. residential areas typically act as trip
generators early in the morning and attractors late in the afternoon). It would therefore be
helpful to develop a formal model incorporating demand variation and to evaluate the influence
of demand variation on the system design and routing choices.
• Decisions on the establishment of new bicycle lanes between bike stations should take into
consideration the existing street network structure (unlike existing models which simplistically
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consider direct links between stations [155]). Clearly, existing bicycle lanes infrastructure
should be exploited in order to reduce facilities cost. Moreover, new lanes should be setup
taking into account the attractiveness of alternative options with respect to distance, bicycle
friendliness (e.g. road segments with high motor traffic are less friendly to bikers than pedestrian
zones), flatness, etc. Notably, OpenTripPlanner (OTP8 ) , the leading open source platform for
multimodal trip itinerary planning, already supports the provision of such information9 .
• The reallocation of bicycle stock is commonly practiced by shared bicycle system operators
to enable balanced distributions among stations and allow coverage of anticipated demand.
Given that bicycle reallocation largely contributes to maintenance cost, model formulations
should consider this cost factor so as to influence the overall system design.
6.1.3

Proactive vehicle relocation based on predicted demand

Contemporary vehicle sharing systems take a reactive approach to handling user demand, wherein
vehicles are relocated from station with surplus to those with shortage of vehicle stock, as soon
as uneven vehicle distribution is detected. Given the highly dynamic nature of user demand, such
relocations are likely to prove ineffective, e.g. relocate vehicles to stations with relatively low stock
and yet to remain unused.
The use of historical data and demand prediction models may, however, give effect to more
effective relocation strategies. For instance, a vehicle depot located nearby office premises with a few
parked cars may be reasonable to supply before the end of the business hours. This relocation may
be undertaken either by operator employees (relocators) or incentivized customers. In the special
case of EV-sharing systems, demand prediction may be used to identify which vehicles (among those
parked at a specific depot) should be relocated; for instance, vehicles with high battery level may
be more appropriate to relocate to a station at a time that relatively long rides are expected to be
requested. Furthermore, the limited range and the long charging of EVs give reasons to innovative
incentivized schemes. For instance, in the event of a request issued at 20pm for a 25 km ride towards
a suburb where high user demand is not expected before 7am, the customer could be incentivized
to use a vehicle with battery status providing 35km autonomy, which requires 8 hours to be fully
charged.
6.1.4

Challenges for the assessment of energy-efficiency

The comprehensive review of the relevant literature reveals that there is a growing number of
multimodal route planners, however rather limited research efforts focus on the promotion of
sustainable transport solutions. Prominent among them is the Ecopassenger project that provides an
online calculator to compare the energy consumption and emissions for planes, cars and trains. From
the vehicle energy-efficiency point of view, existing approaches typically consider only conventional
passenger cars, e.g. Ecopassenger allows the selection of vehicle class for gasoline and diesel passenger
cars covering up to Euro 5 standards. On the other hand, a novelty of the MOVESMART project,
8 http://opentripplanner.com/
9 OpenTripPlanner
relies
on
General
Transit
Feed
Specification
(GTFS)
(https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference?csw=1) data to describe public transportation schedules and routes. It can use OpenStreetMap (http://www.openstreetmap.org/) or commercial data sources for data
on sidewalks, bicycling infrastructure and streets. It allows users to plan a trip that can combine multiple modes
of transportation, such as cycling or walking to reach public transportation, while it can also incorporate several
popular bike-sharing systems (http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/OpenTripPlanner).
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among others, lies in the fact that it envisions the combined use of public transportation systems
with electric vehicles (EVs), namely electric cars and bicycles, under a vehicle sharing scheme
located near public transport hubs to cover the first and last part of a trip. It is widely known
that EVs produce no tailpipe emissions, but their environmental impact may be traced back to the
upstream stages where the required electricity is generated to charge their battery, as well as to
the production process (e.g. material extraction, processing, transport and manufacturing) of these
vehicles (including their battery), thus necessitating an approach based on life cycle assessment
(LCA). In this context, several challenges are specific to the modeling of the energy-efficiency of
vehicles and the impact of the routing algorithms within the frame of the MOVESMART project:
• Vehicle fuel consumption and emission models cover different types of emissions (e.g. hot
exhaust, cold start, evaporative and/or non-exhaust), pollutants, vehicle classes and Euro
emission standards. On the other hand, some models of this type have been calibrated
and validated with measurements from vehicles under the US classification, having some
implications for their application in a European context given the differences on standards and
specifications between EU and US. Moreover, the methodology employed in each model differs
significantly, thus existing techniques range from average speed models to approaches that
take into account particular traffic situations (e.g. ’stop-and-go-driving’ or ’free-flow motorway
driving’) or modal models based on engine power demand over a user-defined drive cycle. The
selection of the proper model to apply should take into account not only the characteristics of
the vehicles under study and the operation conditions, but also the availability of data for the
required model inputs as well as the precision of the collected data.
• To overcome the inherent limitation of emission models that consider only conventional vehicles,
vehicle simulation models could be also employed to assess the energy-efficiency of EVs based
on their distinctive principles of operation (e.g. regenerative braking). The battery is a very
critical component of an EV in the sense that the type and characteristics of the vehicle battery
have a direct impact on capacity, charging time, and charge cycles, while in combination with
the electric motor they determine the vehicle autonomy (range), posing a modeling challenge
to realistically represent the EV performance during the use phase.
• Life cycle assessment (LCA) tools provide the methodology for examining not only the use
phase, but also the full life cycle of any given combination of fuel/vehicle pathways. However,
they require careful definition of the scope of the study and the system boundaries so that
comparisons of different vehicle technologies on energy-efficiency and/or emissions take place
using a common frame of reference.
• A methodological framework is required for the selection/development/combination of the
necessary models and approaches in order to assess the energy-efficiency of various combinations
of transportation means in any given mobility chain at route level.
• Energy systems analysis models have been successfully applied for energy planning and policy
purposes as well as technology impact assessment, mainly at national/state/regional scale.
The research challenges here include not only the selection of the proper analysis tool to
develop a model that captures the interactions of energy and transportation sectors, but also
the adjustment of its scope according to the needs of the MOVESMART project.
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Modelling Mobility on Demand systems through scenarios and the Delphi technique

The issues discussed above in this Section form a highly complex scenario, given the many possible
interactions between variables involved in real systems. Given this complexity, we argue that
it would be impractical to derive a mathematical model for the entire system, while heuristic
approximations would be infeasible due to lacking previous Mobility on Demand (MoD) system
deployment experiences that could supply the baseline data for the initial modelling of the system.
Therefore, and considering that the final acceptance will depend on subjective parameters, such
as the positive valuation and satisfaction of the users of the different alternatives and posibilities,
we consider more feasible an approach from the standpoint of the social sciences, sociology in
particular, performing a prospective analysis, using for this purpose the combination of two different
methodologies:
a) The construction of scenarios
b) The Delphi method
This prospective analysis will allow performing a preliminary approximation to the most feasible
solution, which will serve as starting point in the design of the pilot of MoD system deployment
to be undertaken on the course of MOVESMART. The approach provided by these prospective
methods will be validated by analyzing the real data obtained from the pilot experiments to be
carried out. In the sequel we will briefly describe the methodologies to be used in this approach:
Scenarios
A scenario is a conceptual view of the future development constructed from a set of premises
available at present [44]. The scenario method was first used in the 50s of the 20th century, to
identify alternative paths and their hypothetical performance results in different contexts, in order
to guide decision-making by providing the potential consequences.
Within the prescriptive - normative framework, the scenario method assigns a probability of
occurrence to each future considered, which consists of a given context and a particular strategy.
The method pursued is as follows: first a number of contextual scenarios are designed, describing
possible future social states, then a set of possible strategies are developed, and finally these scenarios
and strategies are analyzed by simulating the impact of the contexts provided on the strategies
considered and viceversa. This sequence is repeated until the strategy has acquired the degree of
sophistication required in order to determine the robustness of each strategy in a changing context.
The idea is to prepare for these changes, and have a valid reference previously tested about what
will be the most appropriate one and what undesirable strategies exist in each case. A scenario must
simultaneously satisfy three conditions: relevance, coherence and plausibility.
According to J. Jarratt [132], the steps for the development of a scenario are:
1. Definition of the system that the experts will work on (variables and relationships).
2. Decide temporary space for scenarios (time of occurrence).
3. Decide how many scenarios will be built (3 or 4 is the ideal).
4. Determine the main variables to structure the scenarios and discuss future assumptions.
5. Specify variable values for each scenario considered.
6. Decide specific events that may occur during the temporary space scenarios.
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7. Create a working title for each scenario.
8. Outline scenarios.
9. Review / evaluate the draft scenario based on the following six criteria: credibility, comprehensibility, internal consistency, interest, fulfilment of the stated objectives and completeness.
The scenario technique is an ideal and complete alternative way of re-interpreting and reorganizing the information gathered through other techniques, either explicitly anticipatory (Delphi,
matrix cross-impact analysis, time series, etc) or not (interviews cross, opinion polls, etc).
Delphi Method
Essentially, the Delphi technique [157] aims at providing an estimation about the future quantified
by consensus on qualitative issues, in order to provide support for decision -making. It is ideal
for situations in which there are no historical data (time series) or where ethical or moral issues
dominate on technical economic considerations and that is where a problem does not allow use
accurate analytical techniques, but can benefit from subjective judgements founded on a collective
basis.
The objective is to obtain information from Delphi by reaching consensus among a panel of
experts, using a systematic and controlled procedure that removes defects (semantic noise, peer
pressure, loss of time, lack of agreement) and the potential power of the group meeting, which
qualifies for a coherent prospective vision: the future considered most likely.
Its main characteristic features are:
1. It is a technical analysis of the state of opinion, whose objective is consensus.
2. The consulting group is a group of qualified experts.
3. The whole process is managed by a coordinator.
4. The participant experts do not know who their colleagues in the debate are. The anonymity is
guaranteed by the coordinator.
5. The information is gathered through questionnaires, accompanied at each stage (of the several
considered) by information feedback.
6. The questions contained in the questionnaire, while being qualitative in nature, are prepared
to make quantitative measurement possible.
7. Alternating phases in which a questionnaire increasingly closed with reporting results obtained
in the previous phase are combined, leads inexorably to obtain a consensus.
8. The cost is much lower than that of a conventional group meeting (since the query can be
done remotely) and consensus building is safe.
We can summarize the application of the Delphi method in the following steps:
1. Definition of the problem.
2. Selection of experts: they should be appropriate to examine the problem, both in quality and
number.
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3. Initial questionnaire with open questions, so that experts define events and/or trends that
may occur in the future.
4. Determination of the specific events whose forecast will be quantified.
5. Second questionnaire with specific and quantifiable questions.
6. Calculation of the median, percentiles and interquartile range.
7. Third questionnaire: reaffirmation and argumentation. The results of the previous survey,
indicating each expert positioning with respect to the group are circulated; the experts are
then required to make a new estimation and, if their evaluation is out of the interquartile
range (Q3 -Q1), to justify their opinion.
8. Repeat: Steps 6 and 7 are repeated successively until the dispersion is small enough to consider
that a point of agreement has been reached so as to make a prediction.

6.2
6.2.1

Incentivized Vehicle Sharing
MoD combined with dynamic incentives

As discussed in Section 2.2, incentives-based mechanisms represent the most promising way to deal
with the major problem of car sharing systems, that is, the fleet redistribution issue or asymmetric
demand / offer. In effect, incentives motivate fleet redistribution and tackle the demand/offer
asymmetry problem.
This mechanism is based on real time bi-univocal information between the user and the system,
allowing to modify, not only the drop off and pick up station, but also other trip parameters such
as the time for picking up or dropping off the car, suggest trip sharing with another user going
along the same route, etc. Thus, it might occur that the same route from zone A to B has different
prices depending on the incentives or penalties offered and accepted by the user. Incentives must be
managed in real time and the system should be adaptive and possess some kind of intelligence to
infer / plan each user behaviours / tendencies, so that, it is able to offer a particular user the “right”
incentive (i.e. attractive enough for the user to modify his/her initial plan but adjusted enough to
maximize the benefit of the fleet manager).
Incentives may be offered in two forms: in kind or in price. ’In kind’ incentives refer to discount
vouchers or special offers for services -directly or indirectly- relevant to mobility. For example, it could
be a 15% discount on a restaurant, or free laundry service or allowance to top price range vehicles
in the system. Of course, there must exist previous agreement among cooperating establishments
(offering these ’in kind’ incentives) and the fleet management authority. Price incentives refer to
discounts on actual or future trip fares and exclusively involve fleet management services.
Finally, taking the incentives scheme to the extreme, there could be a way to make it explicit to
the users. When the asymmetric demand problem deteriorates, the fleet manager could “offer” to
users -deliberately subscribed for this purpose - an attractive incentive to drive a vehicle from A to
B. The user answering positively would earn future discounts or even monetary rewards for driving
the car from A (place with low demand) to B (place with high demand). This option could be seen
as a contractor-based redistribution system. However, the use of this incentive tactic should be
implemented in severe asymmetry situations because of the high “redistribution” trip costs incurred
by the fleet manager.
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Vehicle relocation and effective reward schemes

Car relocation is deemed as a necessary instrument to restore the desirable allocation of vehicles
among stations in car-sharing systems. Having to adapt to user demand dynamics, car relocation
activities are typically needed several times on the course of a day; hence, relocation decisions are
bound to time constraints. Given the complexity of the problem, heuristics represent a reasonable
algorithmic tool to meet the strict time requirements. However, the algorithmic state of the art in
dynamic vehicle relocation in car-sharing systems leaves a lot to be desired. For instance, the results
obtained by the greedy approach of Lee et al. [152] could be significantly improved by approaching
car relocation as a k-server problem (regarding the employed drivers of the car sharing operator as
servers that handle relocation requests). Moreover, the problem of optimally assigning employed
drivers to cars to be relocated and transferring the drivers to the stations where those cars reside
has not been studied, although being an essential part of the relocation process.
The provision of incentives to customers has also been recognized as a cost-effective means of
tackling the problem of unbalanced car distribution among stations in car sharing systems. The
benefit of incentive provision models has been evidenced by several simulation studies (see Section
4.3.2). In real-world systems, though, users indicating willingness to take advantage of a reward
scheme would expect meaningful alternatives. For instance, a customer would consider delivering a
car to a station further than that originally planned, under the condition that s/he could transfer
to a transit service and reach his actual destination location with reasonably small delay. Further,
such meaningful recommendations should maximize the utility for the system (e.g. incentivize the
customer to undertake the most urgent, among pending, relocation) and should be derived in real
time. Last, rewards (i.e. rental discount) need to be adjusted so as to compensate the user enough
for delaying his/her arrival time (or even having to pay for a transit service ticket), while minimizing
revenue cost for the operator. To the best of our knowledge, no algorithmic methods have been
proposed so far deriving concrete alternatives so as to effectively incentivize customers. Hence, this
represents a particularly promising research topic.
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